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Lotus Sym=Fony 1.2 Reviewed (p. 76) 
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Newman Motor; Linear Stepper Motors & Drivers; Robotic Bearings Integrated - 
Software Reviews: Lotus Symphony 1.2 & PFS:First Choice Electronic & Computer 
News ... and more. 





BSR's Endangered Colossus 
Prepare for bone jarring bass and dramatically clear highs from these newly deve loped 15 "3 -way 5 speaker 
systems that nearly missed their chance to charm an audiophile's ear. BSR moved its dbx and ADC divisions 
into one facility and these speakers almost became orphans. So now, they're yours at a close -out price. 

By Drew Kaplan low clean bass. They have matched 25mm voice coils, 
It's a shame. But, it's also a great oppor- Its magnetic structure weighs a thun- also protected by ferro-fluid and polyamid- 

tunity to get a pair of 15" audiophile dering 48 ounces. But that's not all. The imid to 200° centigrade. They are driven 
loudspeakers with the newest in stereo magnetic field is developed by the rare by powerful barium ferrite magnetic fields. 
imaging at a market -breaking price. earth metal Strontium for state of the art NOT QUITE FINISHED YET 

Imagine a precisely matched mirror massive but flawlessly controlled bass. To prevent phase shift and cancella- 
image pair of top -of- the -line BSR speak- A 38mm voice coil with a 200° cen- tion, two totally separate crossover pet- 
ers that can effortlessly recreate the cata- tigrade temperature capacity, will handle works are employed in these speakers. 
clysmic impact of a full orchestral cre- the most demanding digital or analog re- All frequencies below 800 hz are di- 
scendo at full volume and yet offer flaw- cordings. And, a new super rigid cabinet rected to the 15" woofer. The front sys- 
lessly subtle sound detail to 21,500hz. design virtually eliminates coloration due tem routes frequencies above 800hz to 

You'll thrill to thunderous bass all the to uncontrolled cabinet resonance. the 8" mid -range to take full advantage 
way down to 26hz. Incredibly rich, full, At low volume, the bass will fill in and of its superb reproduction capabilities. 
vibrant sound at low volume will explode envelop you. At high volume, your room, Frequencies above 3400hz are routed 
with life as you increase the volume. your walls and your neighbors will shake. to the horn tweeter. 

But before we examine the front speak- (Not for apartment dwellers please.) The top mounted system routes only 
frequencies above 1200hz to the 5" poly- 
propylene ambiance mid -range driver, 
and frequencies above 3400hz are routed 
to the top sonic placement tweeter. 

There are level controls for both the 
top and front mounted speakers so that 
you can voice the speakers to match 
your musical taste and environment. 

Note: Only the top tweeters are moun- 
ted at the the edges. The front mounted 
tweeters are conventionally mounted 
for acoustical symmetry. 

Each speaker is fuse protected for up 
to 200 watts peak, 150 watts continuous 
power. You can operate these super ef- 
ficient speakers with as little as 20 watts. 

AND OH WHAT A PRETTY FACE 
The speaker systems are 30" tall, 191/4' 

wide and 101/2" deep. Their lovely oak 
wood -grain appearance is enhanced by 
the dark removable grill cloths that beau- 
tifully contrast with the rich wood -grain 
tones. They're a statement of audio ele- 
gance when placed in any room. They're 
backed by BSR's 2 year limited warranty. 
A COLOSSAL DREAM COMES TRUE 

RISK FREE 
You'll hear depth of sound at low levels 

that was previously unobtainable. And 
yes, when you crank up the volume, your 
music will explode with realism and drama. 

Try these speakers in your own sys- 
tem. Then compare them at any Hi -Fi 
Store with any pair of speakers up to 
$1000. If they don't beat all the competi- 
tion hands down, simply return them to 
DAK in their original boxes within 30 
days for a courteous refund. 

To order your matched pair of BSR 
top -of- the -line 15 " 3 -way 5 speaker sys- 
tems with unique stereo imaging risk 
free with your credit card, call toll free or 
send your check for DAK's market- break- 
ing price of just $299 for the MATCHED 
PAIR plus $34 for Postage and Han- 
dling. Order No. 4868. CA res add tax. 

It's a dream system for an audiophile. 
Sonically pure, thunderously powerful, 
these BSR speakers will make your future 
listening years an on -going fabulous, if 
not earthshaking experience. 

er complement, the twin overlapping 
crossovers and the top mounted sonic 
placement and ambiance speakers, let's 
see why they were almost orphaned. 

You see, BSR, the half billion dollar 
electronics giant, is the parent company 
of two of the best names in up -scale 
audio, dbx and ADC. 

Last year dbx developed a new multi - 
thousand dollar speaker system called 
the Soundfield One which lets you sit 
virtually anywhere in your room and have 
full stereo imaging and terrific sound. 

BSR decided to consolidate ADC and 
dbx into one building (still 2 companies) 
and put all its speaker efforts into dbx. 

POOR JACK 
Well, while dbx's engineers were off 

designing their multi -thousand dollar 
masterpieces, BSR's Senior Acoustical 
Engineer (he had been Fisher's Chief 
Engineer for 10 years during its top end 
component stereo days), was designing 
BSR's radically new speaker line. 

The revolutionary top of the line 15" 
stereo imaging pair pictured above will let 
you enjoy superb stereo imaging without 
sitting directly in front of your speakers. 

But unfortunately, in the consolida- 
tion move, BSR's speakers went by the 
wayside, and so did Jack. 

Enter DAK. After a few fearful nego- 
tiations and considering the engineer- 
ing costs BSR had already expended, they 
agreed to make the speakers just for DAK. 

Because there's virtually no BSR over- 
head left on these speakers, and the 
R&D was all but complete, we've gotten 
these speakers for virtually the compo- 
nent costs plus a little BSR labor. 

And don't worry about Jack. BSR had 
him finish the engineering (they really 
are great people) and they'll pay him a 
royalty on each speaker we sell. Besides, 
by the time you read this, Jack is sure to 
be snapped up as the Chief Engineer at 
another esoteric audio company. 

WHAT'S STEREO IMAGING? 
Stereo imagery is the logical separa- 

tion and interaction between channels. 
It's the successful creation of a panoram- 
ic wall or stage of music rather than the 
confined, easily located 2 speaker sound. 
IT'S WHAT'S INSIDE THAT COUNTS 

Imagine the full thunder of a kettle 
drum, or the pluck of a string bass being 
explosively recreated in your living room. 
BSR's 15" sub -bass acoustic suspension 
driver will revolutionize your concept of 

MATCHED PAIRS 
The mid -range and high end of BSR's 

speakers are truly unique. Front moun- 
ted 8" polypropylene mid -range drivers 
provide rich sound while top mounted 
5" polypropylene mid -range drivers pro- 
vide an open, lifelike ambiance. 

Front mounted exponential horn tweet- 
ers provide awesome brilliance to 21,500 
hz, while top mounted tweeters enhance 
separation because they are mounted to 
the outside edge of each speaker. 

So, this system has a specific left and 
a specific right speaker. You'll find wide, 
but interactive separation that will vastly 
widen your ideal listening area. 

The imagery will give the illusion of 
musicians actually playing in front of 
you. Your music will take on a three di- 
mensional quality. You'll enjoy superb 
stereo imagery regardless of each speak- 
er's specific placement in your room. 

MORE SPECIFICS 
The exponential horn tweeters, both 

in front and on the top of these systems, 
employ 25mm rigid phenol diaphragms 
for stability and accurate response. 

Polyamid -imid binders and ferro -fluid 
coolant allow for a 300% increase in 
heat dissipation so you can drive the 
voice coils up to 200° centigrade. 

Now, the mid- range. Both the 8" front 
firing and the 5" top firing polypropylene 
drivers reproduce the mid -range fre- 
quencies like no ordinary speakers. 

It's amazing that so many speaker 
manufacturers simply slap in 5" paper 
mid -ranges to reproduce what's really 
the major portion of the sound spectrum. 

BSR's 8" and 5" polypropylene mid- 
ranges are rigid, exacting drivers that 
deliver incredibly pure uncolored sound. 

DAK INDU 'ES 
Cell Toll Free For Credit Card Orden Only 

M E76 
24 Hours A Dey 7 Days A Week 

1- 800-325 -o800 
For Toll Free Information. Call 6AM -5PM Monday- Friday PST 

Technical Information. 1- 800 -272 -3200 
Any Other Inquiries 1- 800 -423 -2866 
8200 Remmet Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91304 
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the fourth law of robotics 
A robot shall Hake 
learning fun for man 
and thereby improve 
the quality of ife 
for mankind. 

I A robot is a robot is 
a robot... was a robot. 

I 1lntil HERO 2000 
v jj 

HERO 2000 is much more tlan a 
-_ robot. It's a walking, talking 16 -bit 

omputer. With 64K ROM cnd 24K 
RAM expandable to more than half 

a megabyte. And a fully articulated arm with five 
axes of motion. Yours to program. Command. Modify 

and expand. Total system access and soiderless 
experimenter boards provide almost limitless pos- 
sibilities. Its remote RF console with ASC I keyboard 

gives total control. Available with three self -study 
courses. Backed by Heath Company, world leader 

in electror is kits. 
Build your own 

HERO 2000. Or buy -' L 
it assembled. Have I 

fun learning skills 
that translate I, . 

directly to the 
world of work. 

trie 
i 
buiIcJer 

Mail coupon today ro receive a FREE 
Heathkit Catalog featuring HERO 2090. 

Mail to: Heath Company 
Dept. 079.568 
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 FREE. Send today 

for latest Heathkit Catalog. 

CIRCLE Il ON FREE 161FORMATION CARD 
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A subsidiary of Zenith Electronics Corporation. 
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MAC INKS TM 

MAC INKERT ", Automatic 
Ribbon Re- inker. Re -ink any fabric 
cartridge or spool for less than 5 
cents. Over 70,000 in the field and 

we support 
ALL printers. 
Universal 
Cartridge or Y< 
Universal Spool 
MAC INKER 

$68.50. We have cartridges 
re- inkable in 10 colors. Ask for your 
printer type or for complete listing. 
Bottle ink $3.00 /each. Shipping $3.00. 

PROTEUS'", the 'Siamese' Buffer. 
It is a Data Switch with buffer on 
both ports. Switch manually or via 
software. Saves time, space and 
money. Or ask 
about our MAC 
MASTER line 
of Universal 
Buffers and s 

Printer Controllers (serial or parallel 
up to 1 MEG). 
PROTEUS 64 K- 199.00 

256 K- 299.00 Shipping $4.00. 
Of course we have Data Switches, 
serial /parallel, 2 way, 4 way, crossed 
etc., at most competitive prices (all 
lines switched). 

CABLES priced $10 -30. We carry 
cables for all common computers 
and peripherals. Rapid turn -around 
on custom orders. 

MERCURY MODEM. Really 100% 
Hayes* Compatible. 300/1200 baud, 
speaker, full status light display 
and 2 year warranty. $149.00 

Quick Link 
Communications a ....<,<,aá r ̂rar`',:.:::. Software -fast, 
quick, easy to learn. 
$29.95 (available 
for IBM PC or 
Macintosh) 

'Hayes is a trademark of Hayes Microproducts. 

MAC THE RIPPER. Our newest, original 
and welcome printer companion. Pulls off 
paper perforations and tears the sheets 
apart. Takes little space and will pay for 
itself almost immediately in saved time and 
tedium. Ask for brochure. Introductory 
Price $299.00. Shipping $10.00. 

Order Toll Free. 
Call or write for free brochure. 

1- 800 - 547 -3303 
In Oregon 503 -626 -2291 (24 hour line) 

We are and always will be your 

Computer 
Friends® 

14250 N.W. Science Park Drive 
Portland, Oregon 97229 Telex 4949559 

Dealer inquiries welcome. 

Ill/Ill! EDITORIAL Il/Ill1111MM 

Killing the Golden Goose 

You can stretch a thing only so far ... be- 
fore it breaks. As an example, in a quest 
for more state income, congressional leg- 
islation was introduced to force mail - 
order outlets to charge out -of -state buy- 
ers sales tax. What gall! 

Congressman Byron Dorgan (D -North 
Dakota) introduced this bill, limiting im- 
position of this repulsive tax to compa- 
nies with $5- million or more sales. His 
cohort, Representative Jack Brooks (D- 
Texas), is a bit kinder, suggesting a 
$12.5- million exemption ceiling. 

It's claimed that state governments 
lose $1.5- billion every year in sales tax to 
out -of -town sales of merchandise. Even 
if this figure is accepted, the amount is 

easily made up by keeping local delivery 
service businesses healthy. Additional 
workers needed to deliver merchandise 
all pay local and state income tax; tax is 
paid on vehicles needed for transporta- 
tion; tax is paid on gasoline; bridge and 
tunnel fares are collected, etc. 

Mail -order buyers pay merchandise 
shipping charges, of course, which bal- 
ances out a sales tax. With sales tax on 
top of this, the onerous added cost bur- 
den would deter many prospective buyers 
from going this purchasing route. 

If this were to happen, everyone would 
lose, I think. Mail -order buying opportu- 
nities represent a convenient way to ob- 
tain merchandise for people who live in 
most parts of our country because local 
retail stores generally don't carry all the 
desirable products that one might want. 
Even stores in the largest cities cannot 
supply the needs of its inhabitants in 
many product areas. Like electronic parts. 

Aside from additional consumer costs 
that a sales tax would impose, can you 
imagine the bookkeeping hardship in- 
flicted on the mail -order company in dis- 
tributing sales tax money to 50 states in- 
stead of the one state it's located in? Fur- 
thermore, how in the world would this 
ever be enforced by 50 states? Imagine 
each state expanding its work force to 
just handle these taxes, let alone face the 
challenge of enforcement. It would be a 

bureaucratic nightmare ... and a very 
costly one at that. 

Many states do have laws allowing col- 
lection of sales tax on merchandise bought 
from out -of -state companies, but they 
aren't implemented. The U.S. Supreme 
Court, in fact, ruled 20 years ago that 
these laws were not enforceable. Never- 
theless, Congress can topple this ruling. 

Rep. Dorgan says that passage of his 
bill would remove unfair competition 
waged by mail -order outlets since local 
stores impose sales taxes. I don't agree. 
Shipping charges balance it. Local stores 
offer an opportunity for one to buy and 
receive a product immediately as well as 
return it and get a replacement or refund 
the same day. Mail -order companies, in 
turn, offer lower product prices and a 
wider choice of goods. So the competi- 
tion is very well balanced in my view. 

As ridiculous as this sales -tax bill 
might seem to be, with its high implemen- 
tation costs and prospects of one state 
not being able to enforce the whole thing 
in another state, I wouldn't blithely toss 
this proposal out as one that Congress 
will not favor. I've seen wilder decisions 
made. As an example, in my Long Is- 
land, New York area, it was recently 
learned that students in a low- income 
area were being given after -school tutor- 
ing for which they were paid $3.35 per 
hour as an inducement wage to attend! 
Proponents of the program say that the 
program would be dead if this were not 
done, even though teacher and mainten- 
ance personnel payments would be con- 
tinued for this purpose, and that this is 
equivalent to rewards that rich people 
give to their children for this purpose. 
(Really ?) With this boondoggle in mind, 
you would do well to write your congress- 
man and register an objection to this op- 
pressive proposal. That is, if you want to 
ensure the existence of plentiful mail - 
order outlets and lower prices. 

CIRCLE 10 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Correcting the Correction 

In your April 1987 issue, you printed 
my correction of the "EPROM Pro- 
grammer For the Commodore 64" (No- 
vember 1986). You made a few mistakes, 
though. In Fig. 2, pin 18 of IC2 is actual- 
ly pin 16, not pin 15. There are two chips 
which have pins 16 going to + 5 volts. 
You did not note the fact that IC3 is the 
one to change pin 16 to pin 20. 

Brian L. Miller 
Johnson City, TN 

WordStar 4.0 

I read with interest your review of 
WordStar 4.0 in the June 1987 issue, 
along with a few others. I honestly can't 
tell you how amused I am at the reactions 
of old die -hard WordStar troops to the 
news that their ancient wheezer of a word 
processor has finally been patched into 
something resembling a modern pro- 
gram. Congratulations to all of them: 
they can pay more for a reasonably pow- 
erful word processor that- Halleluja!- 
retains the clunky old WordStar user in- 

terface than they would for a truly pow- 
erful, modern program like WordPerfect 
or Word. Both of these are easier to use 
and cheaper than the new WordStar. 
They both also have all of the features 
you listed in your future wish -list for 
WordStar, as well as many more. 

C'mon, let's face it: it's time for 
WordStar to die and go to CP /M heaven. 
The microcomputer world has had revo- 
lution after revolution in the time since 
WordStar -admittedly powerful for its 
period -first appeared. Stretching the 
program all out of shape to fit it to MS- 
DOS machines, and stretching it gro- 
tesquely to accommodate modern fea- 
tures while retaining the same hoary in- 
terface, is silly. WordStar 4.0 is an over- 
priced attempt to combine old Word- 
Star's familiarity with an ill- thought -out 
array of modern features, and it works 
about as well as you'd expect under 
those handicaps. 

If you're truly in love with WordStar, 
stay with your patched -up version 3.31. 
If you want a truly powerful, full -fea- 
tured, modern and easy -to -use word pro- 

CALL FOR FREE CATALOG 

TEXT TO SPEECH BOARD! 
PC /XT COMPATIBLE. MAKE YOUR COMPUTER TALK! 

A VERY POWERFUL AND AMAZING SPEECH CARD. USES THE NEW GENERAL 
INSTRUMENTS SPO256 -AL2 SPEECH CHIP AND THE CTS256A -AL2 TEXT TO SPEECH 
CONVERTER. 
THIS BOARD USES ONE SLOT ON THE 
MOTHERBOARD AND REQUIRES A COM 
SERIAL PORT. BOARD MAY ALSO BE USED IN A 
STAND ALONE ENVIRONMENT WITH ALMOST s "It- 
ANY COMPUTER THAT HAS A RS232 SERIAL As 

PORT. FEATURES ON BOARD AUDIO AMP OR 
MAY BE USED WITH EXTERNAL AMPS. Q y 
DEMONSTRATION SOFTWARE AND A LIBRARY -- 
BUILDING PROGRAM ARE INCLUDED ON A 51/4 

INCH PC/XT DISKETTE. FULL DOCUMENTA- 
TION AND SCHEMATICS ARE ALSO INCLUDED. 

$6995 
N EW! G ASSEMBLED 

8 TESTED 

i 
CANON 80 COLUMN PRINTER - $39.95 

ORIGINALLY MANUFACTURED FOR THE PC JR. BUT WITH OPTIONAL CONNECTOR 
WILL WORK WITH PC, XT, OR AT. REQUIRES SERIAL I /O. THIS THERMAL PRINTER IS 

QUIET AND USES EASY TO GET 8% IN. ROLLS OF PAPER. 50 C.P.S., UPPER AND 
LOWER CASE, PLUS GRAPHICS. ORIGINAL LIST PRICE $199.00. ADD $3.00 FOR 
PC /XT CONNECTOR. ADD $5.00 UPS. 

PC /XT EPROM 
PROGRAMMER 11/ 14,, 

$169 f 

* LATEST DESIGN * PROGRAMS UP TO 4 DEVICES AT ONE TIME * FEATURES EASY 
TO USE MENU DRIVEN SOFTWARE THAT RUNS UNDER PC OR MS -DOS. * USES AN 
INTELLIGENT PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM FOR SUPER FAST (EX) EPROM 
BURNING. * THIS PLUG -IN BOARD ATTACHES TO AN EXTERNAL MINI CHASSIS 
CONTAINING 4 TEXTOOL Z.I.F. SOCKETS. * NO PERSONALITY MODULES 
REQUIRED * AUTOMATIC VPP SELECTION: 12.5V, 21V, OR 25V.* EPROM DATA CAN 
ALSO BE LOADED FROM OR SAVED TO A DISKETTE. * PROGRAMMING SOFTWARE 
SUPPORTS: 2716, 2732, 2732A, 2764, 2784A, 27128, 27128A, 27256, 27256A, 27512, AND 
27512A. * ASSEMBLED AND TESTED, BURNED. IN WITH MANUAL. $189 WITH 
SOFTWARE. 

JUST RECEIVED SAME AS ABOVE PROGRAMMER, BUT PROGRAMS 10 UNITS AT 
ONE TIME - 5299. 

Digital Research Computers 
P.O. BOX 381450 DUNCANVILLE, TX 75138 (214) 225 -2309 

TERMS: Add $3.00 postage. We pay balance. Orders under $15 add 754 handling. No 

C.O.D. We accept VIBE and MasterCard. Texas Res. add 6 -1/4% Tax. Foreign orders 
(except Canada) add 20% P 8 H. Orders over $50 add 854 tor Insurance. 

CIRCLE 40 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

cessor, get WordPerfect or Microsoft 
Word. They are the true "word stars." 

J. Daniel Gifford 
Citrus Heights, CA 

It's true that the word processors you cite 
are leaders among the high power ones 
available. The review did observe that the 
new WordStar has a way to go and that 
enhancements in the next end- of -the- 
year version will likely cure some weak- 
nesses. Nevertheless, the learning curve 
being what it is, WordStar 4.0 is still a 
natural selection for old WordStar 
troops. Cost for users of earlier versions 
is extremely low, too, making it a truly 
great buy in this case. It runs rings 
around a patched -up version 3.31, so 
why should one stick with it at this time? 
In defense of WordStar, note, too, that 
Sidekick's notepad, among others, uses 
WordStar's control -key conventions, 
not others, so familiarity spreads across 
many programs. Ignoring all the forgo- 
ing positive attributes of WordStar, 
which one shouldn't do, WordPerfect 
and Word are indeed superior at this 
time. -Ed. 

Al SYSTEM 
LABORATORIES, INC. 

TURBO XT MONOCHROME *FREE 

COMPLETE SYSTEM: $659. Software 
640 K MEMORY with purchase 
TURBO INTEL 8088 -2 (4.77 8 8 MHZ) of system 
TWO FUJITSU 360 K FLOPPY DRIVES 
FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER 
MONOCHROME HERCULES COMPATIBLE 
GRAPHICS ADAPTOR WITH PRINTER 
PORT 
HI /RES. MONOCHROME MONITOR 
PHOENIX BIOS 
HEAVY DUTY METAL SLIDE OFF CASE 
WITH SPEAKER 
HEAVY DUTY 150W POWER SUPPLY 
AT STYLE KEYBOARD 
8 EXPANSION SLOTS 
ASSEMBLED AND FULLY TESTED IN 

U.S.A. 
F.C.C. CLASS B 

1 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY 

XT UPGRADE OPTIONS 
TTX RGB COLOR MONITOR (650x2001 . 

5199 00 
TTX EGA COLOR MONITOR (720000) 

lw /adaptor) 0499.00 
XT /AT SWITCHABLE ENHANCED KEYBOARD 

W / 12 functions) 549.00 
S /P /G WITH CLOCK- CALENDAR 549.00 
20 MB SEAGATE ST -225 

W /DIGITAL CONTROLLER 
30 MB SEAGATE ST -238 

W /DIGITAL CONTROLLER 
LOT MORE OT EXPANSION CARDS 

CALL FOR DETAILS 

0379.00 

$449.00 

NO ¡7 
SURCHARGE L. ? -1 

TURBO AT MONOCHROME 

COMPLETE SYSTEM: $1179 
640 K MEMORY 
INTEL 80286 (6 - 10 MHZ) 
1.2 MB FLOPPY DRIVE 
FOD /HDD FLOPPY CONTROLLER 
MONOCHROME HERCULES COMPATIBLE 
GRAPHICS CARD 
HI /RES. MONOCHROME MONITOR 
AT KEYBOARD 
INDUSTRY STANDARD ROM BIOS 
200W POWER SUPPLY 
ASSEMBLED ANO FULLY TESTED IN 
U.S.A. 
F.C.C. APPROVED 
I YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY 

AT UPGRADE OPTIONS 
TOO R.G.B. COLOR MONITOR 1640x2001 5199.00 
TOO E.G.A. COLOR MONITOR 172084001 

Iw /adeptorl 5499.00 
SEAGATE 20 MB ST225 / 69 msec .. 5325.00 
SEAGATE 30 MB ST4038 / 39 msec 5599.00 
SEAGATE 40 MB ST4051 / 39 msec 5759.00 
ADDITIONAL 360 K DRIVE ... .. 599.00 
SERIAL / PARALLEL / GAME CARD .. 569.00 
FULL 1 -MB MEMORY EXPANSION CARDS 559.00 

LOTS MORE EXPANSION CARDS - CALL 

OPEN 7 DAYS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE 
9:00 am to 7:00 pm 

NATIONAL TOLL FREE - 1- 800 -331.0488 
In Florida, call: 1-305-296-6083 

1M% BATNFBCI.' BIABAN ES 
O you we not satisfied with our 

computers, return whin 14 days 
for refund less shipping and S50 

re -stock i arge 

SAI SYSTEMS LABORATORIES, INC. 
103 Fitzpatrick Street Key West, FL 33040 

ATTENTION volume buyers, we offer substantial discounts. We accept purchase orders from Fortune 500 

companies I universities I institutions. Call and ask for Bob Gurbanl. 

TERMS, Shipping and handling 5% (minimum $6.00) C.O.D. and second day as available at small additional 

charge. No sales tax on orders out of Florida. IBMIAT is a registered trademark of 10M Corp. 



IIIiiÎvDERN ELECTRONICS NEWS/Il/ill 
DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE RECORDERS. Technics, among others, has introduced 
a digital audio tape recorder (DAT), though its availability and price 
have not been announced yet. The recorders use the same recording /play- 
back system as the compact disc on a cassette about half as large as a 

standard audio cassette. When analog input signals are received, a 

digital- analog converter records them as digital signals on tape and 
an analog- digital converter changes the signals for playback. The 
system uses a rotating head. A host of convenience features such as 
random access programming and high -speed search are incorporated. 

TEMPEST COMPUTER SHIELDING. Specially shielded computer and commun- 
ications equipment that's qualified under a DOD program will report- 
edly pass the $1.5- billion sales mark this year, according to market 
researcher International Resource Development (Norwalk, CT). Though 
there's talk about adapting the principles to commercial computers, it's 
not cheap given the high cost of fiber optics, which has a high immunity 
to leakage, and coating of CRT glass with thin metal film that doesn't 
let radio waves pass through, etc. 

WIRELESS HAND -HELD TERMINALS FOR WAITERS. ESP, which stands for Elec- 
tronic Service Pad, was introduced by Remanco Inc. recently. It's a 
hand -held computer terminal that uses FM radio to transmit food or bev- 
erage orders to the kitchen, bar or check printer. Up to 1,500 menu 
choices can be programmed into ESP. The company, which had merged 
with California -based Validec Inc., is setting up house along Boston, 
MA's famous hi -tech Route 128. 

EDUCATION. A new educational VCR tape from Automatic Connector, Inc. 
(Commack, NY) is designed for viewers interested in buying, specifying 
or working with electrical connectors. The 27- minute, $35 tape covers 
applications and specifications relating to insertion loss, VSWR, in- 
line connection, panel- mounting and more, as well as details on coaxial 
cable, strip and microstrip lines.... Student engineers at the Uni- 

versity of Rhode Island and Cherry Semiconductor established a joint 
program to produce graduates with experience in designing integrated 
circuits. Seniors in electrical engineering do the design work, while 
Cherry Semiconductor handles fabrication, which is then tested by 
students. 

INFORMATION SERVICES. "National Business Telephone Directory" lists 
8,700 electronics and electrical companies with names, addresses and 
phone numbers. IBM has 191 listings for its offices in the U.S.; 
General Electric, 483. Total businesses bound into the 1,903 pp. di- 
rectory number more than 350,000. Produced by Gale Research Co. (1 -800- 
223- Gale), it's priced at $95.... A new on -line information service, 
JAPAN TECHNOLOGY, offers English- language abstracts and indexes of 
articles from nearly 600 Japanese technical and business journals. The 
service is from UMI (University Microfilms Int'l.) and is offered through 
Dialog Information Services with an initial database of 75,000 English - 
language abstracts and article citations. The service builds on UMI's 
1986 introduction of the printed "Japanese Technical Abstracts," and 
promises to change technical information exchange between the countries 
from a one -way road to two -way. More info on Japan Technology is 
available by calling Tom Satoh (202- 785 -160), Linda Stott (313 -761- 4700); 
for Dialog information, call Paula Dowell (415- 858 -3742). 
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Which Way To YOUR Future? 
Are you at a crossroads in your career? 
Have you really thought about it? Are 
you planning for your future, or perhaps 
refusing to face the subject? Which way 
will you go - down the same old road? 
Or are you ready for something else? 

In electronics you can't stand still. If you 
are not moving ahead, then you're falling 
behind. At the crossroads of your career, 
various choices are available - and, yes, 
decisions have to be made. 

Which road will you take - one that 
doesn't go where you want to be, or one 
that leads to hard work but also to the 
better life? Ah, decisions, decisions! 

Career decisions are so important that you need all the input 
you can get before locking -in on one of them. Grantham Col- 
lege of Engineering offers you one source of input which may 
help you in making that decision. It's our free catalog. 

Ask for our free catalog and you may be surprised to learn how 
it is easily possible to earn a B.S. degree in electronics without 
attending traditional classes. Since you are already in electronics 
(you are, aren't you ?), you can complete your B.S. degree work 
with Grantham while studying at home or at any convenient 
place. 

But don't expect to earn that degree without hard 
work. Any degree that's worth your effort can't be 
had without giving effort to the task. And of course 
it is what you learn in the process, as much as the 
degree itself, that makes you stand out above the 
crowd - that places you in an enviable position, 
prestige -wise and financially. 

Grantham College of Engineering 
10570 Humbolt Street 

Los Alamitos, California, 90720 

This booklet 
FREE 1 

o 
College 

Gf 
t E^g` ̂  

°arn9 

INVEPES E64 
ME 

This free booklet 
explains the 

Grantham B.S. 

Degree Program. 
offered by inde- 

pendent study to 

those who work 
in electronics. 

t9eZ 

for 
FREE 
Booklet 
CLIP 

COUPON 

and mail in 
envelope or 
paste on 

I¡ 

Put Professional 
KNOWLEDGE 

and a 

COLLEGE DEGREE 
in your 

Electronics Career 
through 

HOME STUDY 

Grantham offers this program, complete but with- 
out laboratory, to electronics technicians whose 
objectives are to upgrade their level of technical 
employment. 

Recognition and Quality Assurance 
Grantham College of Engineering is accredited by 
the Accrediting Commission of the National Home 
Study Council, as a degree -granting institution. 

All lessons and other study materials, as well as com- 
munications between the college and students, are in the 
English language. However, we have students in many 
foreign countries; about 80% of our students live in the 
United States of America. 

r 
Grantham College of Engineering 
10570 Humbolt Street, Los Alamitos, CA 90720 

Please moil me your free catalog which explains your 
B.S. Degree independent -study program. 

Name_ _. Age_ - 

M-8.87, 

Address 
postal 
card. City State Zip 
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VIII NEN/ PRODUCTS/I//fill 
For more information on products 
described, please circle the appropri- 
ate number on the Free Information 
Card bound into this issue or write to 
the manufacturer. 

Comprehensive 
Pattern Generator 
A portable audio /video pattern gen- 
erator built around custom ICs that 
is claimed to have four times the 
number of patterns and only one- 
third the volume of any comparable 
unit has been announced by NCM 
Electronics. Called the Video Won - 
derbox, it features 42 standard 

black- and -white and color patterns, 
including NTSC color bars. Video 
Wonderbox is designed for testing, 
troubleshooting and aligning VCRs, 
computer video monitors, and 
monochrome, color and cable -ready 
TV receivers. It features what is 
claimed to be the industry's first 
1 -kHz internally modulated frequen- 
cy -the same standard test sound 
used by large broadcast companies. 
It also features one of the widest 
ranges of r -f channels (from channel 
2 to 40) currently available in any 
portable audio /video tester. 

Video Wonderbox's controls in- 
clude a 0.5/1/1.5 -volt video output 
selector switch, pushbutton switches 
for pattern and function selection, a 
rotary r -f level control and a thumb - 
wheel r -f tuning control. All inputs 
and outputs are made through BNC 
connectors. The instrument mea- 
sures 8 "L x 5% "D x 2 "H, weighs 
2.6 lbs. and comes with a swivel tilt 
bail /carrying handle. $519 NTSC 
version; $699 PAL /SECAM ver- 
sion. 

CIRCLE 10 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Bar - Code -Programmable 
VCRs 

With the stroke of an electronic light 
pen, programming has become easi- 
er than ever before with two new 
VCRs from Panasonic. A pencil -like 
scanner allows users to program 
their VCRs directly from a bar -code 
function sheet included with the 
VCRs. The scanner eliminates the 
pushing of buttons. The Model 
PV -4722 VCR offers Panasonic's 
HI -Tech 4 double -azimuth four - 
head system that helps improve 
special effects in the SP and SLP 
modes through a new sampling 
method coupled with a direct -drive 
cylinder and direct -drive capstan 
motors guided by digital servo con- 
trol. The HI -Tech sampling method 
reads twice as much information as 
Panasonic's previous four -head 

systems. Now every field of informa- 
tion is read, as opposed to every 
other field, eliminating the stepping 
effect from slow motion. 

Features include: on- screen dis- 
play; Omnisearch playback at 7 x 
speed in SP and 21 x in SLP; Search 
Lock for extra -quick search to locate 
a particular scene; Double -Fine Slow 
that enables the bar -code unit to pre- 
sent finer, more detailed slow mo- 
tion at SP and SLP speeds; and 
155- channel tuning range. 

In addition to bar -code program- 
ming capability, on- screen display 
and 155- channel tuning, the Model 
PV -4761 offers VHS Hi -Fi stereo 
sound with a dynamic range in excess 
of 90, dB and frequency range of 20 
to 20k Hz. It also features MTS ste- 
reo record /playback circuitry for 
true stereo and SAP. 

CIRCLE 15 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

LD /CD /CD V Player 
Pioneer Electronics announced its 
Model CLD1010 player that is cap- 
able of playing the new 5 -inch CD 
videodiscs (CDVs), compact discs 
(CDs) and 8- and 12 -inch LaserVi- 
sion discs (CDVs). In addition to 
adding the CDV capability, a num- 
ber of audio and video enhance- 
ments have been incorporated into 
this third -generation combination 
player. Video enhancements include: 
400 -line horizontal resolution, im- 
proved S/N ratio of 46 dB (lumi- 

nance), on- screen display that pro- 
vides several informative indications 
on a blue background. Audio en- 
hancements include two -times over - 
sampling digital filtering with a S/N 
of 96 dB and dynamic range of 95 dB 
on CDs and LaserDiscs without digi- 
tal sound tracks. In addition, the 
new remote -control functions in- 
clude CX on /off for noise reduction, 
a digital /analog switch and a TV/ 
LVP button for switching between 
TV and LaserDisc player. 

Compact discs and LaserDiscs can 
be programmed to play back a se- 
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quence of up to 10 tracks or chap- 
ters. Editing features include pro- 
gramming "pause" and "auto - 
pause" between chapters or tracks 
and the ability to change a program 
once it is in play. 

Other features include automatic 
front loading, automatic disc size de- 
tection, forward and reverse chapter 
skip and track search, time search ac- 
curate to minute and second, full 
random access and special effects. 
Five -mode repeat (side, track, mem- 
ory, program and segment) is also in- 
cluded. Front -panel controls include 
open /close, play /pause, scan for- 
ward /reverse and chapter skip/ 
track. $800. 

CIRCLE 17 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Digital I/O Board 
MetraByte's (Taunton, MA) new 
PI0 -24 is a high- current parallel dig- 
ital input /output card that allows 24 
TTL /DTL- compatible digital I/O 
lines to be monitored or controlled 
by an IBM PC, XT, AT, PS /2 or 
compatible computer. The 24 digital 
I/O lines are divided into three 8 -bit 
ports, each of which can be config- 
ured as an input or an output. Port C 

can also be divided into two 4 -bit 
ports that can be independently set 
up as inputs or outputs. Typical ap- 
plications for the PI0 -24 include 

contact closure monitoring, digital 
I/O control, plotter interfaces, etc. 

Programming the PI0 -24 is said 
to be very easy. The board uses four 
addresses in the computer's I/O ad- 
dress space. These addresses repre- 
sent one control word that simply 
tells the board which ports are to be 
inputs and which are to be outputs. 
The remaining three ports directly 
write to or read from the three 8 -bit 
I/O ports. 

Power from the computer's bus is 

brought out through the P10 -24's 
connector to allow external circuitry 
to be developed without the need for 
any external power supplies. The 
PI0 -24 provides full access to the 
computer's interrupt control lines. 
This allows the board to be used in a 
wide variety of high -speed I/O inter- 
face applications. $165. 

CIRCLE 18 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Temperature -Selectable 
Soldering Station 
The Supertemp XY7 soldering sta- 
tion from Davie Tech (Fair Lawn, 
NJ) is claimed to offer the ultimate in 
controlled- temperature soldering. A 

rotary switch on the station gives the 
user a choice of 608, 662, 716, 770, 
and 824 degrees Fahrenheit fixed 
temperatures to suit just about any 
soldering task encountered in elec- 
tronics. Its specially insulated ni- 
chrome -wire heating element is com- 
pressed between two layers of stain- 
less steel for ruggedness and is lo- 
cated at the end of the barrel to in- 
sure instant heat -up and recovery. 

A unique electronic control circuit 
maintains tip temperature to within 
± 6 degrees, the result of embedding 

the thermocouple sensing unit in the 
bevel of the heating element's barrel 
so that the tip seats against it. This al- 
lows closest possible monitoring of 
tip working surface temperature. 

Electronic "zero voltage" switch- 
ing protects voltage- and current - 
sensitive devices (CMOS and the like) 
against transient voltage spikes 
caused in the soldering station. The 
soldering tip is grounded through the 
power unit to ensure that tip leakage 
is less than 0.4 millivolt and 0.03 
microampere. 

CIRCLE 19 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Lightweight VHS -C 
Camcorder 
Sharp Electronics has added a new 
2.9 -1b. VHS -C camcorder with 1 -hour 
recording capabilities and HQ (High 

Quality) recording to its line of video 
products. The compact Model VC- 
05OUA camcorder records on an 
audio -cassette -sized video tape, which 

fits into a special full -size VHS 
adapter for playback on a standard 
table -top VHS videocassette record- 
er. In the extended -play (EP) mode. 
the camcorder can record up to one 
hour with the HQ system assuring 
crisp, distortion -free pictures. 

Features include: a vibration -re- 
sistant, high- accuracy % " CCD im- 
age sensor; F /1.6 6 x power zoom 
lens with macro focus; automatic fo- 
cus, white balance, iris control and 
white fader; rotating %" electronic 
viewfinder; large easy -to -use control 
buttons; 'and 4 -digit tape counter 
with memory function. The cam- 
corder can be powered from the ac 
line, a battery pack or an automotive 
battery. $1,599.95. 

CIRCLE 20 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

1200 -BPS Internal Modem 
Okidata's OkitelTM 1200b full -card 
internal 300/1200 -bps modem is de- 
signed to be used with IBM PC series 
and compatible computers. It comes 
with an offer of free connect time 
and discounts worth up to $150 on 
CompuServe Information Service or 
NewsNet or substantial discounts on 
the Dow Jones News /Retrieval Ser- 

vice. Bundled with the new modem is 
the Okitel II communications soft- 
ware, a custom version of Lindberg 
Systems' Omniterm® that provides 
all the features needed for error -free 
communications, including terminal 
emulation, host mode, macro com- 
patibility and host -to -disk file cap- 
ture. 

Automatic Adaptive Equalization 
enhances the 1200b's ability to com- 

municate over noisy phone lines. The 
modem looks at line characteristics 
and adjusts its filters automatically 
to bypass line interference to allow 
distortion -free data to reach the 
computer. Other features include au- 
todial and auto -answer, tone /rotary 
dial compatibility, built -in speaker 
for call monitoring, two modular 
telephone plugs, in -use indicator, 
analog local loopback test feature, 
self -test function (on power -up, in- 
itialization and RAM /ROM) and 
Hayes compatibility. 

The Okitel 1200b automatically 
configures itself to the transmission 
speed of incoming calls and discon- 
nects the phone line when a call is 
completed. Users can program a de- 
lay that bypasses spurious line inter- 
ruptions, including call- waiting sig- 
nals, to maintain the phone connec- 
tion. Default settings for the mo- 
dem's basic operating parameters 
are factory set for quick installation, 
but telephone and computer inter- 
face can easily be customized 
through simple commands entered at 
the computer. $389. 

CIRCLE 21 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Computer Prototyping Boards 
Vector Electronic Co. (Sylmar, CA) 
has a line of low -cost prototyping 
cards with a new circuit pattern for 
achieving higher performance when 
building circuits that employ 8- and 
16 -bit microcomputer chips. The 
boards have a matrix of 0.055 " -di- 
ameter holes on 0.1 " centers drilled 
in ''/6" FR4 epoxy -glass circuit 
cards. Full -size boards measure 13.25 " 

wide for the IBM PC, XT and AT 
and compatible computer versions; 
4.2 " high for PC and XT versions; 
and 4.8 " high for the AT version. 

Holes in the copper planes on both 
sides of the boards are isolated by 
0.085 " copper -free rings. Two ap- 
proaches are available to connect to 
the copper planes. In one, No. T123 
eyelets are placed in the appropriate 
board holes, followed by the leads of 

CONTACT 

T123 
EYELET 

41- BOARD -- 

NO CONTACT 

NO CONTACT 

CONTACT T123 
EYELET 

the components. The flanges of the 
eyelets then make contact with the 
circuit plane. Solder completes the 
lead -to- eyelet and eyelet -to- copper 
plane connections. Since the eyelet is 
flanged on only one side, connection 
is made to only one side of the board. 
The other method is installation of 

socket pins with solder washers that 
connect the pins to one board plane. 
Due to the clearance area around all 
holes in the component mounting 
areas, installed leads or terminals are 
isolated from the circuit until inten- 
tionally connected. $42.30. 

CIRCLE 22 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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CABLE -TV 

LOWEST 
PRICES 

ANYWHERE 

BONANZA! 
ITEM 

SINGLE 
UNIT 

PRICE 

DEALER 
10 -UNIT 
PRICE 

RCA 36 CHANNEL CONVERTER (CH. 3 OUTPUT ONLY) 29.95 18.00 ea. 

PIONEER WIRELESS CONVERTER (OUR BEST BUY) 88.95 72.00 ea. 

LCC -58 WIRELESS CONVERTER 92.95 76.00 ea. 

JERROLD 450 WIRELESS CONVERTER (CH. 3 OUTPUT ONLY) 105.95 90.00 ea. 

SB ADD -ON UNIT 109.95 58.00 ea. 

BRAND NEW - UNITS FOR SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA Call for specifics 

MINICODE (N -12) 109.95 58.00 ea. 

MINICODE (N -12) VARISYNC 119.95 62.00 ea. 

MINICODE VARISYNC W /AUTO ON -OFF 179.95 115.00 ea. 

M -35 B (CH. 3 OUTPUT ONLY) 139.95 70.00 ea. 

M -35 B W /AUTO ON -OFF (CALL FOR AVAILABILITY) 199.95 125.00 ea. 

MLD- 1200 -3 (CALL IF CH. 2 OUTPUT) 109.95 58.00 ea. 

INTERFERENCE FILTERS - CH. 3 24.95 14.00 ea. 

JERROLD 400 OR 450 REMOTE CONTROLLER 29.95 18.00 ea. 

ZENITH SSAVI CABLE READY (DEALER PRICE BASED ON 5 UNITS) 225.00 185.00 ea. 

SPECIFY CHANNEL 2 or 3 OUTPUT Other products available - Please Call 

Quantity Item 
Output 

Channel 
Price 
Each 

TOTAL 
PRICE 

California Penal Code M593 -D forbids us 

from shipping any cable descrambling unit 
to anyone residing in the state of California. 

Prices subject to change without notice 

_. _ _ 

SUBTOTAL 
Shipping Add 
$3.00 per unit 

C 
COD 8 Credit 

Cards - Add 5% 
TOTAL 

Name 

Address City 

State Zip _ __- - _ Phone Number ( I 

[ i Cashier's Check [ 1 Money Order I -1 COD f ; Visa rì Mastercard 

Acct # Exp. Date 

Signature 
FOR OUR RECORDS. 

DECLARATION OF AUTHORIZED USE - I, the undersigned, do hereby declare under 
penalty of perjury that all products purchased, now and in the future, will only be used on cable 
TV systems with proper authorization from local officials or cable company officials in 

accordance with all applicable federal and state laws. 

Dated Signed: 

Paific Cable Company, Inc. 
73251/2 RESEDA BLVD., DEPT. #i RESEDA, CA 91335 

(81 :) 716 -5914 No Collect Calls (818) 716 -5140 

IM 
Please 

LOWEST 
PRICES 

ANYWHERE 

ORTANT: WHEN CALLING FOR INFORMATION 
have the make and model # of the e ui ment used in our area. Thank You 



NEW PRODUCTS ... 

Programmable 
Antenna Rotator 
A new programmable antenna from 
Channel Master is claimed to be the 
first of its type to feature a micropro- 
cessor- controlled memory and infra- 
red remote control. The Model 
9520's controller console is capable 
of storing up to 11 station directions 
in memory for vhf /uhf TV and FM 
stereo reception. A 14- function, soft - 
touch remote -control keypad conve- 
niently recalls automatic antenna 
positioning information. A manual 

positioning key also permits the user 
to fine -tune reception on channels 
not stored in memory. 

A 9 -volt battery provides backup 
power to protect the memory against 
power -failure erasures, and a LED 
compass dial on the controller con- 
sole indicates antenna positioning 
during operation. The system is UL 
and CSA approved and features 
three -conductor wire installation. 
$130 for complete rotator package; 
$90 for Model 9535 programmable 
controller and remote controller 
without motor drive. 

CIRCLE 23 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Code Course for Novice Hams 
Gordon West Radio School (Costa 
Mesa, CA) has a low -cost Morse 
code and theory course for people 
who would like to become amateur 
radio operators. Two long -play ste- 
reo audio cassettes cover learning 
Morse code and are designed for us- 
ers who have absolutely no back- 
ground in copying code. A Novice 
voice -class license preparation man- 
ual that accompanies the cassettes 
discusses Novice class questions and 
the correct and incorrect answers 
that can be found on the FCC test. 
Several chapters cover a detailed in- 
troduction to the amateur radio ser- 
vice, and there is an illustrated chap- 
ter on learning the International 
Morse Code with the cassettes. 

The tapes and books contain sec- 
tions specifically for two ham radio 

operators to review the latest proce- 
dures in giving the Novice test. An 
FCC Form 610 and a sample Novice 
exam are also part of the "quick . 

course" packet. Also included is a 
full -color ICOM frequency -band 
chart. $19.95 plus $2.00 P &H. 

CIRCLE 24 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Stepper -Motor Control Board 
New from MetraByte (Taunton, 
MA) is the MSTEP -5 two -axis step- 
per motor control board for IBM 
PC, XT, AT and compatible compu- 
ters. It comes with software that per- 
mits user control of motors (or moni- 
toring of encoders) with high -level, 
simple -to- understand commands. It 
allows the user to set acceleration, 
deceleration and maximum step 
rates, etc. Once initialized, the user 
need only provide the number of 
steps to move for clockwise or coun- 
terclockwise rotation. The system 
then controls the motor as it acceler- 
ates, reaches terminal speed, deceler- 
ates and stops after the desired num- 
ber of steps. Other functions are 
also implemented in the software. 

Each of the two stepper channels 
consists of an intelligent controller 
chip that can execute a variety of mo- 
tion control commands. Once a com- 
mand has been loaded, the computer 
is no longer burdened by controlling 
the desired motion, but it can moni- 
tor its status. A stepper motor can be 
moved any number of steps up to 24 
bits of resolution (16,777,216 steps) 
with controlled acceleration /decel- 
eration or at a constant step rate. 
Associated with each motor are five 
limit switch inputs and a motor -en- 
able output. The limit switches pro- 
vide normal and emergency stop lim- 
its at both ends of travel and a home 
or reference point at any intermedi- 
ate point. 

Options include a high- current 
stepper -motor driver board ($325); a 
200- step /rev., 35- oz. -in. stepper mo- 
tor ($190); and a 1,000 -pulse /rev. in- 
cremental shaft encoder ($275). $595. 

CIRCLE 25 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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NRI Trains You At Home -As You Build Your Own IBM-Compatible Computer 

GET THE KNOW -HOW 
TO SERVICE EVERY 

COMPUTER ON THIS PAGE 
Learn the Basics the NRI 
Way -and Earn Good 
Money Troubleshooting 
Any Brand of Computer 
The biggest growth in jobs 
between now and 1995, 
according to Department of 
Labor estimates, will occur in 
the computer service and repair 
business, where demand for 
trained technicians will actually 
double. 

You can cash in on 
this opportunity- either 
as a full -time corporate 
technician or an inde- 
pendent service -person 
-once you've learned all 
the basics of computers 
the NRI way. NRI's 
practical combination of 
"reason -why" theory and 
"hands -on" building skills 
starts you with the funda- 
mentals of electronics, then 
guides you through advanced 
electronic circuitry and on into 
computer electronics. You also 
learn to program in BASIC and machine 
language, the essential languages for 
troubleshooting and repair. 

IBM is a Registered Trademark of IBM 
Corporation. 

Epson is ai Registered Trademark of Epson 
America, Inc. 

Apple and the Apple logo are Registered 
Trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Compaq is a Registered Trademark of 
COMPAQ Computer Corporation. 

1985 AT &T Technologies, Inc. 

no need to quit your present job until 
you're ready to make your move. Your 
training is backed up by your personal 
NRI instructor and the NRI technical staff, 

ready to answer your questions 
and help you when you 
need it. You get it all with 
NRI at -home training. 

100Page Free 
Catalog Tells More 

Send the postage -paid 
reply card today for 
NRI's big, 100 -page, 

color catalog on NRI's 
electronics training, 

which gives you all 
the facts about 
NRI courses 
in Micro- 
computers, 
Robotics, 
Data Com- 
munications, 

TV /Audio/ 
Video Servicing, 

and other growing 
high -tech career fields. 

If the reply card is missing, 
write to the address below. 

Total Computer Systems 
Training, Only From NRI 
No computer stands alone. . it's part of 
a total system. To really service computers, 
you have to understand computer systems. 
And only NRI includes a powerful com- 
puter system as part of your training, 
centered around the new fully IBM 
compatible Sanyo 880 Series computer. 

You start with the step -by -step 
assembly of the new, highly rated fully 
IBM compatible Sanyo 880 Series com- 
puter. You install and troubleshoot the 
"intelligent" keyboard. Then you assem- 
ble the power supply, install the disk 
drive, and add extra memory to give you 
a powerful 256K RAM system. The new 
880 computer has two operating speeds: 
standard IBM speed of 4.77 MHz and a 
remarkable turbo speed of 8 MHz, mak- 
ing it almost twice as fast as the IBM PC. 
Next, you'll interface the high -resolution 
monitor and begin to use the valuable 
software also included with your com- 
plete computer system. 

AND 
ORE! M 

It all adds up to confidence - 
building, real -world experience 
that includes training in program- 
ming, circuit design, and peripheral 
maintenance. You'll be learning about, 
working with, servicing, and trouble- 
shooting an entire computer system - 
monitor, keyboard, computer, disk drive, 
power supply -to ensure that you have 
all the essential skills you need to succeed 
as a professional computer service 
technician. 

N o Experience Needed, 
N RI Builds It In 
This is the kind of practical, hands -on 
experience that makes you uniquely 
prepared, with the skills and confidence 
you need for success. You learn at your 
own convenience in your own home. 
No classroom pressures, no night school, 

Your NRI total systems training includes: 
NRI Discovery Lair" to design and modify circuits 

Your four -function digital multimeter with walk -you- 
through instructions on audio tape Digital logic 
probe for visual examination of keyboard circuits 
The newest Sanyo 880 Series Computer with "intelli- 
gent" keyboard and 360K double -density, double -sided 
disk drive High resolution monochrome monitor 8K 
ROM, 256K RAM Bundled software including GW 
BASIC, MS -DOS, WordStar, CalcStar Reference 
manuals, schematics, and bite -sized lessons. 

ArA,SCHOOLS 
McGraw -Hilt Continuing Education Center 

3939 Wisconsin Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20016 

We'll Give You Tomorrow. emir 



Computers 

I r- Floor -standing Model 80, using Intel's powerful 803 
microprocessor, is the most powerful computer in the IBM 

Personal System /2 family. 

PS /2's Model 30, the lowest priced new IBM computer, 
uses an 8086 CPU, is about 25 percent smaller than an 

IBM XT and operates up to twice as fast. 

The New 
IBM Personal Computers 

Big Blue drops the gauntlet with a new family of 
personal computers 

By John McCormick 

BM's new family of computers, 
the Personal System /2TM, rep- 
resents a major change in the gi- 

ant corporation's small- computer 
market thrust. Three of the four new 
models are brimming with new hard- 
ware technology and two new disk 
operating systems, promising to chal- 
lenge the ingenuity of clone makers. 

I had the opportunity to work with 
some of these new IBMs almost as 
soon as they were announced, help- 
ing a local MicroAge dealer set up 
the computers. I also own one of the 
first Model 60s sold in the country, 
which is a model that's right under 
the top one, Model 80, which is not 
yet available. Based on this expo- 
sure, here's an overview of the new 
models, starting with the lowest - 
priced one and working up to the top 

of the line, and detailing some of my 
experiences with them. 

Model 30 
The Model 30, which is available 
with two 3.5 -inch floppy -disk drives 
or one floppy drive and a 20MB hard 
disk and integrated controller, 
comes with 640KB of system RAM; 
parallel, serial and mouse ports; and 
floppy controller and clock -all on 
the motherboard. Its color graph- 
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ics subsystem, called MultiColor 
Graphics Array (MCGA), features 
300 x 200 x 256 and 640 x 480 x 2 

color graphics, with an 8 x 16 char- 
acter box. So the potential of getting 
dazzling color graphics beyond that 
of EGA is there once appropriate 
software comes on the scene. 

An 8086 microprocessor is used in- 
stead of the familiar 8088 found in 
many PC and XT compatibles. Its 
8086 microprocessor, which is not a 
new chip, is fully compatible with the 
commonplace 8088 but runs at 8 

MHz with no wait states as corn - 
pared to the 8088's 4.7 MHz. It's no 
surprise, then, that the Model 30 
runs much faster than a standard PC 
or XT. It's not in the AT class, 
though, since a relatively slow (80- 

millisecond) hard disk compromises 
its performance. 

Three 8 -bit expansion slots are 
available for optional cards. The 
8 -bit expansion slots are the stan- 
dard PC /XT ones and will work 
with most older expansion boards, 
though they're not compatible with 
the new IBM bus structure used on 
the 80286 and 80386 microprocessor - 
based computers. 

The Model 30's power supply has 
a surprisingly low 70 -watt design, 
but its extensive use of VLSI chips 
and surface -mount technology ap- 
parently reduces power re- 
quirements. All the new models 
employ IBM's enhanced keyboard, 
featuring function keys aligned 
across the top. 

Much less desk space is taken up 
by the Model 30 than predecessor 
models. It measures only 16 "W x 
16.6 "D x 4 "H, which is about 25 

percent less space than used by a 
PC -XT. 

At $1,695 for the dual- diskette 
version and $2,295 for the single 
drive and 20MB hard disk, the ma- 
chine is not outrageously priced. 
When you consider that all you need 
to add are a monitor and DOS to 
have a complete system, this is cer- 
tainly a model worth looking at if 

you are interested in a high -end XT- 
class desktop machine. 

Model 50 

Like the Model 30, this is a very com- 
pact desktop unit. But the Model 50 

uses the more powerful Intel 80286 
processor chip operating at 10 MHz. 
As with all of IBM's new models, a 
math coprocessor is optional and 
runs at the CPU's rate. The standard 
computer comes with 1 MB of mem- 
ory on a motherboard that's expand- 
able to 7MB, a 20MB hard disk and a 
3.5 -inch diskette drive. The last 
works either in the 720K format, 
which is common to the Model 30 

and many portable computers, or in 

the new 1.44MB high- density mode; 
it's also used by the Models 60 and 
80. There's also provision for an op- 
tional second diskette drive that's ut- 
terly simple to install: just pull off a 

front cover and slide in the second 
floppy -disk drive. 

Model 50, too, has three expan- 
sion slots. However, they are all in- 
compatible with older PC, XT, and 
AT models because this model is the 
one that begins a departure in design 
from all other IBM personal corn- 
puters. It uses an entirely new 16 -bit 
Micro Channel architecture; the 
motherboard comes with all the 
ports and controllers built in, just 
like the Model 30. It supports up to 
15 Direct Memory Access (DMA) de- 
vices, twice that of the PC bus. To- 
gether with its 10 -MHz microproces- 
sor, the Model 50 is said to move 
data up to two times as fast as an 
IBM AT, though it would seem that 
its relatively slow 20MB hard disk 
drive cuts into this gain. 

A 128KB ROM (Model 30 has a 
64KB ROM) adds a BASIC language 
interpreter and security features. 
Graphics support differences start 
here, too. The Model 50 and follow- 
ing new models use a Video Graphics 
Array (VGA) rather than the Model 
30's also -new MCGA, providing 640 
x 480 x 16 and 320 x 200 x 256 

color graphics, as well as 720 x 400 

x 16 color text mode with a finer 9 

x 16 character box. The 50's power 
supply is rated at 94 watts. 

Dimensions of this model are 
14.1'W x 16.5 "D x 5.5 "H, which 
is a footprint that's also smaller than 
a PC or XT. The Model 50, at 
$3,595, is the lowest -priced machine 
that will also run on IBM's advanced 
Operating System /2 (slated to be 

available the first quarter of 1988) as 

well as the new DOS 3.3 that all four 
models can use. 

Model 60 

The Model 60 I bought, which is de- 
signed to stand on end on the floor 
like a small tower, came with the 
standard 1MB user memory, one 
3.5 -inch 1.44MB diskette drive with 
a controller that supports another 
one, parallel and serial ports, mouse 
port, time /date clock /calendar, and 
a 44MB hard disk. IBM's new archi- 
tecture continues here as in the Mod- 
el 50, with the same improved speed 
and color graphics capabilities. It is 

also plug -ready to accept another 
floppy drive and hard drive without 
buying additional controllers. More- 
over, installation is so simple that 
many owners would want to do the 
job themselves. 

This is the basic Model 60 unit and 
lists for $5,295. It's certainly not 
cheap, but actually not much differ- 
ent than a comparably equipped 
(and slower) Tandy 3000 (an AT 
clone). There are options for a sec- 
ond hard disk, expanding with 
44MB, 70MB or 115MB drives, 
which are all speedy 30 -ms access - 
time types compared to the 80 -ms 
drives in Models 30 and 50. Also, 
memory can be extended to 15MB. 

If you are serious about comput- 
ing, need lots of room for expansion, 
and want a solid gateway to the fu- 
ture direction that IBM is taking, this 
is the model for you, featuring 7 

open expansion slots (Micro Chan- 
nel), a hefty 207 -watt power supply, 
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a high -speed hard disk in the PC -AT 
class (about 40 ms access time for the 
44MB drive; faster for larger -capa- 
city ones), and room for two more 
disk drives. 

Model 80 

The Model 80, which should be 
available this fall, is the long- awaited 
IBM 80386 32 -bit microprocessor 
computer. It will have a base price of 
$6,995 and come in both 16- and 20- 
MHz versions. Its speed is said to be 
up to 3.5 times that of the AT as 
compared to the 2 -times speed in- 
crease maximum posted by Models 
50 and 60, aided by fast 1MB RAM 
chips. Most other specifications are 
the same as the Model 60, except for 
a bigger power supply (225 watts), 
greater maximum motherboard 
RAM capacity (2MB), and three 32- 
bit and four 16 -bit expansion slots 
for plug -ins. Memory can be expand- 
ed up to 16MB. 

Model 80 is obviously the most 
powerful member of the new IBM 
family of microcomputers. It's de- 
signed to stand on the floor rather 
than on a desk and measures 19 "D x 
6.5 "W x 23.5 "H. A 1MB RAM/ 
44MB fixed -disk model is priced at 
$6,995. IBM is pointing this model 
toward users who have to solve com- 
plex math and engineering problems, 
are involved in image processing or 
in handling of very demanding busi- 
ness applications. 

High Technology 
High tech pays off big in these new 
computers, all of which make exten- 
sive use of SMT packages and VLSI 
(Very Large Scale Integration) cus- 
tom gate arrays to pack everything 
onto the motherboard. The Video 
Graphics Array, for example, has 
12,750 gates; CMOS circuitry is as 
small as 1.5 microns or about 
6 /10,000ths of an inch. IBM devel- 
oped a substantial number of the 
parts that go into the new computers. 
Up to 80 percent of what goes into 

The IBM 3363 Optical Disk Drive uses a removable disk storage device that en- 
ables PS /2 users to store 200MB of data on each one. 

the top -model Model 80, for in- 
stance, was developed by IBM. 
Compared to the older models' 
boards, these look as if IBM short- 
changed you with fewer compo- 
nents. This impression is due, of 
course, to the reduced parts count 
made possible with custom VLSI 
chips. The clusters of very tiny parts 
include 640K (Model 30) or 1MB 
(Models 50 and 60) of RAM, floppy 
controller, serial, parallel and point- 
er ports, real -time clock /calendar, 
and graphics adapter, among other 
circuits. Although this means low- 
ered manufacturing costs that can be 
passed on to the buyer, it could also 
mean very expensive repairs. 

For example, my Model 60 went 
back to the dealer the day after I got 
it because it wouldn't power up reli- 
ably, and the entire motherboard 
was replaced. When the new mother- 
board arrived it showed many signs 
of modification, with a number of 
jumper wires added to the SMT 
board. It also arrived without the 
adapter needed to fit this new board 
into my computer. This is the sort of 
teething problem to be expected with 
spanking new computers and will 
probably be cleared up soon, but 
high tech doesn't necessarily mean 
clear sailing unless you're dealing 
with throw -away products. Cost was 

no problem since the Model 60 was 
new and under warranty. 

Compatibility 
Software compatibility is easy to ex- 
plain. Quite simply, these computers 
are essentially IBM compatible. 
They'll work with earlier versions of 
DOS (PC -DOS) and, according to 
IBM, most of today's applications 
programs will run on the new sys- 
tems. Notable exceptions are some 
games that failed to switch VGA 
graphics to the correct mode (EGA), 
I discovered. A patch is already avail- 
able for the superb Starflight pro- 
gram and others are expected. So if 
you can transfer software or get it on 
3.5 -inch disks there will likely be few 
problems. Hardware compatibility is 

also simple to cover. Except for the 
low -end Model 30, the other new 
Personal System /2 models aren't 
hardware compatible, other than for 
devices normally connected to RS- 
232 or printer parallel ports. 

The Model 30, with three 8 -bit ex- 
pansion slots, will physically accept 
the old PC- compatible boards. 
However, they will not necessarily be 
able to work properly. I tested a 
Hayes 1200 -baud modem board 
which appeared to work fine, but 
some other boards I tried did not 
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work in the Model 30. Consequently, 
for the time being, the only way to be 

certain about hardware compatibili- 
ty is to try your favorite board in the 
new machine. 

The 16 -bit data bus (Model 50 and 
Model 60) and 32 -bit bus (Model 80) 

are totally new, so older PC- compat- 
ible boards won't work; the video 
port is only directly compatible with 

four new IBM analog displays, al- 

though the monitors will work with 

older PCs using an adapter); the 50's 
and 60's 1.44MB 3.5 -inch floppy 
format is new (the 30's 720K 3.5 -inch 

is the standard format used by other 
computers, as is the low- density ca- 

pability of the 1.44MB drive). 

Data Migration 
IBM offers something called a Data 
Migration Facility (under $35), con- 
sisting of software and a hardware 
adapter that lets you transfer data 
and non -copy -protected programs 
from a PC -XT -AT compatible to the 
new machines using the older ma- 

chine's parallel printer cable. The 
software is on a 5.25 -inch disk to run 
on the older machine, and the hard- 
ware adapter is a sort of "null mo- 
dem" for parallel ports. 

Data and non -copy -protected pro- 
grams are transferred from your old- 
er system to the new PS /2 computers 
using your printer cable. 

The New Operating Systems 

Although the new computers will run 
with any DOS above 2.0, they re- 

quire DOS 3.0 and above to support 
the 3.5 -inch 720K floppy format. 
The new DOS 3.30, in turn, is needed 
to format and use the 1.44MB high - 

density floppies and hard disks larg- 
er than 32MB. Also, it contains some 
files designed to make networking 
faster and easier to use and supports 
more communications ports. 

You will also need the new 3.30 

($120; $75 for an upgrade) for its 
FILES35 receiving file so that you 
can use the $35 Data Migration Fa- 
cility. A FASTOPEN command in 

3.30 will speed access to regularly 
used hard -disk files, which becomes 
more important as hard -disk capaci- 
ties increase. This file keeps track of 
the location on your hard disk(s) of 
up to 999 files, greatly reducing the 
time needed to locate files. 

Hard -disk users can rejoice when 

they use DOS 3.30's BACKUP com- 
mand. It finally works the way it 

should have in the first place! For 
years, DOS users have complained 
about it, mostly because you could 
back up a lot of information on flop- 
py disks only to run out of formatted 
disks before you're though -and 
have to start all over. BACKUP now 
lets you pause to format more disks 
if needed. It also logs files and identi- 
fies the disk they're on. The new AP- 
PEND command extends capabili- 
ties of the PATH command, letting 
you specify non -executable files in 

the same way you currently specify 
executable files using the path 
command. 

DOS 3.3, which can also enhance 
the capabilities of all other IBM per- 
sonal computers, is actually an inter- 
im single- tasking disk operating sys- 

tem for the new models. The real im- 
pact of these new machines, exclud- 
ing the lowest -priced unit, Model 30, 

will be felt when IBM's new Operat- 
ing System /2, with a base price of 
$325, is available. This operating 
system will run DOS programs in a 

shell, enabling the machines to re- 

main IBM -DOS compatible, while 

being able to work with IBMs right 
up through mainframe computers. 
An enhanced version will support the 
IBM SQL (Structured Query Lan- 
guage) for relational databases. 

With OS /2 and the Model 50, 60, 

or 80, desktop database work will be 

an order of magnitude better, assum- 
ing new software comes along to 
complement it. OS /2 will be the IBM 

operating system designed to make 
full use of the vast memory address- 
ing capabilities of the 80286 and 
80386 processor chips in "protected 
mode" operation. 

It's basically a multitasking sys- 

tem that lets you run many programs 
at the same time and features a vari- 

ety of operating enhancement pros- 
pects, including concurrent commu- 
nications, wide- ranging interfacing, 
database management with multiple - 
user provisions, a Window Manager, 
and so on. However, even Standard 
Edition Version 1.0, which is essen- 

tially a stripped Operating System /2, 
won't be available until the first 
quarter of 1988. Version 1.1, which 

adds a graphics -based Presentation 
Manager and windowing, won't 
have its availability date announced 
until the end of 1988, at the same 
time as the Extended Edition that 
adds communications support and 
database management. 

Graphics 
The new PS /2 computers' graphics 
capabilities differ from earlier mod- 

els' video modes. As noted previous- 
ly, Model 30's MCGA (MultiColor 
Graphics Array) emulates the stan- 
dard CGA while adding 640 x 400 

2 -color and 320 x 200 256 -color 
graphics. The other, costlier models 
use VGA (Video Graphics Array), 
which features many operating 
modes that go beyond EGA, al- 

though EGA standards (as well as 

CGA) are emulated too. 
The best VGA mode with 50, 60 

and 80 models produces a resolution 
of 720 by 400 16- colors from a pallet 
of 262,144 colors. With a display 
adapter and a memory expansion 
kit, one can get 256 colors on screen 
in a 640 x 480 graphics mode. As a 

comparison, in EGA mode the maxi- 
mum resolution is 640 by 350 with 16 

colors out of a possible 64. Model 30 

owners can add the VGA mode with 
a $595 graphics board and one of 
IBM's new monitors, which will au- 

tomatically sense the board's capa- 
bilities. At the top of the line, an 

8514 16 -inch color monitor, memory 
expansion kit, and display adapter 
board will give you 1,024 by 768 res- 
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olution for about $3,100. Here you 
can view up to 51 lines of text with 
146 characters per line if you wish. 
At the other end, the 12 -inch Person- 
al System /2 monochrome monitor 
only costs $250 and my 14 -inch color 
monitor sells for $595. 

Numbers are just numbers, but 
one glance at the demo program run- 
ning on any of these computers will 
knock your eyes out; these monitors 
are just spectacular (at least com- 
pared to older PC graphics). 

The WORM 
One almost unnoticed expansion ac- 
cessory for the new systems is a 
200MB optical disk selling for about 
$3,000. This device is a Write Once/ 
Read Many (times) mass -storage de- 
vice with an access time about half 
that of the Model 30 or 50 80 -ms 
hard disks, but with easily removable 
media, just like a floppy drive. 

This optical disk uses a laser beam 
to mark the disk, but you can't erase 
and use the disk again. Consequent- 
ly, once it is full, you need to insert 
another cartridge. Why is this so 
great? Well, just for backup this is a 
tremendous device, providing reli- 
able backup along with relatively 
fast access to the data. For busi- 
nesses with accounting, correspon- 
dence, or database files which are 
constantly being updated, the 
WORM not only provides massive 
amounts of relatively fast storage, it 
also gives you complete, secure 
copies of all previous data. 

The Model 60 can handle up to six 
of the 200MB WORM drives, pro- 
viding over 1 gigabyte of on -line 
storage and an unlimited number of 
removable cartridges. 

Conclusions 
These are fast, exceptionally quiet 
computers that are already starting 
to generate 3rd -party support. I 

know of manufacturers who are al- 
ready working on products to make 
use of the new bus structure, and 
Princeton has already announced 

A $495 IBM Music Feature adapter card enables the new PS /2 line to use a 
MIDI keyboard to compose, record and play back music from the 8086 -CPU- 

based Model 30 computers. 

new monitors that will work with 
both older computers and the new 
Personal System /2s. 

Software companies have an- 
nounced that they will supply their 
copy -protected programs on 3.5- 
inch disks for registered owners at 
nominal cost, and companies like 
Ashton -Tate have already started 
marketing their software with both 
5.25- and 3.5 -inch disks at a slightly 
higher price /package. 

Will the new family of computers 
have a major impact on the market? 
It's difficult to conceive that it won't 
in time. The capabilities of Models 
50, 60 and 80 combined with IBM's 
market clout are just too great for 
business and industry to ignore in the 
long run. Clearly, though, it will re- 
quire a long period before the full ca- 
pacity of the new systems is realized. 

It's interesting to note that Model 
30, which does not offer a gateway to 
future IBM advances, is already sell- 
ing at a considerable discount in 
some areas. Here in central PA, 
however, all models are selling faster 

than the dealer can get them -and at 
full retail. Other models are report- 
edly being discounted, too. At the 
same time, IBM has substantially 
lowered its suggested selling prices 
for XT and AT models, which 
should give clone makers some fits. 

I'm pleased with my Model 60 and 
have already ordered a Model 80 in 
anticipation of advances that the fu- 
ture will bring, which includes all 
manner of software, including CAD/ 
CAM and personal publishing, con- 
nectivity to other equipment, etc. Im- 
mediately, though, I already have 
better color graphics, higher resolu- 
tion and greater operating speed. 
Welcome, too, are the extras such as 
the absence of DIP switch setting re- 
quirements since the systems poll the 
hardware and automatically adjust 
settings when, say, a board is added, 
such as IBM's Music Feature adapter 
card for the Model 30 that can be used 
for studio recording or live perfor- 
mances. I look forward, too, to the 
common interface that coming addi- 
tions from developers will bring. AE 
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011_ Radio Ihaek Parti PIaee' " -, 
THE BUILDER "S STORE! OVER 1000 COMPONENTS IN STOCK 

Communications 
Circuit Book 

149 
A Must 

For Project 
Builders 

The latest of 
the "hands - 
on" electronic - 
project books by Forrest M. Mims 
III. Includes projects for wired and 
wireless voice and code systems, 
shortwave listening and much 
more. Contains 48 pages with 
schematics. #276 -5015 

Attention -Getting LEDs 

(1) Super- Bright Red. Outputs 
300 mcd, 20 mA. #276 -066, 1.19 

(2) Blinking Red. MOS driver and 
red LED combo. #276-036 .. 1.29 

(3) Blinking Green. 
#276 -030 1 29 

(4) CdS Photocell. Rated 200 
mW, 170 volts. #276. 116.... 1.79 

Save With Our "Hotline" 
Order Service 
We send your order 
directly to the 
Radio Shack near you. 
We pay the postage. 
Delivery time on most 
items is one week. 

Your Radio Shack store 
manager can special -order 
a variety of parts and ac- 
cessories not listed in our 
catalog- tubes, linear and 
digital Cs, diodes, transis- 
tors, crystals, phono cartridges and more. There's no 
minimum order requirement for this convenient ser- 
vice! Your order will be sent to your nearby Radio 
Shack store, and we'll notify you when it arrives. 

Unusual Buzzers Panel Switch Values 

(5) Tri -Sound Alarm. Contains an 
IC, driver circuit and 8 -ohm 
speaker. Three distinctive sounds. 
3 VDC. #273 -072 5 95 
(6) Electronic Chime. Melody - 
synthesizing IC and speaker 
combo produce a pleasant "ding - 
dong" sound. Operates 6 to 18 
VDC. #273 -071 7 95 

(9) 

(7) Lighted SPST Normally Open 
or Normally Closed. Rated 5 
amps at 250 VAC, 12 -volt lamp. 
#275 -678 5 95 

(8) SPST Rocker Switch. Rated 6 
amps, 125 VAC. #275 -690 .. 1.89 

DPDT. #275 -691 2 49 

(9) SPDT Mini -Toggle. Rated 5 
amps, 125 VAC. #275 -603.. 1.49 

(10) 

Put These High -Tech ICs to Work 

(12) 

With Data, Circuit Samples 

(10) SP0256 -AL2 Speech Synthesizer. MOS /LSI device with built -in pro- 
gram easily interfaces with most computers. Requires 3.12 MHz crystal 
(special order via "hotline" above). 28 -pin DIP. #276 -1784 12.95 

(11) CTS256 -AL2 Text -to- Speech IC. Preprogrammed 8 -bit processor 
translates ASCII into control data for figure 10. Requires 10 MHz crystal 
(special order). 40-pin DIR. #276 -1786 16.95 

(12) SSI 202 Touch -Tone Decoder IC. Easy -to -use DTMF receiver is just 
right for remote -control applications. Requires a minimum of support parts 
and is easily interfaced with most microprocessors. #276 -1303 12.95 

Deluxe Enclosures Miniature PC Pots 

Vented steel tops, easy -to -work 
aluminum chasis. With protective 
rubber feet and hardware. 

Size Cat. No. Each 

31/4 x 21/e x 4" 270 -251 2.99 
4 x 23/e x 6" 270 -252 3.99 
51/4 x 3 x 57/e" 270 -253 4.99 

596 
Each 

Rated at 1/e -watt. Sealed against 
noise -causing contaminants. 

Ohms Cat. No. 
1k 271 -333 

10k 271 -335 
25k 271 -336 

100k 271 -338 

Tantalum Caps 

Maximum Capacity 
In an Extremely 
Small Package 

Low As 

49c 
Each 

IC in spacing. 20% tolerance. 
F WVDC Cat. No. Each 

0.1 35 272 -1432 .49 
0.47 35 272 -1433 .49 
1.0 35 272 -1434 .49 

2.2 35 272 -1435 .59 
10 16 272 -1436 .69 
22 16 272 -1437 .99 

Top -Quality Memory 

Upgrade 
Your Computer 

4164 64K Dynamic RAM. 150 ns 
access time, low -power design 
(230 mW, typical). Single 5 VDC 
supply. #276 -2506 3 95 
TMS 4256 256K Dynamic RAM. 
150 ns maximum access, low - 
power 16-pin DIP with specs and 
pin-out. Single 5 VDC supply. 
#276 -1252 6 95 

Archer', Hand Tools 
(13) 

(14) O I (15) 

Professional Quality 
(13) 51/4" Long Nose Pliers. 
Spring return, insulated grips. 
#64 -1812 5 99 
(14) 41/a" Diagonal Cutters. 
Spring return, long lasting and in- 
sulated grips. #64 -1813 .... 5.99 
(15) 6" Locking Forceps. Use as 
a temporary heat sink and to pick 
up or hold parts. #64 -1866 .. 4.95 

Archer® Coax Cable 

Low As 

166 Ì/ per foot 
Low loss -no more than 4.0 dB per 
100 feet at 50 MHz. 

EnVel. 

Fact. 
Cat. 
Nd. 

Price 
Per Ft. 

8 52 66% 278 -1323 .36 
8 52 75% 278 -1328 .21 

58 52 66% 278 -1326 .16 
59 75 75% 278 -1327 .16 

'NEW! 95% Shielding. 

28 -Range FET VOM 

4995 
Big 5" 
Color - 
Coded 
Scale 

Works like a solid -state VTVM! 
Super- sensitive- 10- megohm input 
impedance. With 28 ranges and 
"beep" continuity. Includes test 
leads and spare fuse. Requires one 
9V and one "C" battery. #22 -220. 

Dual- Tracking DC Supply 

Delivers stable DC with extremely 
low ripple at precisely the voltage 
you need. Adjustable from 0 to 15 
VDC, or series output provides up 
to 30 VDC. Selectable independent 
or slave operation of two voltages. 
Meter for monitoring voltage or cur- 
rent of either output. UL listed. 
#22 -121 69.95 

Over 1000 items in stock: Binding posts, Books, Breadboards, Buzzers, Capacitors, 
Chokes, Clips, Connectors, Fuses, Hardware, ICs, Jacks, Knobs, Lamps, Memory 
Chips, Multitesters, PC Boards, Plugs, Power Supplies, Rectifiers, Relays, Resis- 
tors, Switches, Tools, Transformers, Transistors, Wire, Zener Diodes, more! 
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Technology 

Oscilloscope 
Measurements Guide 

Part 2 (Conclusion) 

Test procedures for sine waves, phase, Lissajous, 
pulses, frequency response, square waves, and 
dc- linearity and curve - tracer measurements 

By Robert Witte 

Last month, in the first in- 
stallment of this article, we 
discussed the typical ele- 

ments that make up the typical ana- 
log oscilloscope, the differences be- 
tween analog and digital scopes, and 
the types of probes commonly used. 
This month, we get into actual test- 
ing procedures. 

An oscilloscope produces a picture 
of the voltage waveform that is being 
measured. This allows the instru- 
ment user to think in terms of the ac- 
tual waveform when making mea- 
surements. Therefore, determining 
zero -to -peak voltages, rms voltages 
and the like simply means interpret- 
ing the scope display. The displayed 
waveform's accuracy is subject to 
the instrument's finite bandwidth, 
internal errors and the loading effect. 

Sine -Wave Measurements 
Figure 9 shows a typical display of a 
sine wave on an oscilloscope CRT 
screen. The usual parameters can be 
determined with just a small amount 
of care. Peak -to -peak voltages can 
be first found in terms of display di- 
visions and then be converted to 
volts. The peak -to -peak value of the 

Fig. 9. Sine wave voltage measured 
using an oscilloscope. If vertical sen- 
sitivity is 0.5 volt /div., Vp p is 2 volts 

and V0., is 1 volt. 

sine wave in Fig. 1 is four divisions. 
If vertical sensitivity is set to 0.5 volt/ 
div., the peak -to -peak voltage is 4 x 
0.5 = 2 volts. (This value might need 
to be adjusted if a divider probe is 
used.) Zero -to -peak voltage is just 
two divisions, so 2 x 0.5 = 1 volt. 

Root -mean -square (rms) voltage is 

not as easy to determine, at least not 
directly from many oscilloscopes. 
But the relationship between zero -to- 
peak and rms values for a sine wave 
is known: rms = 0.707 x Vo_p = 
0.707 x 1 volt = 0.707 volt rms. 
This calculation is valid for only a 
sine wave, but there are conversion 
factors for other waveforms. 

The foregoing uses the vertical 

Fig. 10. Oscilloscope waveform 
when vertical sensitivity is 0.2 
volt /div. and time base is 500 

microseconds. 

scale to determine voltage informa- 
tion. The horizontal (or time) scale 
can be used to determine the wave - 
form's period. The waveform's pe- 
riod in Fig. 9 is eight divisions. With 
the horizontal axis set at 0.2 ms /div., 
the signal's period is 8 x 0.2 ms = 
1.6 ms. Although the frequency can- 
not be read from the scope directly, it 
can be calculated by using the period 
waveform 

f = 1/T 

The waveform's frequency in the 
illustration equals 1/1.6 ms, or 625 
Hz. Frequency is another value that 
cannot be determined directly from 

(Continued on page 26) 
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EXPAND YOUR CAREER HORIZONS... 

START WITH CIE. 
Microprocessor Technology. Satellite Communications. 
Robotics. Wherever you want to go in electronics... 
start first with CIE. 

Why CIE? Because we're the leader in teaching 
electronics through independent study. Consider this. 
We teach over 25,000 students from all over the 
United States and in over 70 foreign countries. And 
we've been doing it for over 50 years, helping 
thousands of men and women get started in 

electronics careers. 
We offer flexible training to meet your needs. 
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Oscilloscope (from page 22) 

SIGNAL 

SOURCE VIN 
+ 

CIRCUIT 

+ 
VOUT 

SCOPE 

A 

o o 

Fig. 11. Arrangement for measuring ac voltage gain of a circuit. 

the oscilloscope, but the scope gives 
us the information needed to calcu- 
late the value. 

As an example, one can determine 
zero -to -peak voltage, peak -to -peak 
voltage, period and frequency of the 
waveform shown in Fig. 10 with a 
few simple calculations, as follows: 

The waveform shown here is 1.5 
divisions zero -to -peak and three 
divisions peak -to -peak. 
VO_p = 1.5 div. x 0.2 V /div. = 0.3 volt 
VP_P = 3 div. x 0.2 V /div. = 0.6 volt 

The period of the waveform is three 
divisions. 

T = 3 div. x 500 µs /div. = 1.5 ms 
f = 1/T = 666.67 Hz 

If a voltmeter and an oscilloscope 

Fig. 12. Oscilloscope display for 
measuring gain of a circuit. 

are connected to the output of a 
function generator, a comparison of 
the two measurements will highlight 
the advantages of each. The scope 
provides a complete representation 
of the waveform out of the function 
generator. Its peak -to -peak and 
zero -to -peak ac values are easily read 
and, for most waveforms, the rms 
value can be calculated. If there is 

some dc present along with the wave- 
form, this, too, will be evident in the 
voltage -vs. -time display (assuming 
that the scope is dc coupled). The 
period and frequency of the wave- 
form can also be measured. 

On the other hand, the voltmeter 
will supply only voltage information 
about the waveform. Many voltme- 
ters will read rms, but accuracy of 
the reading may be dependent on the 
type of waveform (if the meter is an 
average- responding type). Also, no 
indication is given of the actual 
shape of the waveform. The user 
may assume a given shape, but dis- 
tortion due to improper circuit oper- 
ation may cause the waveform to be 
much different. 

A voltmeter is easier to use than a 
scope, of course. It requires less in- 
terpretation of its display, has fewer 
controls to adjust, and its physical 

size is usually much smaller and 
more convenient. Voltmeters are al- 
so generally more accurate for am- 
plitude measurements than oscillo- 
scopes. A typical oscilloscope ampli- 
tude accuracy is around 3 percent, 
while voltmeter accuracies are typi- 
cally better than 1 percent. However, 
the voltmeter provides no time or 
frequency information at all. 

Voltage -Gain Measurement 
It is often desirable to measure gain 
(or loss) of a circuit such as ampli- 
fiers, filters and attenuators. The 
voltage gain is defined as 

Voltage Gain = G = Vin /Vous 

where Vin and Vout are voltages at 
the input and output of a circuit, re- 
spectively. In other words, gain de- 
scribes how big the output is com- 
pared to the input. Vin and Vout can 
be any type of voltage: dc, ac zero - 
to -peak, ac rms, etc., as long as both 
voltages are measured consistently. 
If output is larger than input, gain is 
greater than one; if output equals in- 
put, gain is exactly one; and if out- 
put is less than input, gain is less 
than one. 

Voltage cain can be expressed in 
decibels (dB): 

Voltage Gain (dB) = G (dB) 
= 20 log (Vin /Vous) 

If output is greater than input, 
gain (in dB) is a positive number. If 
output equals input, gain is 0 dB. If 
output is less than input, gain in dB is 
a negative number. Gain and loss are 
opposite terms. A gain of - 10 dB 
(output is actually smaller than in- 
put) corresponds to a 10 -dB loss. 

Figure 11 shows the simplest meth- 
od for measuring ac voltage gain. A 
source is used to supply input voltage 
and a two -channel oscilloscope is 
used to measure input and output 
voltages. The source can be any type 
capable of producing a sine wave at 
the frequency of interest. The result- 
ing oscilloscope display is shown in 
Fig. 12. Values of the two voltages 
are determined from the display and 
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the gain is calculated. If the input sig- 

nal into the circuit is not critical, then 
it is desirable to set the sine -wave 
source so that the value of Vin is at a 

convenient level (such as 1 volt) to 
calculate gain. Again, the ac voltage 
can be determined in a variety of 
ways, but zero -to -peak and peak -to- 
peak will usually be the most con - 
venient to use. 

As an example, let us determine 
the voltage gain for Vin and Vout 
shown in Fig. 12, expressing the val- 
ue in dB. It shows the zero -to -peak 
value of Vin = 1 div. x 1 volt /div. 
= 1 volt zero -to -peak and Vow = 
2.5 div. x 2 volts /div. = 2.5 volts 
zero -to -peak. The voltage gain, G = 

Vout /Vin = 2.5/1 = 2.5. 
Notice how easy the gain calcula- 

tion was with Vin equal to 1 volt. 
Gain in dB, G (dB) = 20 log 2.5 = 
7.96 dB. 

Phase Measurement 
The waveforms shown in Fig. 12 

have no phase difference between 
them, but this is not always the case. 
Many circuits introduce a phase shift 
between input and output. In some 
electronic systems, phase shift is un- 
important, but many times it is a crit- 
ical parameter to measure. 

The setup shown in Fig. 11 can be 
used to measure phase shift through 
a circuit. If there is a non -zero phase 
shift through a circuit, the resulting 
oscilloscope display will look some- 
thing like Fig. 13. (Circuit gain is 1 

for simplicity.) The scope display 
gives the user a direct, side -by -side 
comparison of the two signals to de- 
termine phase difference. 

First, the sine -wave period is 

found in terms of graticule divisions. 
(Recall that one complete cycle cor- 
responds to 360 degrees.) Next, de- 
termine the phase difference in terms 
of graticule divisions. This can best 
be done by choosing a convenient 
spot on one waveform and counting 
the divisions to the same spot on the 
other waveform. The starting edge 
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NEW FROM EEB 

NOW buy that test equipment 
you've wanted and save! 

DIPMETER 1.5 To 250 MHz 

AM Modulation 6 Plug -In Coils 
Xtal -osc 1 -15 MHz 
9V battery 
DM4061 

N $109.95 Value 

ONLY $7995 
+ $4 UPS 

Measure resonance of antennas and 
tank circuits. 
Check for Harmonic radiation. 
Use as OSC for Rec. alignment. 
More uses detailed in the RSGB Hand- 
book, pages 18.15 to 18.21. 

RF SIGNAL GENERATOR 
SG4160 100 KHz - 150 MHz to 

450 MHz on harmonics. 
- - RF Output 100 mVs. 

Modulation: Int. - 1 KHz 
` e Ext. - 50 Hz to 20 KHz. 

1111- ' ' -` Crystal OSC 1 -15 MHz. 

$219.95 Value ONLY $14995 + $4 UPS 

PM0 
RF POWER METER /LOAD 

33 1.8 to 500 MHz. 
500HM -N -J Connector. 
5W, 20W, 120 Watts. 

. Accurate to +/- 10 %. 

$109.95 Value ONLY $7995 + $4 UPS 

SENSITIVITY: 

$169.95 

FREQUENCY COUNTER 
FC5250 10 Hz to 150 MHz. 

7 Digit readout. 
Gate 1s & 6 sec. 

s e .,, Accurate to +/- 1 count. 

25 - 100 mV to 30 MHz; 
100 - 300 mV to 150 MHz 

Value ONLY $12995+ $4 UPS 
AC Adapter is included with unit. 

RF ATTENUATOR DC -500 MHz 
RFA8000 0 - 81 dB in 

1 dB steps. 
Accurate to +/- .3 dB 

Steps 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 and 20 dB 
50 OHm -'h Watt Insertion Loss .5 dB. 

$299.00 Value ONLY $14995 + $4 UPS 

SWR /RF ANTENNA METER 
SWR3P Read SWR, RF power and 

field strength. 
1.7 to 150 MHz. gill 10 or 100 watt range. 
SWR +/- 5 0/1); 

POWER +/ -10% accuracy. 

$29.95 Value ONLY $1995+ $4 UPS 

Prices and Specs Subject to Change 

Electronic Equipment Bank 
516 Mill Street, N.E. 
Vienna, Virginia 22180 
Virginia orders, technical questions 

703 -938 -3350 
MASTERCARD. CHOICE. and DISCOVER 

800 -368 -3270 

EEB 
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Al 

Fig. 13. Phase difference between 
two sine waves can be measured us- 

ing time -base method. 

of the sine wave (where it crosses 
zero) is usually a good reference 
point since most scope graticules 
have the middle of the display marked 
with the finest resolution. The result- 
ing phase difference, in degrees, is: 

Phase Shift O = 360 x 
Shift (in div.) /Period (in div.) 

Since interpreting the oscilloscope 
display is somewhat tedious, it is re- 
commended that the user double 
check the measured value. This sim- 
ply means taking another look at the 
display, roughly estimating the 
phase shift (knowing that one cycle is 

360 degrees), and comparing this to 
the calculated answer. The two 
should be roughly the same. 

The only problem remaining is to 
determine the phase shift (positive or 
negative). Vout is normally measured 
with respect to Vin, so Vin is the 
phase reference. If Vout is shifted to 
the left of Vin (Vout leads Vin), then 
Vout will have a positive phase rela- 
tive to Vin. If Vout is shifted to the 
right of Vin (Vout lags Vin), then Vout 
will have a negative phase relative to 
Vin. Use of the terms "lead" and 
"lag" are less likely to be confusing 
than calling the phase positive or 
negative. 

Since phase repeats on every cycle 
(360 degrees), the same phase rela- 
tionship can be described in numer- 
ous ways. For example, if Vout leads 
Vin by 270 degrees, this will be the 
same as Vout lagging Vin by 90 de- 
grees. Although both of these ex- 
pressions are technically correct, it is 
recommended that phase differences 
be limited to ± 180 degrees. There- 
fore, the appropriate expression 
would be Vout lags Vin by 90 degrees. 

Here is how to determine phase 
difference between Vout and Vin in 
Fig. 13. The period of both wave- 
forms is four divisions, while phase 
shift is 0.5 division. Thus 

B = 360 x 0.5/4 = 45 degrees 
Since Vout is shifted to the right 

of Vin, Vout lags Vin by 45 degrees 

SIGNAL 

SOURCE 

+ 

VIN 

SCOPE IN X -Y MODE 

X Y 

o 00 

CIRCUIT 

+ 

yOUT 

Fig. 14. The proper connection for measuring the phase difference between the 
input and output of a circuit. 
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or, equivalently, V;,, leads V,,,,i by 
45 degrees. 

Lissajous Method 
Another method of measuring phase 
between two signals is called the 
"Lissajous method" (or Lissajous 
pattern). Although somewhat more 
complicated, this method will usual- 
ly result in more accurate phase mea- 
surement. Figure 14 shows a scope 
connected so that phase between out- 
put and input of a circuit can be mea- 
sured. The oscilloscope is configured 
in the X -Y mode, with one signal 
connected to the horizontal input 
and the other signal connected to the 
vertical input. 

Figure 15 shows the elliptical 
shape that results from this measure- 
ment. Two values, A and B, can be 
read off the display and can be used 
to calculate the phase angle. Value A 
is the distance from the X axis to the 
point where the ellipse crosses the Y 

axis, and value B is the height of the 
ellipse, also measured from the X 
axis. It is important that the scope be 
set up with both the X and Y axes set 
at the 0 -volt level. On most scopes, 
this would be accomplished by 
grounding both inputs and adjusting 
the dot on the display to be at the 
center of the screen. Both volts /div. 
controls can be adjusted to allow 
convenient, accurate reading of the 
values. The two controls do not have 
to be set the same, since A and B are 
measured along the same axis. 

Two general cases must be consid- 
ered. If the ellipse runs from lower - 
left to upper- right, the phase angle is 

between 0 and 90 degrees (Fig. 16). If 
the ellipse runs from lower -right to 
upper left, the angle is between 90 
and 180 degrees. The angle can be 
calculated from the A and B values 
using the appropriate equation shown 
in Fig. 8. 

Unfortunately, the sign of the an- 
gle cannot be determined using this 
method. If the calculated angle is 45 

degrees, for example, the phase dif- 
ference may be + 45 or - 45 degrees. 

A 

.,tt 

Y 

SIN 0= 
B 

x 

Fig. 15. Scope is in X -Y mode when using Lissajous method. 

90°585180° 

0=180°-SIN-1 (A B) 

Fig. 16. Lissajous method for measuring phase has two general cases: (a) ellipse 
from lower -left to upper- right; (b) ellipse from upper -left to lower -right. 

0° 90° 180° 

Fig. 17. Some special cases of Lissajous phase measurement. 

That is, the signal on the vertical axis 
may be leading or lagging the signal 
on the horizontal axis by 45 degrees. 
However, the time -base method can 
be used to determine the sign, while 
using the Lissajous method for 
greater accuracy. A quick look using 
the time -base method is also a good 
check on the results from the Lissa- 
jous method. 

Some special cases of the Lissa- 
jous display are shown in Fig. 17. 

Here, when the ellipse collapses into 
a straight line, the two waveforms 
are in- phase. This can also be used as 
a very precise indication when ad- 
justing for zero phase between two 
signals. If the ellipse is a perfect cir- 
cle (with both volts /div. controls set 
the same), the waveforms are exactly 
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FREQUENCY 

BEING MEASURED 

SCOPE IN X -Y MODE 

SOURCE 

X Y 

00 00 

REFERENCE 

FREQUENCY 

Fig. 18. Lissajous pattern for exam- Fig. 19. Lissajous method can be used to compare frequency being measured 
ple used in text. with a known reference frequency, with oscilloscope operated in X -Y mode. 

90 degrees apart. Again, this could 
be + 90 or - 90 degrees. If the dis- 
play becomes a straight line, but in 
the lower- right /upper -left orienta- 
tion, the two signals are exactly out - 
of -phase (180 degrees apart). 

Here is how to determine phase 
difference between two signals with 
the Lissajous pattern shown in Fig. 18. 

The ellipse is lower -left to upper - 
right. First find the values of A and 
B, which are A = 2.3 divisions and B 

= 3 divisions. Then calculate de- 
grees as follows: 

O = sin - '(A/B) = sin - 1(2.3/3) 
= 50 degrees 

(D) 3:2 

The Lissajous method can also be 
used to compare frequency of two 
sine waves. The oscilloscope, operat- 
ing in X -Y mode, is connected as 
shown in Fig. 19. Frequency being 
measured is connected to the vertical 
axis, while reference frequency 
(hopefully precisely known) is con- 
nected to the horizontal axis. If the 
two frequencies are the same (1:1 ra- 
tio), the situation is exactly the same 
as the phase measurement case. 

In Fig. 20a, the oscilloscope dis- 
play is shown for a 1:1 frequency ra- 
tio and a 90- degree phase shift. If the 
phase is other than 90 degrees, the 

display will not be a perfect circle, 
but an ellipse. Again, this case was 
covered under phase measurement. 
If the two frequencies are not exactly 
the same, the display will not be sta- 
ble and the ellipse will contort and 
rotate on the display. 

Other frequency ratios are also 
shown in Fig. 20. They may also ap- 
pear warped or slanted in different 
ways just like the ellipse is a slanted 
version of a circle (for the 1:1 case). 
In general, the ratio of the two fre- 
quencies is determined by the num- 
ber of cusps (or humps) on the top 
and side of the display. Consider Fig. 

(C) 3:1 

01 

Fig. 20. Typical Lissajous patterns 
for a variety of frequency ratios. 
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Fig. 21. Imperfections in pulses can be examined using 
an oscilloscope. 
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20b. There are two cusps across the 
top and only one down the side. 
Therefore, the frequency ratio is 2:1. 
In Fig. 20d, there are three cusps 
across the top and two down the ;side, 

resulting in a frequency ratio of 3:2. 
This technique can be applied to 

any similar frequency ratio. The dis- 
play will be stable only when the fre- 
quency ratio is exact. In general, if 
the frequency sources are not phase - 
locked together, there will be some 
residual phase drift between the two 
frequencies with a corresponding 
movement on the display. 

This method of frequency mea- 
surement is somewhat limited since it 
only deals with distinct frequency ra- 
tios. It does help if a sine -wave 
source with variable frequency is 

available for use as the reference. 
Then the source can be adjusted so 
that the measured signal's frequency 
results in a convenient ratio. 

Since this method operates on the 
basics of frequency ratios, the limit- 
ing factor in measurement accuracy 
is the reference source's frequency 
accuracy and stability. If the source 
used as the frequency reference is not 

more accurate than the oscillo- 
scope's time base, there is no advan- 
tage in using this method. Instead, 
the frequency should be calculated 
from the period of the waveform 
measured in the time -base mode. 

Pulse Measurement 
Pulse trains (and square waves) can 
be measured and characterized using 
an oscilloscope. The measurement 
involves basically connecting the 
scope to the waveform of interest, 
obtaining a voltage- versus -time dis- 
play of the waveform and extracting 
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Fig. 22. An oscilloscope can be used to measure time delay between two pulses, as in input and output of a digital circuit. 
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the parameter of interest from the 
display. Oscilloscope bandwidth and 
rise time must be adequate so that the 
pulse being measured is not corrupted. 

Various imperfections may exist in 
the pulse train (Fig. 21). Because of 
similarities of the pulse train and 
square wave, these terms for describ- 
ing imperfections may also be ap- 
plied to a square wave. Ideally, the 
pulse goes from 0 volt to Vo_p in zero 
time. However, due to circuits that 
cannot respond infinitely fast, rise 
time is finite. Rise time is usually spe- 
cified to be the time it takes a wave- 
form to go from 10 to 90 percent of 
Vp_p. Similarly, fall time is the time it 
takes for the waveform to go from 90 
to 10 percent of Vo_p. Rise and fall 
times may or may not be the same. 

The pulse may actually exceed Vo_p 

after the rising edge and then settle 
out. The amount that the voltage ex- 
ceeds Vo_p is called "overshoot," 
and the time it takes to settle out is 

called "settling time." Settling time 
is specified when the waveform has 
settled to within some small percen- 
tage of Vo_p (often 1 percent). "Pre - 
shoot" is similar to overshoot, ex- 
cept that it occurs before the edge 
of the pulse. 

The top of the pulse may not be 
perfectly flat, but have some small 
slope to it. The amount that the top 
of the pulse slopes downward is called 
"droop." Abrupt voltage changes in 
the waveform, called "glitches," are 
particularly common in digital cir- 
cuits. Glitches can be large enough to 
cause a digital signal to enter the un- 
defined region or, in more extreme 
cases, to change a logic state. Some 
circuits will tolerate a certain amount 
of glitching, but glitches are general- 
ly undesirable as they can cause a cir- 
cuit to malfunction. 

The time delay between two pulses 
(for example, in a digital circuit) can 
be measured using a two -channel 
scope. Figure 22 shows two logic 
gates (inverters) connected end -to- 
end and driven by a pulsed logic sig- 
nal. In all digital technologies, it 

SIGNAL 

SOURCE 

A B 

0 00 

R=50 Kft 

VIN C=318 pF T 
+ 

Vour 

Fig. 23. Example of a frequency- response measurement. 

takes a small but non -zero amount of 
time for the input pulse to reach the 
output. The oscilloscope is set up to 
display both input and output of the 
two -gate circuit. The resulting time 
delay between the two waveforms is 

found by counting the number of di- 
visions between the rising edge of the 
input pulse and the rising edge of the 
output pulse. This is then multiplied 
by the time /div. setting on the scope 
to obtain the time difference between 
the pulses. 

Frequency- Response Testing 
Earlier, gain and phase measure- 

ments were discussed as applied to a 
single frequency. A single- frequency 
sine wave was connected to the input 
of a circuit and the gain through the 
circuit as well as the phase of the out- 
put signal (relative to the input) were 
measured. This describes the behav- 
ior of that circuit at that particular 
frequency. But it is often desirable to 
characterize circuit performance 
over a wide range of frequencies. 
The gain and, to a lesser extent, 
phase measured at a range of fre- 
quencies is called the circuit's "fre- 
quency response." 

The most obvious way to measure 

Measured Values for RC Circuit 

Frequency (Hz) Vi Vout Gain Gain (dB) 
2,000 0.2 0.20 0.98 -0.17 
4,000 0.2 0.19 0.93 - 0.64 
6,000 0.2 0.17 0.86 - 1.33 

8,000 0.2 0.16 0.78 - 2.15 
10,000 0.2 0.14 0.71 - 3.01 
12,000 0.2 0.13 0.64 - 3.87 
14,000 0.2 0.12 0.58 -4.71 
16,000 0.2 0.11 0.53 -5.51 
18,000 0.2 0.10 0.49 - 6.27 
20,000 0.2 0.09 0.45 - 6.98 
30,000 0.2 0.06 0.32 - 9.99 
40,000 0.2 0.05 0.24 -12.30 
50,000 0.2 0.04 0.20 - 14.14 

60,000 0.2 0.03 0.16 - 15.67 
70,000 0.2 0.03 0.14 - 16.98 

80,000 0.2 0.02 0.12 -18.12 
90,000 0.2 0.02 0.11 - 19.13 

100,000 0.2 0.02 0.10 - 20.03 
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R -5000 
High performance receiver 
THE high performance receiver is 
here from the leader in communica- 
tions technology -the Kenwood 
R -5000. This all -band, all mode 
receiver has superior interference 
reduction circuits, and has been 
designed with the highest perform- 
ance standards in mind. Listen 
to foreign music, news, and com- 
mentary. Tune in local police, fire, 
aircraft, weather, and other public 
service channels with the VC -20 
VHF converter. All this excitement 
and more is yours with a Kenwood 
R -5000 receiver! 

Covers 100 kHz -30 MHz in 30 
bands, with additional coverage 
from 108 -174 MHz (with VC -20 
converter installed). 
Superior dynamic range. Exclusive 
Kenwood DynaMix'" system ensures 
an honest 102 dB dynamic range. 
(14 MHz, 500 Hz bandwidth, 50 kHz 
spacing.) 

100 memory channels. Store mode, 
frequency, antenna selection. 
Voice synthesizer option. 
Computer control option. 
Extremely stable, dual digital 
VFOs. Accurate to ±10 ppm over a 
wide temperature range. 
Kenwood's superb interference 
reduction. Optional filters further 
enhance selectivity. Dual noise 
blankers built -in. 
Direct keyboard frequency entry. 

R-2000 150 kHz -30 MHz in 30 bands 
All modes Digital VFOs tune in 50 Hz, 

500 Hz, or 5 kHz steps 10 memory channels 
Programmable scanning Dual 24 -hour digital 

clocks, with timer 3 built -in IF filters (CW filter 
optional) All mode squelch, noise blanker, RF 

attenuator, AGC switch, S meter -00/120/ 
220/240 VAC operation Record, phone jacks 

Muting terminals VC -10 optiona' VH F 

converter (118 -174 MHz) 

Specifications and prices are subject to :change without notice or obligation. 

i 

Versatile programmable scanning, 
with center -stop tuning. 
Choice of either high or low 
impedance antenna connections. 
Kenwood non -volatile operating 
system. Lithium battery backs up 
memories; all functions remain intact 
even after lithium cell expires. 
Power supply built -in. Optional 
DCK -2 allows DC operation. 
Selectable AGC, RF attenuator, 
record and headphone jacks, dual 
24 -hour clocks with timer, muting 
terminals. 

Optional Accessories: 

VC -20 VHF converter for 108 -174 MHz 
operation YK -83A -1 6 kHz AM filter 

YK -88S 2.4 kHz SSB filter YK -88SN 1.8 

kHz narrow SSB `ilter YK -88C 500 Hz CW 
filter YK -88CN 270 Hz narrow filter 

DCK -2 DC power cable HS -5, HS -6, 
HS -7 headphones MB -430 mobile bracket 

SP-430 external speaker VS -1 voice 
synthesizer IF- 2320/10 -10 computer 
interface. 

More information on the R -5000 and 
R -2000 is available from Authorized 
Kenwood Dealers. 

KENWOOD 
KENWOOD U.S.A. CORPORATION 
2201 E. Dominguez St., Long Beach, CA 90810 
P.O. Box 22745, Long Beach, CA 90801 -5745 
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a circuit's frequency response is to 
perform multiple single- frequency 
gain (and phase) measurements and 
plot them as gain vs. frequency and 
phase vs. frequency. For example, 
Fig. 23 shows a simple low -pass RC 
filter being driven by a sine -wave 
source. The oscilloscope is connect- 
ed so that it measures input and out- 
put voltages. The resulting voltage 
measurements at the input and out- 
put for a variety of frequencies are 
tabulated as shown in the Measured 
Values for RC Circuit table. (Note 
that if only gain is required, other in- 
struments, such as a voltmeter, could 
be used to measure Vin and V0 w.) 

Gain for each frequency is calcu- 
lated by dividing output voltage by 
input voltage at that frequency. The 
frequency response can then be plot- 
ted as in Fig. 24. Alternatively, fre- 
quency response can be plotted in 
decibels on the vertical axis and lo- 
garithmic frequency on the horizon- 
tal axis. Since the dB scale is inher- 
ently logarithmic, this results in a 
log- versus -log type of display. 

The logarithmic scale has the ef- 
fect of showing widely varying gain 
values on a compact plot. Notice that 
the frequency scale of Fig. 25 easily 
accommodates several decades of 
frequency, while the linear scale used 
in Fig. 17 does not. 

Although the previously described 
point -to -point method is valid and 
produces accurate results, it is some- 
what time consuming. To speed up 
the measurement process, another 
way to measure frequency response 
involves using a sweep generator. 
The swept sine wave of the sweep 
generator is connected to the input of 
the circuit under test. The output of 
the circuit is then connected to the 
oscilloscope's vertical (Y) channel, 
with the scope operated in the X -Y 
mode. In turn, the voltage of the 
sweep generator drives the horizon- 
tal (X) axis of the scope. (The genera- 
tor's marker output should be con- 
nected to the scope's Z -axis input.) 

As the generator sweeps in fre- 

Fig. 24. The frequency response of an RC filter plotted as linear gain 
linear frequency. 

quency, the sweep voltage of the gen- 
erator ramps upward (in proportion 
to frequency), causing the output of 
the circuit under test to be plotted 
across the scope display. In this man- 
ner, the entire frequency response of 
the circuit is quickly displayed. 

This method relies on the output 
of the sweep generator being con- 

versus 

stant with frequency. Any deviation 
from flatness of the generator will 
cause error in the frequency response. 
Also, drive capability of the genera- 
tor is important. The load that the 
circuit places on the generator will 
usually vary over frequency. There- 
fore, the generator must be relatively 
insensitive to these changes or an- 

Fig. 25. Frequency response of RC filter plotted as gain in decibels (dB) versus 
log frequency. 
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other error will be introduced. For 
both of these reasons, it is a good 
idea to check (with the scope) to 
make sure that Vin is constant as the 
generator sweeps. 

The sweep generator should not be 
swept too fast, since the circuit under 
test needs time to respond. This is 

particularly important in circuits 
with abrupt changes in gain as the 
frequency varies. Consequently, the 
sweep rate is usually set experimen- 
tally by reducing it until the fre- 
quency response no longer changes 
with each change in the generator's 
sweep rate. 

The sweep generator may be swept 
in a linear or logarithmic manner, 
depending on the desired type of fre- 
quency axis. The scope's vertical axis 
is, of course, always linear. 

It is sometimes desirable to locate 
a particular point on the frequency- 
response curve precisely with respect 
to frequency. Thus, many sweep 
generators supply a "marker" out- 
put signal that pulses when a particu- 
lar frequency (or frequencies) is pres- 
ent at the generator output. The 
sweep generator will pulse the mark- 
er output, causing a change in inten- 
sity on the oscilloscope display at 
precisely the marker frequency. Ex- 
actly how intensity changes (whether 
it gets brighter or dimmer) will de- 
pend on the polarities of the marker 
signal and of the Z -axis input. 

Square-Wave Testing 

The square wave is also used to char- 
acterize frequency response of cir- 
cuits. This technique is valid only 
for devices with flat frequency re- 

sponses, such as audio amplifiers. (A 
fairly standard test for audio equip- 
ment is a 1 -kHz square -wave test.) In 
addition, the circuit under test must 
be dc coupled. 

One special case of square -wave 
testing is the compensation of at- 
tenuating probes. Here, a square 
wave is applied from a function or 
pulse generator to the input of the 

Say You Saw It In Modern Electronics 

LOW- FREQUENCY AMPLITUDE LOSS 

LOW-FREQUENCY AMPLITUDE LOSS 

OR AC COUPLING 

RESONANCE OR HIGH -FREQUENCY LOSS 

HIGH -FREQUENCY PHASE LAGGING 

HIGH -FREQUENCY AMPLITUDE LOSS 

HIGH -FREQUENCY AMPLITUDE LOSS 
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LOW- FREQUENCY PHASE LAGGING 

Fig. 26. Some examples of waveforms resulting from square -wave test. 

circuit being tested, while the cir- 
cuit's output is monitored on an os- 

cilloscope. The square wave is very 
rich in harmonics, which extend out 
to may times its fundamental fre- 
quency, so the relative amplitude of 
each of these harmonics must remain 
unchanged in order for the output to 
be a square wave. If the circuit under 
test is an amplifier, the amplitude of 
each harmonic will be increased by 

the amplifier's gain, but their ampli- 
tude relative to each other will remain 
the same. In addition, each harmon- 
ic has a particular phase relationship 
with the fundamental frequency that 
must be maintained. Otherwise, the 
output will not be a true square wave. 

The circuit could even have a per- 
fectly flat amplitude response but 
not pass a square wave correctly due 
to phase distortion. This type of test 

VIN 

1 KO 

5V 
ZENER 

DIODE 

VOUT 

VOUT 

5V- 

0.6 V 

I 

5 V VIN 

Fig. 27. Clipping circuit in (a) limits output voltage to between 0 and S volts. The 

Vout versus Vin linearity display for clipping circuit is shown in (b). 
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requires a high -quality waveform at 
the input, otherwise the output square 
wave will also be degraded. 

Depending on the output charac- 
teristics of the generator, the circuit 
under test may even load the genera- 
tor enough to cause distortion. It is 
usually a good idea, therefore, to 
monitor the input waveform with the 
second channel of the oscilloscope. 

Although the square -wave test 
does not result in a frequency -re- 
sponse plot, it does test a circuit 
quickly, with good qualitative re- 
sults. Some typical output wave- 
forms encountered in square -wave 
testing and their causes are shown in 
Fig. 26. Phase shift at low or high 
frequencies can cause a tilt to one 
side or the other of the square wave. 
It is difficult to predict the effects of 
attenuation at either high or low fre- 
quencies as it depends greatly on the 
exact shape of the frequency re- 
sponse. However, a few typical ex- 
amples are illustrated. Some circuits 
will exhibit noticeable degradation in 
the rise time of the output square 
wave. This is referred to as "slew - 
rate limiting." 

Dc Linearity Measurement 
It is often desirable to compare dc 
voltage out of a circuit with dc volt- 
age in. This can be done using the X- 
Y mode of the oscilloscope. A slowly 
rising dc voltage is applied to the in- 
put of the circuit as well as the X axis 
of the scope. A convenient method 
of obtaining the varying dc voltage is 
to use a function generator's triangle 
wave with a very low frequency, say, 
100 Hz. The output of the circuit is 
connected to the Y axis of the scope, 
resulting in the output voltage being 
plotted vs. the input voltage. The 
generator's frequency is made fast 
enough so that the display does not 
flicker too much but is made slow 
enough so that operation of the cir- 
cuit is not affected. (Remember, a dc 
voltage is being simulated.) 

Consider the clipping circuit 

VoUT 
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(A) Ideal amplifier. 
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(B) Output clipping. 

VIN 

(C) Nonlinear characteristic. 

Fig. 28. The Vout versus Vin plot for an ideal amplifier is a straight line (a). In a 
real amplifier, imperfections like output clipping and other nonlinearities can 

occur, as in (b) and (c). 

shown in Fig. 27a. For a Vin of less 
than 5 volts and greater than 0 volt, 
the zener diode acts like an open cir- 
cuit and Vout is equal to Vin. When 
Vin becomes greater than 5 volts (the 
zener voltage), the diode turns on 
and Vow is limited to 5 volts, no mat- 
ter how large Vin gets! If Vin be- 
comes less than 0 volt, the diode 
turns on in the other direction and 
limits Vow to 0 volt. (Actually, it 
would limit the voltage to a slightly 
negative value, typically - 0.6 volt, 
depending on the diode.) At any 
rate, the effect of the circuit is to lim- 
it the output voltage to between 
about 0 and 5 volts. 

If a dc linearity measurement is 

made on the circuit using the tech- 
nique described, the display would 
appear as shown in Fig. 27b. The 
sloped portion of the trace corres- 
ponds to the region where Vow 
equals Vin. The two flat parts of the 
trace are where Vow is limited by the 
clipping action of the circuit. 

With an amplifier, it is usually de- 
sirable to have the output always 
equal the input, but amplified by 
some amount. Thus, the output 
wave- 
form is the same as the input wave- 
form, except that the former has a 
larger amplitude than the latter. For 
increasingly larger input voltages, 
the amplifier will at some point stop 
producing a proportionally larger 
output voltage. At this point, the 
output waveform will be clipped. 
Waveform peaks are flattened out at 
this output level. 

The Vout- versus -Vin linearity plot 
of the amplifier can also be used to 
measure this phenomenon (Fig. 
28a). The display is a straight line 
whose slope is the amplifier's gain. 
Ideally, the straight line would ex- 
tend indefinitely. That is, the ampli- 
fier would be capable of amplifying 
an input voltage, no matter how 
large. In reality, though, the ampli- 
fier will clip at some point, usually as 
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the peak voltage approaches the 
amplifier's power -supply voltage, as 
shown in Fig. 28b. The straight line is 

still present, but it flattens out at the 
point of limiting. Typically, the trace 
does not break sharply, but instead is 

rounded off. 
Since the Vout- versus -Vin charac- 

teristic is a straight line, this type of 
circuit operation is called "linear." 
If the plot is not a straight line, the 
characteristic is termed "nonlinear" 
(Fig. 28c). Nonlinear amplifier oper- 
ation causes distortion of the output 
signal (usually harmonics). 

Curve - Tracer Measurement 
Another useful oscilloscope mea- 
surement technique is the curve -trac- 
er circuit. This method uses the oscil- 
loscope in the X -Y mode to display 
the current flowing through a com- 
ponent (such as a resistor or diode) 
versus the voltage across the compo- 
nent. This display is referred to as the 
I -V (current -voltage) characteristic 
of the component. 

There are several ways to make 
this measurement. Figure 29a shows 
a function generator driving the 
curve - tracer circuit. Here, V2 is the 
voltage across the device being mea- 
sured and V1 is the voltage across the 
resistor. By Ohm's law, V1 will be 
proportional to the current through 
the resistor, which is also the current 
through the component being tested. 
So if V1 could be displayed versus 
V2, the I -V characteristic of the com- 
ponent would be shown. If the scope 
has floating inputs, this can be done 
with no problem. 

Unfortunately, most scopes have 
grounded inputs, which results in the 
situation shown in Fig. 29b. Both 
sides of the component under test are 
grounded, resulting in a short circuit . 

across it. The situation is further 
compounded if the source has a 
grounded output. If the source is 

floating, the circuit in Fig. 29c can be 
used. Note that the circuit ends up 
being grounded at only one point. 
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(A) The approach suitable for use with floating scope inputs. 
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(B) Grounding problem with typical scope with grounded inputs. 
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(C) An approach for use with a floating source. 
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(D) Use of a current -sense resistor. 

Fig. 29. Methods for displaying component I -V characteristics. 

Something has changed, though! 
The horizontal axis of the scope will 
be - V2 (instead of + V2) due to re- 
versal of the horizontal input leads. 
This can be compensated for if the 
scope has an "Invert Channel B" 
switch. Otherwise, the I -V curve will 
appear backwards on the display 
(left half of the display swapped with 
the right half). This may be accept- 

able if you are willing to mentally 
make the conversion. 

If both scope and source are 
grounded, another technique must 
be used. A current -sense resistor is 

placed in series with the component 
under test. The vertical input of the 
scope then uses the voltage across 
this resistor to measure current. The 
voltage across the current -sense re- 
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Fig. 30. Diode's I -V characteristic can be measured using curve- tracer circuit 
with current -sensing resistor. 

sistor will introduce a small error in 
the measurement of V2, but as long 
as the resistor's value is kept small, 
the error will be acceptable. The re- 
sistor's value cannot be made too 
small since, for a given current being 
measured, voltage will increase with 
smaller resistance. Scope sensitivity 
will ultimately determine how small 
a current -sense resistor value can 
be used. 

RF TEST EQUIPMENT 

PSA -35A Portable Spectrum Analyzer $1965 
Battery or line operated with frequency coverage from 
10 - 1750 MHz and 3.7 - 4.2 GHz. Measure and docu- 
ment satellite communication system performance after 
installation or service. Troubleshoot system problems 
by observing output signals from LNA's, BDC's, line 
amplifiers and splitters, and other RF signal com- 
ponents. Measure block system signal balance. Identify 
and resolve terrestrial interference problems quickly 
and precisely by displaying offending signals on the 
PSA -35A. Numerous accessories are available. 
STA -70D Test Analyzer 51960 

Displays SCPC and FM signals over a frequency 
range of 50 to 110 MHz, including audio demod. 

STA -10D TM Analyzer 51965 
Frequency coverage 50 KHz to 10 MHz, observe 
and listen to audio subcarriers including SCS and 
data transmissions. 

MSG-600 Microwave Sweep Generator 51565 
1 MHz to 800 MHz, CW, 1 KHz FM Modulation, AC 
& Battery. 

MSG -5 Microwave Sweep Generator $1087 
3.7 to 4.2 GHz, CW, 1 KHz FM Modulation, AC & 
Battery. 

MSG -1750A Microwave Sweep Generator $1275 
950 to 1750 MHz, CW, 1 KHz FM Modulation, AC & 
Battery. 

MSG -2000A Microwave Sweep Generator 51282 
1000 to 2000 MHz, CW, 1 KHz FM Modulation, AC 
& Battery. 

Other Sweep Generator frequency ranges available, 
call with your requirements. 

MTG-3600 Microwave Tracking Generator 51865 
Turns your HP 8566 in to a network analyzer with 
scalar frequency response. (Tracking Generators 
for other spectrum analyzers available, inquire.) 

AMOK' R CHMOND, VIRGINIA LE23236 
TELEPHONE 804- 794 -2500 TELEX 701 -545 FAX 804-794-8284 
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As a practical example, Fig. 30 is 
set up to measure the I -V characteris- 
tics of a diode, using the current - 
sense method. The source (usually a 
function generator) is set to produce 
a low- frequency triangle wave, al- 
though a sine wave will also work. 
The triangle wave acts as an automa- 
tically varying dc voltage, causing 
the voltage across the diode to also 
change. At the same time, the volt- 
age across and current through the 
diode are measured. Amplitude and 

Fig. 31. The characteristic I- V curve 
of a solid -state diode junction. 

Fig. 32. The I -V curve of a resistor is 
a straight line with R = 1/slope. 

frequency of the function generator 
can be set experimentally, but a zero - 
to -peak potential of 5 volts and a fre- 
quency of 30 Hz is a good starting 
point. 

The resulting I -V characteristic of 
a diode is shown in Fig. 31. The hori- 
zontal scale can be determined di- 
rectly from the volts /div. setting. 
However, the vertical scale must take 
into account the value of the current - 
sense resistor, as follows: 

Amps /div. = (V /div.) /R 
where R is the value of the current - 
sense resistor. 

The resulting curve is the classic 
behavior of the solid -state diode. For 
voltages greater than zero (right half 
of the display), current quickly in- 
creases. For voltages less than zero 
(left half of the display), current 
is essentially zero. So the diode con- 
ducts in the forward direction, but 
it acts like an open circuit in the 
reverse direction. 

The scope display may actually 
show two separate traces instead of 
the single curve. One trace is drawn 
as the voltage increases and the other 
is drawn on the decreasing portion of 
the triangle wave. They may be slight- 
ly different due to either capacitive 
effects or heating of the component 
being tested. Reducing either the fre- 
quency or the amplitude of the tri- 
angle wave will cause the two traces 
to converge into a single trace. 

To conclude, it is worth noting 
that the curve -tracer circuit can also 
be used to measure unknown resis- 
tors. The resulting I -V curve is 
shown in Fig. 32. Resistance value is 
determined by calculating 1 /slope of 
the line, taking into account the os- 
cilloscope's settings, as well as the 
value of the current -sense resistor. 
The current -sense resistor's value 
should be chosen to be at least a fac- 
tor of ten smaller than the unknown 
resistor. AE 

Reproduced with permission of Howard W. Sams & 
Co., Inc., Indianapolis, IN, Electronic Test Instru- 
ments: A User's Sourcebook by Robert Witte, Copy- 
right 1987. 
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DESCRAMBLER ARTICLE PARTS 

February 1984 Issue 
We stock the parts, PC Board and AC 
Adaptor for an article on building a cable TV 
descrambler appearing in Radio -Electronics. 

#701 Parts Package* $29.00 
Includes all the original resistors, capacitors, 
diodes, transistors, integrated circuits, coils, 
IF transformers (Toko BKAN- K5552AXX). 

#702 PC Board* $8.95 
Original etched and drilled silk- screened PC 

Board used in the article. 

#704 AC Adaptor $7.95 

Original (14 volts DC @ 285 ma) AC Adaptor 
used in the article. 

FREE reprint with Purchase Above 

#708 Toko Coil Set $6.95 
Includes (2) BKAN- K5552AXX, (1) E520HN- 
300023, (1) 144LY -120K and BFQ -85 
Replacement 2SC2369. 

February 1987 Issue 
We stock the parts, PC Board and AC 
Adaptor for an article on a tri -mode cable TV 
descrambler appearing in Radio -Electronics. 

#301 Parts Package* $39.00 
Includes all the original resistors, capacitors, 
diodes, potentiometers, transistors, 
integrated circuits, LED's, Toko coil 
(E52OHN- 3000023) and Plessey Saw Filter 
(SY -323). 

#302 PC Board* $8.95 
Original 5 x 8.8 etched and drilled silk - 
screened PC Board used in the article. 

#304 AC Adaptor $7.95 

Original (14 to 18 volt DC @ 200 ma) AC 
Adaptor used in article. 

Free Reprint with Purchase Above 

#308 Plessey & Toko Set $6.95 

Includes (1) Plessey SY323 Saw Filter plus 
(1) Toko E52OHN- 300023 Coil. 

Add $2.50 Shipping & Hand ing; $4.50 Canadian Orders 

72- CHANNEL MC -702 CONVERTER 

CABLE CONVERTER 
WITH INFRA -RED REMOTE CONTROL 

Add $3.50 Shipping and Handling 
$4.50 on Canadian Orders 

72- channel capability 
Wireless, Infra -Red remote control 
Channel output 2 or 3 switchable 
Microprocessor controlled PLL 
operation 
Skip channel memory eliminates 
unused channels 

$79.95 
Parental control for all channels 
Last channel recall 
Fine tune memory 
UL listed /FCC approved 
Simple installation with any TV 
Includes battery and 3 foot coax 
cable 

ORDER TOLL FREE W 
1 -800- 227 -8529 LCTBOtIICS, ItIC. Inside MA: 617 -695 -8699 

VISA, 

MASTERCARD 

OAR C.O.D. 
MEMBER 

Not available to Massachusetts residents due to state law. 

P.O. BOX 800 MANSFIELD, MA 02048 

©copyright 1987 by J &W Electronics, Inc. 
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Project 

Twilight Sentry 
This device visually warns a driver if his vehicle's 
headlights are off as night approaches 

By Anthony J. Caristi 

Today, many cars have all - 
electronic displays that light 
up in a brilliant display of 

color the instant the ignition is turned 
on, regardless of whether it is day- 
light or dark outside. Consequently, 
there is no visual feedback to alert 
drivers of these cars that their head- 
lights have not been turned on at 
dusk or even after full dark. For this 
reason, many vehicle operators can 
be seen driving with their headlights 
off, making it more difficult for 
other drivers to be immediately aware 
of the car's presence. (Older cars, in 
contrast, had incandescent dash- 
board lighting that provided a driver 
with an intuitive sense of dusk's ap- 
proach-if you could not read the 
dashboard indicators, it was time to 
turn on the headlights.) 

Installing the Twilight Sentry in 
your car restores the telltale needed 
to alert you to turn on your head- 
lights when twilight approaches. 
Completely automatic in operation, 
you do not even have to remember to 
arm the Twilight Sentry. Once in- 
stalled, Twilight Sentry senses ambi- 
ent light and, when the light gets to a 
predetermined level, starts flashing 
an attention -getting light- emitting 
diode that tells you to turn on your 
headlights. Turning on your head- 
lights extinguishes the LED, elimi- 
nating any possible distraction from 
your driving from that quarter. The 
project works in both new and older 
cars, even those with incandescent 
dashboard lighting. 

About the Circuit 
The heart of the Twilight Sentry cir- 
cuit shown in Fig. 1 is cadmium -sul- 
fide photoresistive cell PCI whose 
resistance is inversely proportional 
to the intensity of the light striking its 
active surface. That is, when the light 
is bright, the cell's resistance is low, 
and vice -versa. By connecting PCI in 
series with RI and powering the cir- 
cuit from an automotive 12 -volt dc 
electrical system, the voltage across 
the photocell is nearly zero under 
bright -light conditions. As the inten- 
sity of the light diminishes, the resis- 
tance of PCI gradually rises. 

The output of the PC1 /R1 circuit 
is wired in parallel with SENSITIVITY 
control R2. The output from this ar- 
rangement is used to drive the pin 1 

input of NOR gate A in ICI (see Fig. 

2 for pinouts and internal details 
of the integrated circuits used in 
this project). 

Gates A and B of ICI make up a 
flip -flop or latch circuit that has two 
stable states that depend on the logic 
levels fed to the inputs at pins 1 and 
6. A logic 1 pulse or voltage fed to 
either input causes the correspond- 
ing output (pin 3 for gate A and pin 4 
for gate B) to assume a logic 0 condi- 
tion and remain in this state until the 
circuit is toggled to its alternate state 
by applying a positive voltage to the 
opposite latch input. This latch cir- 
cuit is used to "remember" that the 
vehicle has been started and that its 
headlights are still off. 

Turning on the ignition generates 
a positive -voltage pulse that is de- 
livered to pin 6 of gate B in ICI 
through capacitor C2. This pulse 
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Fig. 1. Overall schematic diagram of Twilight Sentry. 
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puts the latch circuit into the reset 
mode as long as sufficient light 
strikes the photocell. 

As dusk approaches, the voltage at 
pin 1 of ICI rises. When this poten- 
tial reaches approximately 8 volts, 
the latch circuit toggles into its alter- 
nate state if the vehicle's headlights 
are still off. As the circuit switches to 
its alternate state, the output of gate 
C at pin 10 of ICI rises to a logic I be- 
cause both outputs of this NOR gate 
are now at a zero logic level. 

The positive voltage fed to pin 4 of 
timer IC2 triggers this circuit into os- 
cillation. Operation of the timer cir- 
cuit is in the free -running (astable) 
mode. The frequency of oscillation is 
approximately 2 Hz. Driven by the 
output of IC2 at pin 3, light- emitting 
diode LEDI now flashes on and off 
to provide a visible indication that 
the vehicle's headlights are off and 
should now be turned on. 

Turning on the headlights causes 
the logic 1 fed to the pin 8 input of 
gate C in ICI to generate a logic low 
at the pin 10 output to timer IC2. 
This shuts down the oscillator and 
extinguishes the LED. In addition, 
the latch circuit is triggered into its 
reset mode by means of diode D3 so 

that LEDI will not turn on if you are 
driving at dawn and shut off the 
headlights after sunrise. 

Construction 
Assembly of the entire project can be 
accomplished by wiring the compo- 
nents that make up the circuit on a 
printed- circuit board or on perfor- 
ated board with the aid of suitable 
soldering or Wire Wrap hardware. 
In either case, it is a good idea to use 
sockets for the ICs. 

You can fabricate your own pc 
board with the aid of the actual -size 
etching- and -drilling guide shown in 
Fig. 3. Alternatively, you can pur- 
chase a ready -to -wire pc board from 
the source given in the Note at the 
end of the Parts List. 

As you install rectifier diodes and 
electrolytic capacitors (CI, C3 and 
C4), be sure to properly orient these 
components before soldering their 
leads to the copper pads on the bot- 
tom of the board. Note that though 
C5 has a 1- microfarad value, which 
is ordinarily in the electrolytic range, 
this is not a polarized capacitor. It 
should, in fact, be a 1- microfarad 
ceramic capacitor. However, if you 

have any difficulty obtaining a non - 
polarized 1- microfarad capacitor, 
you can substitute an ordinary elec- 
trolytic of this value. 

Prepare three 5 " lengths of insu- 
lated stranded hookup wire (use 
stranded wire throughout this proj- 
ect) by stripping % " of insulation 
from both ends of each. Twist to- 
gether the fine wires at all ends and 
sparingly tin with solder. Plug one 
end of these wires into the holes la- 
beled GND, + 12V IGNITION ON and 
+ 12V PARKING LAMP and solder into 
place. The other ends of these wires 
will be connected later. 

Note in Fig. 4 that though SENSITI- 

VITY control R2 mounts directly on 
the circuit board, photocell PC] and 
light- emitting diode LED] mount 
off the board in separate holes drilled 
in the enclosure that houses the 
project. You have two options for 
mounting the LED. You can mount 
it directly on the panel of the proj- 
ect's enclosure and run short hook- 
up -wire leads from it to the appro- 
priate holes in the circuit board. Al- 
ternatively, you can mount the LED 
remote from the project box (on or 
under the dashboard of your vehicle, 
where it will readily be seen) and run 
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a cable from it through a hole in the 
enclosure and back to the circuit 
board. You have the same options 
for mounting the photocell. 

If you plan on having both the 
LED and photocell on the enclosure, 
with no parts in remote locations, 
mount the LED on the panel facing 
the driver's seat and the photocell 
facing out through the windshield 
with the project sitting on the dash- 
board. (Before making this decision, 
however, see Installation below.) 
This way, the photocell can detect 
ambient light levels and the LED can 
perform its function as a visible 
alerting device. 

Should you decide to mount the 
LED on a panel of the enclosure, 
trim both leads to % " in length and 
form a small hook at the end of each 
stub. Strip ''h " of insulation from 
both ends of 3 " lengths of red- and 
black -insulated wires. Twist together 
the fine wires at both ends of the 
wires and sparingly tin with solder. 
Connect and solder one end of the 
red -insulated wire to the anode lead 
and the black -insulated wire to the 
cathode lead of the LED. Then slip a 
1" length of small- diameter heat - 
shrinkable tubing over each wire and 
lead, pushing them snug up against 
the bottom of the LED's case so that 
they completely cover the soldered 
connections and all exposed LED 
lead. Shrink the tubing solidly in- 
to place. 

For a remotely mounted LED, fol- 
low the above procedure, except 
make the wires long enough to bridge 
the project's and LED's installa- 
tion locations. 

The same arrangement used for 
mounting the LED applies to mount- 
ing the photocell except that if the 
latter is to be mounted on an enclo- 
sure wall simply trim its leads to ap- 
propriate length (if needed). Since 
the photocell is not polarity- sensi- 
tive, there is no need to color code 
the wires used for its cable in remote 
installation. Additionally, you need 
use only % " lengths of small -diame- 

PARTS LIST 

Semiconductors 
D1,D2,D3- 1N4004 silicon rectifier 

diode 
IC1- CD4001B quad 2 -input NOR 

gate 
IC2 -LM555 timer 
LED1 -Red light- emitting diode 
Capacitors (25 working volts) 
C 1,C3,C4 -47 -µF electrolytic 
C2- 0.1 -µF ceramic disc 
C5 -1 -µF ceramic or electrolytic (non - 

polarized; see text) 
Resistors (1/4-watt, 10% tolerance) 
R1 -680 ohms 
R3,R4- 47,000 ohms 
R5- 270,000 ohms 
R6 -560 ohms 
R7- 100,000 ohms 
R2- 100,000 trimmer potentiometer 

(Bourns No. 3329 or similar) 

Miscellaneous 
PC1- Cadmium -sulfide photoresistive 

cell (Radio Shack Cat. No.176 -1567 
or similar) 
Printed -circuit board or perforated 
board and suitable soldering or Wire 
Wrap hardware (see text); sockets for 
ICs; suitable enclosure (see text); 
small- diameter heat -shrinkable tub- 
ing; small rubber grommets (see 
text); 3- or 4- contact screw -type ter- 
minal strip; %" spacers; 4 -40 x ' /," 
machine screws, nuts and lockwash- 
ers; stranded hookup wire; solder; etc. 

Note: The following items are available 
from A. Caristi, 69 White Pond Rd., Wald- 
wick, NJ 07463: etched and drilled pc board 
for $7.75; CD4001B for $2.00; LM555 
timer for $2.50. Add $1.00 P &H. New Jer- 
sey residents, please add state sales tax. 

ter heat -shrinkable tubing, enough 
to completely insulate the soldered 
connections when the remote cable 
is used. 

You can use any type of enclosure 
for housing the Twilight Sentry as 
long as it can accommodate the cir- 

cuit -board assembly and a three- or 
four -contact screw -type terminal 
strip (plus the photocell and LED if 
they are to be mounted on the box's 
panels). A metal enclosure is prefer- 
able to assure a good solid electrical 
ground between the project and your 
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IN 
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RESET 
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1C2 
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DISCHARGE 
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VOLTAGE 
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Fig. 2. Pinouts and internal details of integrated circuits used in project. 
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Fig. 3. Actual -size etching- and -drill- 
ing guide for printed- circuit board 

fabrication. 

vehicle's ground, but a plastic box is 

easier to machine. 
Machine the enclosure as follows. 

First, drill holes for the photocell 
and LED, sizing each according to 
whether it will be used as a mounting 
hole for the device or as an entry hole 
for the device's cable. If you are 
mounting the LED or /and photocell 
on an enclosure wall, size the hole to 
provide a snug but not force fit. 
Then cut a slot and drill the mount- 
ing holes for the terminal strip. 

Drill % "- diameter holes in the 
board as near as possible to the up- 
per -left and lower -right corners with 
the board viewed as shown in Fig. 3. 

Make sure these holes are far enough 
away from all circuit -board conduc- 
tor traces so that mounting hard- 
ware will not touch any but the 
ground trace around the perimeter of 
the board. 

Set the board inside the enclosure 
and position it so that it will not in- 
terfere with the terminal strip, LED 
or photocell. Mark the locations of 
the mounting holes and drill the 
holes in the marked locations. Tem- 
porarily mount the board in place on 
'/2" spacers and determine exactly 
where to drill the access hole for the 
adjustment slot for the SENSITIVITY 

control. Then remove the board and 
drill this hole. 

Chassis ground 

+12V 
Ignition on 

+12V 
Parking light 

Ud 

R7- I 

I+ (l) 15 
U I 

1 

R2 

C4 

-D1 K 

IC1 

+ 

`C3- -R3- 

Fig. 4. Wiring guide for pc board. Use this layout as a guide to component 
placement and orientation if you use perforated board and soldering or Wire 

Wrap hardware. 

If the enclosure is a metal box, de- 
burr all holes with a file. Then line 
the holes through which the cable(s) 
to the LED or /and photocell will 

pass with small rubber grommets. If 
you are using a plastic enclosure, no 
rubber grommets are needed. 

Mount the screw -type terminal 
strip in its cutout and the LED and 
photocell in their respective holes. 
Then connect and solder the LED 
(observe polarity) and photocell 
leads (or cables) to the appropriate 
holes in the circuit board and the free 
ends of the hookup wires you in- 
stalled earlier on the board to the 
lugs of the terminal strip. Refer to 
Fig. 4 for wiring details. 

If the LED or /and photocell are to 
be remotely located, loosely twist 
together the wires that make up 
each cable along its entire length. 
Then pass the free ends of these ca- 
bles through the holes drilled for 
them and tie a knot in each 4" from 
the free end inside the box before 
soldering the wires to the circuit - 
board assembly. 

Mount the circuit -board assem- 
bly. Use %" spacers and 4 -40 x ' /," 
machine screws, nuts and lockwash- 
ers. If there is any possibility of the 
spacers touching any but the perime- 
ter trace on the bottom of the board, 
sandwich insulating fiber washers 

between them and the board. Then 
label the screw -type terminal strip 
contacts as detailed in Fig. 4. 

Checkout and Adjustment 
Before plugging the integrated cir- 
cuits into their sockets and installing 
the project in your vehicle, it is a 
good idea to check it out to make 
sure all components are installed in 
their proper locations and that they 
are properly oriented. Then recheck 
all soldered connections. 

Once you are satisfied that your 
wiring is okay, use a meter set to 
measure 12 volts dc or more to check 
for the proper voltages. To be able to 
do this, you need a 12 -volt dc source, 
which can be a bench power supply 
or your vehicle's battery. Connect 
the power supply or battery to the 
project via the + 12V IGNITION ON 

and GND contacts of the terminal 
strip (observe polarity). 

Now connect your meter's com- 
mon lead to circuit ground. Touch 
the positive lead of the meter to pin 
14, of ICI and then pin 8 of 1C2; in 
both cases, you should obtain a read- 
ing of approximately + 12 volts. If 
you do not obtain the proper read- 
ings, power down the circuit and re- 
check your work. Do not proceed 
until the problem has been corrected. 

(Continued on page 88) 
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Project 

Telephone -Activated 
Lamp Timer 

Device automatically turns on lamp when it is dark 
and a phone call is received 

By Steve Lympany 

Anyone who has ever stum- 
bled around in the dark try- 
ing to find his telephone to 

answer its ring will appreciate our 
Telephone- Activated Lamp Timer. 
The Telephone- Activated Lamp 
Timer turns on a lamp when your 
phone rings and keeps it on while you 
are conversing and for a period of 
time after you hang up. The last fea- 
ture is adjustable to allow you to get 
back to bed before the project extin- 
guishes the lamp. The time -out peri- 
od is adjustable over a range of from 
about 2 to 75 seconds, which should 
be more than sufficient to suit just 
about any situation. Additionally, if 
you want to turn off the lamp before 
the time -out cycle has completed, 
simply push a button on the Lamp 
Timer. If you are not around to an- 
swer the telephone when it rings, the 
lamp will remain on for the time -out 
period after the last ring burst from 
the incoming call. 

Two ac receptacles are provided 
on the Lamp Timer to allow you to 
connect a lamp and any other ac- 
powered device you might find ap- 
propriate in this application. One re- 
ceptacle is manually switchable to al- 
low you to set the lamp to constant - 
on so that you can use it for reading 
or other purposes before you retire. 
But do not forget to switch the Lamp 

Timer back to its automatic mode 
before lights out. 

About the Circuit 
As shown in the block diagram in 
Fig. 1, required functions of the Tel- 
ephone- Activated Lamp Timer are 
ring detection, off -hook detection, 
variable timing and relay drive. The 
circuit that provides these functions 
is shown schematically in Fig. 2. 

When a ring signal is detected by 
the Timer on the green and red con- 
ductors of the telephone line, the 
"tip" and "ring" lines, respectively, 

of RJ 11 jack JI, it is divided down by 
RI, R2 and R3. It is then coupled 
through CI to pins 1 and 2 of optical 
coupler IC2. (Note: The pinouts and 
internal details of the ICs used in this 
project are shown in Fig. 3.) The 
presence of this signal causes pin 5 of 
IC2 to be pulled low. This high -to- 
low transition is ac coupled through 
C2 to pin 3 of IC2. The resulting neg- 
ative -going edge causes timer IC3 to 
begin its timing cycle. 

The output signal at pin 3 of IC3 is 

used with IC4 to switch on relay driv- 
er Ql. The timing period is reinitiat- 
ed each time the telephone rings. 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of circuit functions. 

Therefore, relay Kl remains ener- 
gized during the ring bursts and for 
the time -out period following the oc- 
currence of the last ring signal. 

Lifting the receiver of the tele- 
phone instrument creates an off - 
hook condition so that the current 
flowing through the instrument is 

sensed by optoisolator ¡Cl. (This al- 

lows for bidirectional line- current 
sensing so that off -hook detection 

occurs independently of line polari- 
ty.) This causes pin 5 of IC1 to be 
pulled low. When this condition is 

passed through IC4, Ql conducts 
and energizes the relay and holds it 
that way during the period of time 
the telephone instrument is off -hook. 
Hanging up the telephone (putting it 

back on -hook) causes pin 5 of ICI to 
go high. This signal is inverted at pin 
4 of IC4, and the resulting negative- 

Interior view of finished project. 

Say You Saw It In Modern Electronics 

going edge is coupled through C2 
and D2 to trigger IC3 into operation. 
Timer IC2's output then drives KI 
for the time -out period. Hence, K1 

will remain energized for the time - 
out period after you hang up. 

Potentiometer R8 provides the 
means for adjusting the time -out pe- 
riod as desired. The time -out period 
of the 555 timer used for IC3 is 

calculated from the formula: To = 
1.1(RC), where To is the time -out 
period in seconds, C is the value of 
C3 and R is the sum of the values of 
R7 and R8. Therefore, with the value 
of C8 being 68 microfarads and R be- 
ing adjustable between 20,000 and 
20M ohms, the resulting time -out pe- 

riod adjustment range is from about 
1.5 to 76 seconds. Of course, you can 
substitute other values of R and C to 
increase or decrease the time -out pe- 

riod as desired. 
If you would like to extinguish the 

lamp before the timer completes its 

time -out cycle, you can press and re- 
lease momentary pushbutton switch 
S2 to reset the Timer and arm the cir- 
cuit so that it is ready for the next in- 

coming call. 
A double -pole, double -throw 

(dpdt) relay was used for KI in this 
project basically because it was read- 
ily available. However, if a second ac 

outlet is not needed, a single -pole, 
double -throw (spdt) relay can be 
substituted, making the project's 
cost a bit lower. 

Also shown in Fig. 2 is the sche- 
matic diagram of the ac power sup- 
ply used to power the Telephone -Ac- 
tivated Lamp Timer. This is a simple 
full -wave dc supply that delivers reg- 

ulated 12 volts dc to the Timer cir- 
cuits. After stepping down the in- 

coming 117 volts ac to 12.6 volts ac, 
the supply rectifies it to pulsating dc 

with bridge rectifier RECT1 and 
then filters it to dc with C8, after 
which it electronically regulates it at 
12 volts dc with ICS. 

TIMER /BYPASS switch SI is a con- 
venience feature. With this switch in 
the circuit, you can bypass the Tim- 
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See Fig. 3 for details of relay contact arrangement. 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of Tele- 
phone- Activated Lamp Timer, minus 

its power supply. 

er's relay so that ac receptacle SOI 
can be manually switched on and 
off. This allows you to use the lamp 
the project controls as a reading 
lamp when the switch is set to the 
BYPASS position. 

Construction 
This is a very simple project to build. 
A printed- circuit board is recom- 
mended for wiring the circuit, 
through you can use perforated 
board and suitable soldering or Wire 
Wrap hardware if you wish. In either 
case, it is a good idea to use sockets 
for 1C3 and 1C4. You can also use 
sockets for ICI and 1C2, though you 
will have to use standard 8 -pin DIP 
sockets for these 6 -pin ICs and make 
arrangements on the board for the 
extra pins (or remove the pins from 
the sockets altogether). Also, plug 
up the holes for the unused socket 
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Fig. 3. Pinouts and internal details of 
IC4 integrated circuits used in this project. 
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PARTS LIST 

Semiconductors 
Dl,D2,D3- 1N4148 switching diode 
D4- 1N4004 rectifier diode 
IC1 -H11A1 ac optical isolator 
IC2 -2N45 optical isolator 
IC3 -555 timer 
IC4- CD4011 CMOS quad NAND gate 
IC5 -7812 + 12 -volt regulator 
Q1- 2N2222A npn transistor 
RECT1- 100 -P IV bridge rectifier (Ra- 

dio Shack Cat. No. 276 -1152 or sim- 
ilar) 

Capacitors 
CI-0.02-AF, 250 -volt electrolytic 
C2,C6- 0.0l -µF, 50 -volt disc 
C3,C5,C7- 0.1 -µF, 50 -volt disc 
C4- 68 -µF, 35 -volt electrolytic 
C8,C9- 150 -µF, 35 -volt electrolytic 
Resistors (1/4 -watt, 10% tolerance) 
RI,R2,R5,R10- 100,000 ohms 
R3 -20 megohms 
R4,R6,R9- 10,000 ohms 
R7- 20,000 ohms 
R11 -2,000 ohms 
R8- 1- megohm potentiometer 
Miscellaneous 
F1 -0.5- ampere slow -blow fuse 
J1 -RJ11 (6- position) modular tele- 

phone jack 

K1 -12 -volt dc, 3- ampere dpdt relay 
(Radio Shack Cat. No. 275 -206 or 
similar; see text) 

P1- Telephone line cord with modular 
plug 

S1 -3- ampere spst slide or toggle switch 
S2 -Spst momentary action pushbutton 

switch 
SO1,S02- Chassis -mount ac receptacle 
Tl- 12.6 -volt, 250 -mA power trans- 

former 
Printed -circuit board or perforated 
board and suitable soldering or Wire 
Wrap hardware; ac line cord with 
plug; fuse holder; control knob for 
potentiometer; suitable enclosure 
(see text); small rubber grommet or 
plastic strain relief for line cord; 'h " 

spacers; machine hardware; hookup 
wire; solder; etc. 

Note: The following items are available 
from Steve Lympany, P.O. Box 51281, 

Raleigh, NC 27609: 4N24 optoisolator for 
$1.50; HI1A1 optical isolator for $4.00; 
bridge rectifier for $1.50; telephone line 

cord with connector for $1.50; and RJ 1 I 

modular telephone jack for $2.25. Add 
$1.50 for P &H. North Carolina residents, 
please add state sales tax. 

pins to prevent the optoisolators 
from being plugged in wrong. 

You can fabricate a printed- circuit 
board with the aid of the actual -size 
etching- and -drilling guide shown in 

Fig. 4. Once the board is ready, wire 
it exactly as shown in Fig. 5, taking 
care to properly orient all electrolytic 
capacitors, diodes, integrated cir- 
cuits, bridge rectifier and the transis- 

tor. (If you are point -to -point wiring 
the circuit on perforated board, fol- 
low the layout shown in Fig. 5 for 
component placement.) 

Start wiring the board by installing 
and soldering into place first the IC 

sockets. Follow with the resistors, 
capacitors, rectifier assembly, di- 
odes and transistor. Do not install 
the ICs in their sockets until after 
you have performed the voltage 
checks upon completion of wiring. 

Note in Fig. 5 that power trans- 
former Tl, switches Si and S2, ac 
receptacles SO1 and S02, relay KI 
and fuse Fl and its holder mount off 
the circuit board. This being the 
case, prepare 14 5 " lengths of hook- 
up wire by stripping 1/4 " of insulation 
from each end of all of them. Plug 
one end of these wires into all vacant 
board holes, except those for Tl , and 
solder them into place. 

You can use any size metal or plas- 
tic enclosure that will accommodate 
the circuit -board assembly and all 

off -the -board components without 
crowding. Machine the selected en- 
closure to provide mounting holes 
for the circuit -board assembly, pow- 
er transformer, relay, switches, fuse 
holder and potentiometer and for en- 
try of the ac line and telephone 
cords. Then cut slots and drill 
mounting holes for the chassis - 
mount ac receptacles. 
If you are using a metal enclosure, 
deburr all holes and line the entry 

117Vac 

12.6 
Vac 

t 

RECT1 

IN 

C8 
150µF 

IC4 
7812 

OUT +12V 

GND C9 
150µF 

Output 

ONO 

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of Timer's ac- operated power 
supply shows details of relay KI 's contact arrangement. 
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holes for the ac line cord and tele- 
phone cord with rubber grommets. 

Mount the circuit -board assembly 
on the floor of the enclosure with ''A " 

spacers and 4 -40 x 3/a " machine 
screws, nuts and lockwashers. Then 
mount all off -the -board components 
in their respective holes and cutouts. 
Pass the ac line cord and the tele- 
phone cord through their rubber 
grommets and tie a knot in each 
about 5 " from the free ends inside 
the enclosure to serve as strain re- 
liefs. Twist together the fine wires in 
each cord's conductors and sparing- 
ly tin with solder. Interconnect all 
components and wiring, referring to 
Figs. 2 and 5 for details. 

Checkout & Final Assembly 

Once the project has been fully wired 
(the only IC that should be installed 
at this time is voltage regulator 105), 
plug its line cord into an ac recepta- 
cle. Connect the common lead of a 
dc voltmeter set to read 12 volts or 
greater to circuit ground. (Warning: 
Dangerous ac line voltage appears at 
various portions of the circuit. 
Therefore, exercise caution when 
making the voltage checks to avoid 
touching these portions of the cir- 
cuit.) Measure the voltages at pin 3 

of 105, pin 8 of 1C3, pin 14 of 1C4 
and the cathode of D4. In all cases, 
you should obtain a reading of + 12 

volts. If not, power down the circuit 
and double check all wiring and com- 
ponents orientations and locations. 
Do nót proceed until you have 
cleared up the problem. 

Once the voltages check out, 
power down the project and allow 
the charge on C4, C8 and C9 to bleed 
off. Then install the ICs in their re- 
spective sockets. Make certain that 
the ICs go into the correct sockets, in 
the proper orientations (see Fig. 5) 
and that no pins overhang their sock- 
et or fold under between IC and 
socket as you seat the ICs. 
Plug the Timer's line cord into an ac 

Fig. S. Actual -size etching- and -drilling guide for fabricating a printed -circuit 
board for the project. 

receptacle and momentarily short to- 
gether pins 2 and 5 of 1C2 with a 
short length of hookup wire while lis- 
tening for the relay to energize (you 
should hear a click as the relay's con- 
tacts snap closed). After the Timer 
has timed out, the relay should deen- 
ergize, again with a click. Repeat this 
test with R8 adjusted to different set- 
tings throughout its range. You 
should hear the relay energizing and 
deenergizing in each case, but the 
time -out period (time between on 

and off clicks) should be different at 
each setting. 

Once the tests show that the circuit 
is operating properly, you can put 
your Telephone- Activated Lamp 
Timer into service. To do this, plug 
PI into the telephone wall jack and 
the telephone instrument into J1. 
Then plug a switched -on lamp into 
SO/. Your Telephone- Activated 
Lamp Timer is now ready to light 
your way to your telephone when it 
rings after lights out. AE 

RED á 
YELLOW -- 

3 
GREEN 

m 

BLACK O 

Fig. 6. Wiring guide for pc board. Use this layout if you wire the project on per- 
forated board. 
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E 
Build a Better Music Synthesizer by 
Thomas Henry. (Tab Books. Soft cover. 
167 pages. $11.95.) 

Though commercial synthesizers 
abound, the author believes that anyone 
with enough technical knowledge can al- 
ways build a better electronic instrument 
on his own. This is the premise of this 
book, which guides the reader through 
building the music synthesizer that best 
suits his needs. The book is divided into 
three main parts, the first of which covers 
the basics of sound, general descriptions 
of the various modules used in synthesiz- 
ers, the electrical standards involved and, 
finally, planning the synthesizer itself. 

Part II contains the circuits of the 
modules, along with full explanations of 
how they work. Included here are the 
schematics for such modules as a deluxe 
vco, a four -pole low -pass vcf, vcas, a 
one -chip ADSR, a supercontroller, a dig- 
ital keyboard and more. All of the vari- 
ous modules required to build a flexible, 
sophisticated music synthesizer are cov- 
ered in detail, including a quadrature 
function generator, a balanced modula- 
tor and the all- important power supply. 

Part III shows how to put it all togeth- 
er. An assembly chapter covers power - 
supply connections, completing the syn- 
thesizer, testing and troubleshooting 
procedures and using the synthesizer. 
The concluding chapter, titled Inventing 
New Modules, gives suggestions for 
more analog circuits and talks about 
moving toward digital synthesis, with de- 
tails on using computers for generating 
electronic music. It ends with a look to- 
ward the future. 

Appendixes list sources of supplies and 
books, manuals and periodicals to which 
the reader can refer for more details. This 
is a well- written and fully illustrated 
book. It should appeal to every electron- 
ics enthusiast who is a musician at heart. 

Installing Your Own Telephones, Second 
Edition. (Reston Books. Soft cover. 176 

pages. $14.95.) 
Installing your own telephones and 

wiring can save you hundreds of dollars. 
This book shows how anyone can install 
phones and run whatever wiring is need- 
ed, even through walls and floors. It does 
so with easy -to- understand, step -by -step 
instructions and fully detailed drawings 
that provide expert guidance from start 
to finish. It even tells you what tools and 
materials are needed for each job. 

Lots of useful information is given in 
the book. Among them is how the tele- 
phone operates, which paves the way for 
proper installation. It also gives tips on 
how to evaluate an existing phone system 
to determine if it fills your requirements 
and how to modify it so that it does. In- 
stallation instructions include replace- 
ment of modular and old -style tele- 
phones, running interconnecting cables 
and adding phones to modular and old - 
style systems. The book tells you what to 
do during construction to build in the 
wiring, instead of adding it after a home 
or small business structure is completed. 

It also shows how to physically and 
electrically install the dozens of popular 
accessories routinely used in the home 
and business. The concluding chapter 
deals with very helpful installation 
checks and troubleshooting and contains 
a handy table that lists the most common 
problems, their likely causes and what to 
do to cure them. In sum, this book can 
save most anyone a lot of money by 
showing the reader how to do it himself. 

NEW LITERATURE 
Shortwave Products Catalog. Universal 
Shortwave Radio's new catalog lists and 
fully describes a broad range of products 
for the shortwave radio listener. Product 
categories include radio receivers, con- 
verters, filters, tuners, active antennas, 
headphones, switches, cables converters, 
decoders and more. It even includes list- 
ings for code tapes, a large propagation 
wall map and books. Product brand 
names represented include ICOM, Ken - 
wood, MFJ, Palomar Engineers, Pana- 
sonic, Sangean, Ten -Tec, Yaesu, etc. For 
a free copy of Universal Shortwave Cat- 
alog No. 87 -03, write to: Universal 
Shortwave Radio, 1280 Aida Dr., Dept. 
M, Reynoldsburg, OH 43068. 

Power- Conversion Products Catalog. 
Semtech Corp.'s new 36 -page 1987 Short 
Form Catalog lists more than 300 dis- 
crete devices and more than 300 standard 
power- conversion assemblies in both 
commercial and JAN, JANTX and 
JANTXV versions. The catalog de- 
scribes the company's broad line of off - 
the -shelf products and custom and semi - 
custom capabilities. For a copy, write to: 
John Pennant -Jones, VP Sales & Mktg., 
Semtech Corp., 652 Mitchell Rd., New- 
bury Park, CA 91320. 
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variable or constant 
speed ... from the 
Maxi to the Mini! 

Crafted in West Germany, 
the high -speed, low - 
voltage, hand -held drills 
are extremely quiet, 
lightweight and cool 
runniig with a very low 
vibration level. Speeds 
range from 0- 21,000 RPM 
with a universal chuck to 
accommodate accessories 
up to .125 in size. 
Accessories for any 
applücationt 
Adapt your drill to all your 
exacting needs with over 
100 high qualty drill bits, 
grinding stones and 
wheels, saws, cutting 
wheels, sanders, brushes, 
polishers and other 
accessories. Available in 
"kits' or as separate items. 

Your exacting standards 
demand Sterling quality. 

WAHL CLIPPER CORPORATION 
2900 Locust Street, Sterling, IL 61081 
(815) 625 -6525 

CIRCLE )2 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Project 

A Varipulse Generator 
A wide -range pulse generator for use in digital 
electronic circuit testing and troubleshooting 

By Ralph Tenny 

f you work or experiment with 
digital electronic circuitry, a 
pulse generator can be just as 

important a piece of test equipment 
to you as are an oscilloscope and a 
logic probe. Like most test instru- 
ments, however, different pulse gen- 
erators give different levels of per- 
formance, depending on design and 
cost. Though the "Varipulse" Gen- 
erator about to be described is a sim- 
ple digital project, it offers perfor- 
mance that's close to that of low -cost 
laboratory pulse generators. Not on- 
ly will it become a handy tool for 
your digital work, it also gives you 
hands -on experience with one of the 
newest types of digital logic - 
HCMOS (high -speed CMOS). 

Varipulse is an adjustable -fre- 
quency pulse generator that has three 
TTL- compatible outputs. Three 
switch -selectable ranges, coupled 
with a 100:1 vernier control, permit 
the output frequency to range from 
about 1 Hz on the low end to more 
than 1.5 MHz on the high end. Pulse 
width of the simultaneous positive 
and negative outputs can be varied 
from 180 nanoseconds (0.18 micro- 
second) to 75 microseconds. Pulse 
frequency is twice that of the main 
output in three overlapping ranges. 
Range 1 covers 3 MHz to 27 kHz, 
range 2 from 40 kHz to 250 Hz and 
range 3 from 400 Hz to 2 Hz. 

About the Circuit 
Shown in Fig. 1 is the complete sche- 
matic diagram of the Varipulse Gen- 
erator, including its low- voltage dc 

power supply. The basic clock gener- 
ator is built around IC1A, with RI, 
R2 and Cl setting a basic frequency 
of between 3 MHz and 27 kHz to 
make up range 1. This 100:1 range is 
a result of the resistance ratio be- 
tween R1 (where R2 = 0 ohm) and 
R1 + R2 (where R2 is at maximum 
resistance). 

Switch Si connects either C2 or C3 
in parallel with Cl to establish ranges 
2 and 3, respectively. This is a three - 
position switch with a center -off po- 
sition to allow for range l's condi- 
tions. Alternatively, it can be a 3 -po- 
sition, nonshorting rotary switch 
with no connection made to the posi- 
tion-2 contact lug. 

Connected as a divide -by -2 flip - 
flop, IC2A is continuously toggled 
by IC1A for as long as power is ap- 
plied to the Varipulse's circuit. Four 
sections of ICI are connected in pa- 
rallel with each other to increase the 

available output drive for the exter- 
nal load connected to the MAIN out- 
put. The MAIN output at J1 delivers a 
continuous train of square pulses 
whose amplitude excursion is almost 
5 volts peak -to -peak. 

Positive and negative pulses are 
generated by IC1B and IC2B, re- 
spectively. The only difference be- 
tween the IC1A and ICIB oscillators 
is Dl in the latter. This diode holds 
the IC1B oscillator off as long as pin 
6 of IC2B is at logic 0. (For details on 
how the oscillator circuit works, see 
"The Schmitt - Trigger Oscillator" 
box elsewhere in this article.) When 
pin 6 of IC2B is high, D1 is reverse - 
biased, which allows ICIB to oscil- 
late. When Dl is conducting, IC1B's 
output is high. 

When Dl releases pin 3 of IC1B, C4 
charges up until pin 3 reaches its up- 
per threshold, at which point, IC1B's 
output switches low and resets IC2B. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of Varipulse Generator, in- 

cluding its low - voltage power supply. 
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PARTS LIST 
Semic)nductors 
D1 -1N914 or IN4148 switching diode 
IC1- 74HC14 Schmitt- trigger hex in- 

vert: r 
IC2- 74HC74 dual -D flip -flop 
IC3- 74HC244 octal tri -state buffer 
IC4 -78L05 + 5 -volt regulator (DIP or 

TO-A2 version; see text) 
Capacitors 
C1- 3)0 -pF film or dipped mica 
C2 -0 047 -µF film 
C3 -4 7 -µF, 10 -volt minimum alu- 

minum or tantalum electrolytic 
C4 -1 000 -pF film 
C5,C9- 470 -, F, 25 -volt aluminum elec- 

trolytic 
C6,C7 C8- 0.1 -µF ceramic 
Resisters ('/ -watt, 5% tolerance) 
R1 -4'0 ohms 
R4 -100 ohms 
R2,R3- 100,000 -ohm linear -taper po- 

tentiometer 
Miscellaneous 
J1,J2,J3- Miniature phone jack 
J2- Power jack (to match connector 

on cable of selected wall transformer) 
Sl -SFst slide or toggle switch 
S2 -Spdt switch with center -off posi- 

tion or 3- position, nonshorting ro- 
tary switch (see text) 
9 -vok dc, 100 -mA or more plug -in 
wall : ransformer (Radio Shack Cat. 
No. 273 -1651 or similar; see text); 
suitable enclosure (Unibox No. 130 
or similar); printed- circuit board or 
perfcrated board (Uniboard No. 302 
or similar) and suitable soldering or 
Wire Wrap hardware; sockets for 
ICs; miniature phone plugs (3); "mi- 
cro-g-abber" connectors (3); 9 ft. 
flexitle -lead cable or coaxial cable 
(see text); knobs for R2 and R3; let- 
tering kit (see text); hookup wire; sol- 
der; etc. 

This causes pin 6 of IC2B to go low 
and lock out of oscillation. The 
result is that pin 5 of IC2B goes low 
each time IC1A switches high and 
goes high when IC2B switches low. 

As long as pin 4 of IC2B is held 
low by IC1B, IC2B will not respond 
to clock pulses from IC1A. With R3 

The Schmitt- Trigger Oscillator 

The Schmitt -trigger logic block is 
available as high -speed CMOS logic in 
two forms: a hex inverter 74HC14, and 
a quad NAND gate 74HC132. Normal 
logic inverters and gates will oscillate 
unpredictably if a slow rising signal or a 
dc level between 0.8 and 2.0 volts is ap- 
plied to the input. The Schmitt -trigger 
logic block has been modified internal- 
ly to prevent oscillation. 

In a Schmitt logic block, input volt- 
ages must rise higher than an upper 
threshold of about 3.5 volts before the 
output changes. After the output 
changes, the input must then drop to 
lower than 1.0 volt before the output 
changes again. This assures that slowly 
changing voltages won't cause undesir- 
able oscillations. 

Figure A shows the response of a log- 
ic Schmitt element to a varying voltage. 
Note that the output of the element 
changes only when the input crosses a 
threshold -voltage level. 

Fig. B. Schmitt - trigger oscillator. 

voltage can change. Figure C shows the 
input and output waveforms of the Fig. 
A oscillator. 

When power if first applied to the os- 
cillator, CI is totally discharged and the 
output is high. As Cl charges through 
Rl, the input voltage rises to the upper 
Schmitt threshold. This causes the out- 
put to switch to low and, in turn, causes 
RI to start discharging CI. 

Fig. A. Schmitt- trigger response to 
varying input. 

Figure B shows the logic Schmitt 
used as an oscillator. Here, RI provides 
feedback to the input but is forced to 
charge or discharge Cl before the input 

Fig. C. Schmitt- trigger oscillator out- 
put waveforms. 

When Cl discharges to the lower 
Schmitt threshold, the output switches 
high once again. This completes one cy- 
cle. Immediately following this, CI be- 
gins to charge toward the upper 
threshold again. Hence, Cl charges and 
discharges between the two Schmitt 
threshold voltages as long as oscilla- 
tions continue. The circuit continues to 
oscillate until power is removed or CI is 
held below the lower threshold. 

set to maximum resistance, the pulse 
rate is twice as fast as the MAIN out- 
put. This is because the MAIN output 
is divided by two from the basic fre- 
quency developed by IC1A, but 
IC2B can be triggered only once dur- 
ing each cycle of IC1A. The +OUT 
and -OUT outputs available at J3 

and J2, respectively, are identical to 
each other except for the inversion 
between the complementary outputs 
of IC2B. 

Octal bus driver 1C3 has two sets 
of four sections connected in parallel 
to provide high- current drive for the 
pulse outputs. Because these outputs 
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Fig. 2. Top view (left) of assembled project shows suggested component layout. Bottom view (right) shows typi- 

cal wiring with self -stick IC pads and conductors. 

are capable of ringing almost any 
kind of output cables, the output 
leads must be terminated properly. 

The period of ICIB's single pulse 
is set by the values of R2, R3 and C4. 

The apparent 1,000:1 ratio of R3 /R2 
is actually slightly less than 400:1 

(75/0.18). There are two reasons for 
this apparent error. Firstly, variable 
resistors seldom are adjustable all 

the way down to exactly 0 ohm and 
may have an "end resistance" of as 

much as 0.1'o of the resistor's rated 
maximum resistance. Secondly, low - 

cost potentiometers may have less 

than rated resistance, due to normal 
manufacturing tolerances. 

Varipulse's somewhat unusual 
pulse -generating circuitry gives a ca- 
pability that's unique for this type of 
instrument. The adjustment range of 
R3 produces pulses that are greater 
in width than the period developed 
by ICIA on range 1 and part of range 
2. Recall that when pin 4 is low, IC2B 
cannot respond to clock signals. 
Therefore, it's possible to set pulse 
WIDTH control R3 for longer than 
one ICIA period. This allows you to 
divide the main output frequency by 
2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, etc., with a maximum 
of about a 10:1 ratio. Consequently, 
test projects can have two fixed -rela- 
tionship input triggers. 

The recommended power supply 

The Output Pulses 

Photo of Varipulse's 1.5 -MHz output 
into 100 ohms. 

A 75- microsecond (maximum- width) 
output pulse. 

A 180- nanosecond negative pulse. 

These photos show the Varipulse 
Generator's output signals as displayed 
on a 100 -MHz oscilloscope. The output 
was terminated with 100 ohms to match 
the impedance of the test leads. Fail- 
ure to match test -lead impedance will 

cause overshoot and ringing in the out- 
put signal. 

Different output test leads will re- 
quire different terminating resistances. 
Try to avoid using leads that require 
93- or 100 -ohm terminating resistors to 
obviate overloading of output drivers 

A 22 -kHz square -wave pulse. 

in the Varipulse Generator. 
Shown in the upper- and lower -left 

photos is the high -frequency ringing ty- 

pical of most high -speed pulses. The 
upper -left photo shows the Main out- 
put at 1.5 MHz. while the lower -left 
photo shows a 180- nanosecond -wide 
negative pulse. 

Ip the upper - and lower -right photos 
is shown the 75- microsecond maxi- 

mum -width positive pulse. These out- 
puts are typical of low -cost pulse 
generators. 
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Fig. 3. Wiring diagram for project. J4 

C5 

Q 

for the Varipulse Generator is a 
small plug -in wall transformer with 
separate filtering and regulation as 
shown. The transformer should be 
rated to deliver 9 volts dc at about 
100 milliamperes, though the one 
specified in the Parts List delivers a 
considerably higher current than 
this. Hence, more than one small in- 
strument can be simultaneously 
powered from the same wall trans- 
former. Power from the transformer 
is filtered by C5 and regulated to the 
required 5 volts dc by IC4. 

Construction 
By using an external power supply, 

the finished project can be made very 
compact, as illustrated in the lead 
photo. Assembly of the circuitry it- 
self can be accomplished via any of 
the traditional wiring methods, in- 
cluding on a printed- circuit board of 
your own design. Alternatively, you 
might want to use perforated board 
(with holes on 0.1 " centers) and suit- 
able Wire Wrap or soldering sockets 
and post terminals. 

The prototype of the project was 
wired on perforated board. A sug- 
gested component layout for this ar- 
rangement is shown in the top -view 
photo in Fig. 2, while the bottom - 
view photo shows how the circuit 
was wired together on perforated 

board. (The wiring diagram for the 
circuit is shown in Fig. 3.) Note in the 
bottom -view photo the use of EZ 
Circuit IC patterns and self -stick 
copper foil conductors that simpli- 
fied construction of the prototype. 
Interconnections were made with 
Wire Wrap -type No. 30 Kynar wire. 
Whatever wiring method you decide 
to use, it's a good idea to use sockets 
for ICI, IC2 and IC3. Use a socket 
for IC4, too, if you decide to use an 
8 -pin DIP voltage regulator. If you 
use a TO- 92- packaged regulator, 
you don't need a socket. 

Figure 4 illustrates special layouts 

(Continued on page 86) 
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llii//ELECTRONICS NOTEBOOK IIII 

By Forrest M. Mims III 

Electronic sensors that detect magnetic 
fields have countless applications in elec- 

tronics and other technologies. Many 
such sensors are available, including var- 

ious kinds of inductors and solid -state 

devices. Among the most important sol- 

id -state sensors of magnetic fields are 
Hall- effect devices, the principal subject 
of what follows. Before taking a detailed 
look at Hall- effect devices, let's review 

some basics of magnetism and the sim- 

plest detector of magnetic fields. 

Magnetism & Magnets 

In ancient times, pieces of iron oxide 

found near the city of Magnesia in Asia 

Minor were found to possess the remark- 
able ability to attract and repel one an- 

other. Samples of this mineral were 

known as "leading stones" and, later, 
"lodestones" or "loadstones." The phe- 

nomena displayed by lodestones came to 

be known as "magnetism." 
Observations about magnetism were 

recorded by the Greeks as early as 800 

B.C. In 1269, Petrus Peregrinus de Mari - 

court studied the magnetic field of a 

spherical lodestone and found that its 

magnetic lines of force intersected at two 
points on opposite sides of the stone. He 
called these points the "poles" of the 
stone. Around 1600, William Gilbert 
found that a lodestone lost its magnetic 
properties when heated but regained 
them when cooled. 

The interrelationship between electri- 
city and magnetism was discovered in 

1819 when Hans Christian Oersted found 
that the current flowing through a wire 

attracted a nearby compass needle. Oer- 

sted's discovery laid the foundation for 
the development of electromagnetic tech- 
nology, along with its attendant electro- 
mechanical devices, such as meters, re- 

lays, solenoids and motors. 
In 1838, Johann Karl Friedrich Gauss, 

a German mathematician and physicist, 
published a classic paper about the 
Earth's magnetic field. Because of 
Gauss's contributions to the field, the 
measure of strength of the magnetic field 

Magnetic Field Sensors 

Fig. 1. A lodestone in the author's shop. 

is named after him. A magnetic field of 1 

gauss (G) is produced at a point 1 centi- 
meter away from a straight wire through 
which a current of 5 amperes is flowing. 
Another unit of magnetic field of inten- 
sity is named in honor of Nikola Tesla, 
the famous American engineer. One tesla 
(T) equals 10,000 G. 

The strength of the field near a mag- 
netized needle is only a small fraction of a 

gauss. A pair of lodestones from Utah in 

my electronics shop each have a strength 
of several tens of gauss. A small speaker 
magnet may have a field strength of hun- 
dreds of gauss. The field strength 
of larger magnets can exceed thousands 
of gauss. The Earth's magnetic field has 

a strength of about 0.3 G at the equator 
and about 0.7 G at either pole. 

Incidentally, the Earth's magnetic 
field may vary from 0.0002 to 0.0005 G 

during a single day. A "gamma" is 

0.000001 G. Therefore, the range of daily 
variation is 20 to 50 gamma. 

Since the lodestone was for centuries 
the only available magnet, it seems fitting 

to include Fig. 1, which is a photo of the 

lodestone in my electronics shop. This 
lodestone from Utah weighs just under 
an ounce and measures 1 inch along its 

longest dimension. Its maximum magne- 

tic flux, as measured with a calibrated 
Hall device, is 140 gauss. The iron filings, 

paper clip and small nail clinging to 

the lodestone clearly reveal its magne- 

tic properties. 
Manufactured magnets are available 

in countless sizes and configurations. 
They are made from ferromagnetic ma- 

terials like steel, cobalt and alloys such as 

aluminum -nickel -cobalt (Alnico) and 
neodymium- iron -boron. Flexible mag- 

nets are made by fixing a ferromagnet in 

a binder. They are available in sheets that 
can easily be cut with scissors. 

Low -cost magnets are available from 
many suppliers, including department 
stores and Radio Shack. A wide range of 
magnets, some quite powerful, is avail- 
able from Edmund Scientific Co. 

Most low -cost magnets have a flux 
density of a few hundred gauss. For ex- 
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Fig. 2. The Hall effect. 

ample, here are the flux densities of sev- 
eral common magnets found in my shop: 

Magnet Type Flux in Gauss 
Speaker 290 
Flexible disc 400 
Electromagnet 220 

Much more powerful magnets are 
available. For example, a small Alnico 
VIII magnet only 0.25 inch in diameter 

and 0.25 inch long has a flux density 
greater than 1,000 G. Edmund Scientific 
sells both electro- and permanent mag- 
nets that can lift up to 200 pounds. 

The Compass 
There is controversy among historians 
over whether the Chinese or Europeans 
first invented the compass. However, 

Fig. 3. Linear -output Hall sensor. 

many historians agree that the first com- 
pass was probably a piece of lodestone 
suspended from a string. After the lode- 
stone settled down, the same side always 
pointed in a northerly direction. A needle 
can be magnetized by stroking it across a 
lodestone. This explains the early devel- 
opment of compasses made by attaching 
a needle to a small piece of wood floating 
in a dish of water. 

Why include the venerable compass in 
a discussion devoted primarily to solid - 
state magnetic field sensors? As note 
above, the Earth's magnetic field has a 
strength of only from about 0.3 to 0.7 G. 
While the direction of the Earth's mag- 
netic field is readily indicated by the sim- 
plest compass, the solid -state magnetic - 
field sensors described below are not 
nearly as sensitive. Their sensitivity can 
be increased to rival that of a compass by 
means of a piece of metal called a "flux 
concentrator." I'll have more to say 
about this later. 

The Hall Effect 
In 1897, the physicist Edward H. Hall 
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Fig. 4. Digital- output Hall sensor. 
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found that a current flowing through a 

film of gold was influenced by a magnetic 
field. As shown in Fig. 2, when no mag- 
netic field is present, the current flowed 
directly between terminals on opposite 
sides of the gold film. When a magnetic 
field was applied, the path of the current 
was deflected as shown at the right in Fig. 
2. The altered current path caused more 
electrons to appear on one side of the 
gold film. Therefore, a potential differ- 
ence existed between the two sides of the 
film. The voltage represented by this dif- 
ference in potential is now called the 
"Hall voltage." 

It was eventually discovered that cer- 
tain materials exhibit much higher sensi- 

tivities to magnetic fields than does gold. 
Particularly important are compound 
semiconductors, such as indium antimo- 
nide, indium arsenide and indium arse- 
nide phosphide. 

Early Hall- effect sensors were discrete 
devices. Most of today's Hall- effect sen- 

sors are integrated devices that include an 
amplifier and voltage regulator. Figure 
3, for example is the internal circuitry for 
a typical integrated Hall- effect sensor 
having a linear output. A typical such 
sensor has a sensitivity of around 1 milli- 
volt per gauss. 

Hall- effect devices are well- suited for 

switching applications. Figure 4 shows 
the internal circuitry for a typical inte- 
grated Hall sensor having a digital out- 
put. The Schmitt trigger is included both 
to provide on /off switching and a degree 
of hysteresis. The hysteresis provides a 

more stable switching action by prevent- 
ing oscillation that might occur if the 
on /off threshold points were equal. 

F. W . Bell Co. is a major manufacturer 
of discrete Hall sensors. The two major 
manufacturers of integrated linear and 
digital Hall devices are Micro Switch 
and Sprague. 

Figure 5 shows an early discrete Hall 
sensor that has resided in my bench stock 
since around 1970. Figure 6 shows var- 
ious kinds of linear and digital Hall sen- 

sors made by Sprague and Micro Switch 
that include integrated amplifiers and 
voltage regulators. The small chips are 
surface -mountable Hall digital- output 
devices made by Sprague. 

Applications 

The number of applications for Hall sen- 
sors rivals that for optoelectronic sen- 

sors. Indeed, in many applications, 
either a Hall or an optoelectronic sensor 
can be used. On the other hand, there are 
many applications for which a Hall or an 

Fig. 5. An early discrete Hall- effect device. 

optoelectronic sensor is suited. For ex- 

ample, an optoelectronic sensor can de- 

tect smoke, paper, plastic and nonfer- 
rous metals. A hall sensor can detect 
magnetic fields and discriminate between 
ferrous and nonferrous materials. 

Figure 7 illustrates several typical ap- 
plications for Hall sensors. The vane, 
notch and rotating magnet sensors are 
used to monitor a rotating assembly. 
The output from the Hall sensor can pro- 
vide a direct indication of rotation rate 
(tachometer) or speed. Or it can be fed 

back to the electronics that control the 
assembly's drive motor or brake. These 

or similar methods can be used to detect 
the flow of a liquid or gas through a 

sealed nonferrous pipe. The flow of gas 
or liquid will cause a ferrous or magnetic 
rotor in the pipe to spin. A Hall device 

adjacent to a pipe can detect the spin- 
ning impeller. 

Figure 7 also shows a level or tilt 
detector that consists of a magnet at- 
tached to a pendulum suspended over a 

Hall device. This principle can be used to 
make vibration detectors, accelerometers 
and seismometers. 

There are literally dozens of other ap- 
plications for Hall sensors. Here are just 
a few: 

Brushless motor 

Fig. 6. Assorted linear and digital Hall devices. 
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Fig. 7. Typical Hall sensor applications. 

Piston detector 
Solid -state compass 
Nonwear pushbutton switch 
Joystick sensor 
Proximity sensor 
Shaft encoder sensor 
Door -interlock sensor 
Pressure sensor 
Current sensor 

The last application, current sensing, 
is accomplished by passing a current 
through through a coil of wire placed 
near a Hall sensor. The electromagnetic 
field produced by the current will be de- 
tected by the Hall sensor. This principle 
can even be used to sense the current 
flowing through a straight wire. In either 
case, no electrical contact to the coil or 
wire is required. 

Adjustable- Threshold 
Hall Sensor 
Most digital- output Hall sensors do not 
include a means for altering the device's 
sensitivity. Figure 8 is a simple circuit 
that transforms a linear- output Hall sen- 
sor into a digital- output device having an 
adjustable threshold. Though Fig. 8 spe- 
cifies a Sprague UGN -3503 Hall device, 
this circuit is ideal for experimenting with 

various Hall sensors. For example, it 
works with Micro Switch 9SS series 
linear Hall sensors. It can be used to corn - 
pare the relative sensitivity of various 
sensors. And it can be used to explore 
new applications. 

In operation, a 741 or other operation- 
al amplifier is operated as a comparator. 
Potentiometer 121 serves as a voltage di- 
vider that sets the reference voltage of the 
comparator. When the voltage from the 
Hall sensor exceeds the reference volt- 
age, the output of the 741 switches from 
low to high. Therefore, the LED does not 
glow. When the voltage from the Hall 
sensor falls below the reference voltage, 
the output from the 741 switches from 
high to low and the LED glows. 

The circuit in Fig. 8 was tested with an 
Alnico VIII magnet with a diameter of 
0.25 inch and a length of 0.25 inch. This 
magnet, which is available from Micro 
Switch in a threaded adapter, has a flux 
density of at least ± 1,000 G adjacent to 
either pole. Flux density decreases with 
increasing distance according to the in- 
verse square law. In this case, the flux 
density is only about ± 100 G at 0.3 inch 
from either pole. 

With a Sprague UGN -3503 Hall device 
connected into the circuit as shown and 

RI set for maximum sensitivity, the mag- 
net could be repeatedly detected at a dis- 
tance of 0.5 inch. Detection distance was 
increased to 2.5 inches when a Micro 
Switch 9SS series linear Hall device was 
used. The 9SS device, which is assembled 
on a ceramic substrate along with laser - 
trimmed resistors, has a sensitivity of 
around 2.5 mV /G. 

Bias Magnets & 
Flux Concentrators 
Operation of a Hall sensor alone can be 
enhanced significantly by means of very 
simple, completely passive devices, such 
as bias magnets and flux concentrators. 
As will soon be seen, the role of these 
passive devices is in some ways inter- 
changeable. 

A "bias magnet" is simply a small 
magnet placed behind a Hall sensor, as 
shown in Fig. 9. With a small bias magnet 
cemented to the back of a Hall sensor, 
the device will sense the absence or pres- 
ence of a ferrous metal. When the north 
pole of the magnet is placed against the 
back of the Hall sensor, the sensor will 
detect the presence of a ferrous metal 
near the sensor's front face. When the 
south pole of the magnet is placed against 
the back of the Hall sensor, the sensor 
will detect the absence of ferrous metal. 

There are numerous applications for 
Hall sensors equipped with bias magnets. 
Those that detect the presence of ferrous 
metal can indicate the presence of a gear 
tooth or cam in a rotating assembly. 
They can also be used in limit switch ap- 
plications. For example, a Hall sensor 
limit switch can switch off or reverse a 
motor after an assembly moving along a 
track reaches the end of its travel. They 
can also be used to find nails hidden by 
wallpaper or plaster. 

Hall sensors that detect the absence of 
ferrous metal can be used to detect a 
notch or the absence of a gear tooth or 
cam in a rotating assembly. They can also 
function as a security device by indicat- 
ing when a metal object like a tool box or 
office machine has been moved. 

A "flux concentrator" is a piece of fer- 
rous metal that attracts magnetic lines of 
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Fig. 8. Adjustable- threshold digital- output Hall sensor. 

force. A flux concentrator placed adja- 
cent to a Hall sensor, as shown in Fig. 10, 

can direct more magnetic lines of force 
toward the Hall sensor than might other- 
wise be collected by the sensor alone. The 
resultant increase in flux density is analo- 
gous to the increase in optical power den- 
sity that occurs when light is collected 
and focused by a lens. 

An excellent discussion of flux concen- 
trators is given in "Hall Effect Applica- 
tions" (Sprague, 1986). According to 
this publication, a flux concentrator can 
increase the flux density at a Hall device 
by as much as 100 percent. In a demon- 
stration experiment, a samarium -cobalt 
magnet 0.25 inch square by 0.125 inch 
long produced a flux density of 187 G at a 
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Fig. 9. Ferrous metal detector using bias magnet. 
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Hall device 0.25 inch away. A flux con- 
centrator 0.125 inch in diameter and 0.5 
long placed behind the Hall sensor in- 
creased flux density to 291 G. 

Incidentally, the flux concentrator in 
Fig. 10 has a tapered end facing away 
from the Hall device. This configuration 
is useful when the Hall sensor is backed 
by a bias magnet and intended to detect 
the presence of small ferrous objects, 
such as gear teeth. In most applications, 
best results are obtained by placing the 
tapered end of the concentrator adjacent 
to the Hall device. 

A typical Sprague Hall device has an 
active area that is 0.1 inch square. There- 
fore, it would appear that the end of the 
flux concentrator should have a similar 
area. However, since the encapsulated 
Hall device is 0.044 inch from the rear 
surface of the Hall device, the tapered 
end of the concentrator should be made 
somewhat larger than the active area of 
the Hall sensor. Though Fig. 10 depicts a 
cylindrical flux concentrator, other 
shapes can be used. In the case of a cylin- 
der, the length of the concentrator af- 
fects in a nonlinear fashion the magnitude 
of flux concentration. For example, ac- 
cording to a graph published by Sprague, 
increasing the length of a particular con- 

centrator from 0.1 to 0.5 inch increases 
the flux by perhaps 50 percent. Increas- 
ing the length of the concentrator to 1 

inch made only an insignificant contribu- 
tion to flux density. 

Commercial flux concentrators are 
generally made from low- carbon, cold - 
rolled steel. Other ferrous materials can 
also be used. For example, using the cir- 
cuit shown in Fig. 8, I employed an ordi- 
nary steel nail as an effective flux concen- 
trator. When the head of the nail was 
placed behind the Hall sensor, the cir- 
cuit's LED came on when a small magnet 
was brought to within 1.1 inches of the 
sensor. When the nail was removed, the 
magnet had to be moved to within 0.6 
inch of the sensor before the LED would 
turn on. Even a paper clip flux concen- 
trator increased detection range by a few 
tenths of an inch. 

Bias magnets and flux concentrators 
have overlapping effects. For example, I 

repeated the above experiment with a 
slightly magnetized 2.5 -inch long nail, 
placing the pointed end of the nail adja- 
cent to the back of the Hall device. When 
the bias voltage was set so that the LED 
was just extinguished, the LED would 
switch on when a small magnet was placed 
as far as 5 inches from the front of the 

Fig. 10. Using a flux concentrator with a Hall sensor. 
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Hall device. This result seems quite re- 
markable -and repeatable. 

Other Solid -State 
Magnetic Field Detectors 

Though Hall- effect sensors are apparent- 
ly the dominant solid -state means for 
sensing magnetic fields, other kinds of 
solid -state sensors of magnetic fields 
have been developed. Some 20 years ago, 
Edward C. Hudson Jr. invented the 
"Magnistor," a magneto- sensitive twin - 
collector transistor. Soon afterward, 
Sony introduced a magneto- diode, a de- 

vice whose resistance is altered by an ex- 

ternal magnetic field. 
The magneto- resistor has also been 

around for some time. Recently, Nip - 
pondenso Co., Ltd., introduced a new 

magneto- resistor, the MRE -104 ferro- 
magnetic magneto- resistance element. 
This thin -film device is two series -con- 
nected magneto- resistors with a center 
tap. Two resistors are included because 
the device has a nonlinear response, par- 
ticularly at low flux intensities. The two 
resistors permit the device to be used in a 

bridge circuit to help compensate for its 

nonlinear response. 
The MRE -104 can be used in many of 

the same applications for which Hall de- 

NAMES AND ADDRESSES 

Edmund Scientific Co. 
101 E. Gloucester Pike 
Barrington, NJ 08007 

Micro Switch 
A Honeywell Division 
Freeport, IL 61032 

Nippondenso Co., Ltd. 
Okura & Co., Inc. 
1630 Oakland Rd. 
Suite A101 
San Jose, CA 95131 

Sprague Electric Co. 
70 Pembroke Rd. 
Concord, NH 03301 
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vices are used. It's particularly well 

suited for applications in which a vari- 
able- resistance output is desired. For ex- 
ample, the MRE -104 can be connected as 

the feedback resistor to make an amplifi- 
er whose gain is controlled by a magnetic 
field. It can also be used in a circuit that 
indicates changes in a magnetic field by 
means of a variable- frequency tone. Fi- 
nally, it might be possible to connect the 
MRE -104 directly to the joystick input of 
a personal computer that interfaces with 
a joystick that has internal potentiometers. 

Going Further 
Next month, I'll conclude this discussion 
of solid -state magnetic field sensors with 
some practical and experimental circuits. 

Included will be a calibrated gaussmeter, 
a simple stud finder that will locate nails 
hidden behind paint and wallpaper and a 
magnetic alarm to attach to your floppy - 
disk storage cabinet. I'll also show how a 
low -cost Hall device can be used to detect 
the Earth's magnetic field. 

In the meantime, you can learn much 
more about Hall and other magnetic field 
sensors by visiting a good technical libra- 
ry. Numerous technical papers and 
books include references to solid -state 
magnetic field sensors. Another good 
source of additional information is the 
literature published by manufacturers of 
such devices. In addition to Sprague's 
"Hall Effect Applications," mentioned 
earlier, an excellent reference is Hall Ef- 
fect Transducers, a 280 -page book pub- 
lished in 1982 by Micro Switch. E 
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ßhI/I COMMUNICATIONS Il/IlL1111MINIII= 
A Sampling of Summer 1987 English- Language 

International Shortwave Broadcasts 

By Gerry L. Dexter 

Time Country /Station Frequencies Time Country/Station Frequencies 
0000 REE, Spain 6125, 9630 R. Beijing, China 9645, 11970, 11980, 

BBC, England 9515 15445 
R. Sofia, Bulgaria 6070, 11720 R. Berlin Intl, E. Germany 6010, 9560 
R. Beijing, China 9550 R. Polonia, Poland 6095, 6135, 7145, 7270, 
R. Havana, Cuba 6090, 9740 9525, 11815 
R. Berlin Intl, E. Germany 6080, 9730 SRI, Switzerland (15) 6135, 9625, 9725, 9885 
R. Portugal (30) 9680 R. Vatican (10) 6150 
R. Discovery, Dominican Rep. 6245 RFI, France (15, 45) 6055, 9800 
Radio Vatican (50) 6030, 9605, 11845 R. Prague, Czechoslovakia 5930, 7345 
R. Austria Int'l (30) 6155 DW, West Germany 6045, 6185, 9545, 9565, 
BRT, Belgium (30) 5910 9640 
R. Canada Int'I 5960, 9755 R. Portugal 9705 
V. of Israel 5885, 7465, 9435 HRVC, Honduras 4820 
R. Moscow 5915, 5940, 6000, 7115, TGNA, Guatemala 3300 

7185, 7215, 7310, 13665 R. Budapest, Hungary 6025, 6110, 9520, 9835 
R. Korea, S. Korea 15575 TIFC, Costa Rica 5055 

TWR, Netherlands Antilles 9535 
0100 V. of Greece (30) 7430, 9430 R. Earth (WHRI), USA 7400 

RAE, Argentina 9690, 11710 
RAI, Italy 6010, 9575 0400 BBC, England (30) 5975, 9510 
SRI, Switzerland (15) 6135, 9625, 9725, 9885 R. Sofia, Bulgaria 7115 
RCI, Canada 5960, 9755 R. Havana, Cuba 6035 
HCJB, Ecuador 9870 R. Berlin Intl, E. Germany 6010, 9560 
DW, West Germany 6040, 6085, 6145, 9545, WCSN, USA 9840 

9565, 11785 V. of Turkey 9560 
R. Budapest, Hungary 6025, 6110, 9520, 9835 R. Tirana, Albania (30) 9480, 11835 
R. Belize 3285 RFI, France (15, 45) 6055, 9800 
R. Baghdad, Iraq 11750 R. Botswana 4820, 7255 
AFRTS, USA 6030, 11790, 15355 R. Bucharest, Romania 5990, 6155, 9510, 11810, 
R. Prague, Czechoslavakia 5930, 7345, 9740, 11990 11940 
VOA 5995, 6130, 9455, 9650, TWR, Netherlands Antilles 9535 

9775, 9815, 11580 R. Uganda 4975 

0200 R. Bras, Brazil 11745 
R. Havana, Cuba 6120, 6140 
R. Berlin Intl., E. Germany 6125, 6165 
R. Polonia, Poland 7145, 7270, 11815, 15120 
WCSN, USA 9465 
R. Tirana, Albania (30) 7065, 9745 
HCJB, Ecuador 6230, 9870 
R. Cairo, Egypt 9475, 9675 
V. of Israel 5885, 7465, 9435 
R. Netherlands (30) 6020, 6165, 9590, 9895 
R. Bucharest, Romania 6155, 9510, 9570, 11810, 

11940 
R. RSA, So. Africa 6010, 6185, 9615 
VOFC, Taiwan 5985, 9555, 11740 
R. Japan 5960 
R. Korea, So. Korea 15575 
R. Kiev, Ukraine 7165, 11790, 11860, 

13645 

0300 V. of Greece (40) 
R. New Zealand (45) 

7430, 9430 
15150 

Times are in UTC. Numbers in parentheses 
indicate starting time for English that many 
minutes past the hour. 

0500 HCJB 6230, 9870, 11910 
V. of Israel 7465, 9435 
R. Netherlands (30) 6165, 9715 
R. Moscow 5915, 5945, 6000, 7115, 

7150, 7940 
BBC 5975, 6005, 7160, 9410, 

9510, 9600 
AFRTS, USA 6030, 11790, 15330 
REE, Spain 9630 
V. of Nigeria 7255 

0600 R. Cook Islands 11760 
ELWA, Liberia 4760 
BBC 9640 
R. Havana, Cuba 9525 
WCSN, USA 7365 
R. Tirana, Albania (30) 7065, 9500 
R. Korea, So. Korea 6060, 9570 
R. RSA, So. Africa (30) 7270, 11900, 15245, 

17780 
GBC, Ghana 4915 
VOFC, Taiwan 5985 

0700 R. Sofia, Bulgaria (30) 9700, 11720 
R. Moscow 7165, 7290 
SIBC, Solomon Is. 5020, 9545 
VOA 5995, 6035, 6080, 6125, 

9530, 9540 
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Time Country/Station Frequencies Time Country/Station Frequencies 

BBC 9510, 9600, 9640 V. of Vietnam 9840, 15010 
RFI, Finland 11945, 15400 

0800 WCSN, USA 7365 BRT, Belgium 15580 

R. Australia 5995, 9655 R. Norway Int'l (Sun.) 15185, 15310 

BRT, Belgium 9880 R. Pyongyang, No. Korea 9345, 11665 

R. Netherlands (30) 9630, 9715 KTWR, Guam 9870 

R. Pyongyang, No. Korea 9530 UAE Radio (30) 11940, 17775, 17865 

HCJB, Ecuador 6130, 6205, 9745, 9860 
KNLS, Alaska 5960 1400 R. Sweden Int'l 9695, 15345 

HCJB, Ecuador 15115, 17890 

0900 AWR, Sri Lanka 6005, 7270, 15425 RFI, Finland 11945, 15400 

R. Kuwait 15505 R. Korea, So. Korea 9750, 15575 

HCJB, Ecuador 6130 Radio Norway Int'l (Sun.) 9530, 15315 

DW, West Germany 6160 AFRTS, USA 9700, 11805, 15330, 

NBC, Papua New Guinea 4890 15430 

R. Australia 5995, 6080, 9580, 9710, AIR, India 11810, 15335 
11720 

FEBC, Philippines 11890 1500 DW, West Germany 15135 

BBC 9700, 9750, 11750 Africa #1, Gabon (30) 11940, 15200, 15475 
HCJB 11740, 15115, 17890 

1000 R. New Zealand (30) 11780 R. Veritas, Philippines 9565, 15120 

R. Australia 5995, 6080, 9580, 9710, RCI, Canada 11955, 15440, 17820 
11720 R. Moscow 9895, 11705, 11840, 

R. Netherlands (30) 6020, 9650 13790, 15425 

R. Moscow 9600, 9795, 13645, 13665, TWR, Guam 9870 
13680 R. Australia 9580 

R. Norway (Sun) 9590, 15175, 15185, 

SRI, Switzerland 
15230 
9560, 9885, 11905, 15570 

1600 BBC 9410, 9515, 15070, 15260, 
15390, 17885 

V. of Vietnam 9755, 9765, 12035 RFI, France 6175, 11705, 11805, 
BSKSA, Saudi Arabia 11855 11930, 15315 

WCSN, USA 15270 

1100 R. Pyongyang, No. Korea 
BBC 
R. Beijing, China 
R. Tirana (30) 
R. Japan 

9750 
5965, 6195, 11775 
9535 
9480, 11855 
6120 

R. Pakistan 
AWR, Guam 
V. of Indonesia 
EAE Radio 
V. of Vietnam 

11615, 15595, 17660 
11910 
11790, 15150 
9640, 11955, 15230 
9840, 15010 

R. Pakistan 9825, 11820, 11835 
RFI, Finland 11945, 15400 1700 R. Norway Int'l 9590, 9655, 11850 
V. of Vietnam 9755, 9765, 12035 AFRTS, USA 9700, 11805, 15330, 
TWR, Netherlands Antilles 11815 15430 

R. Moscow 9470, 9490, 11840 
BSKSA, Saudi Arabia 9720 

1200 R. Singapore 11940 V. of Nigeria 11770 
R. Bangladesh (30) 15525 RBI, East Germany (45) 9730 
R. Beijing, China 9535, 9645, 11980 
R. Ulan Bator, Mongolia 9615, 12015 
RFI, Finland 11945, 15400 1800 R. Kuwait 11675 
VOPK, Kampuchea 9695, 11938 R. Sofia, Bulgaria (30) 9740, 11735, 11835 
SLBC, Sri Lanka 6075, 9720, 15425 WCSN, USA 21640 
R. Tashkent, Uzbek SSR 7325, 9600, 9715, 15460 R. Bras, Brazil 15265 
AIR, India 11620, 15245 R. Netherlands (30) 17605 
R. Australia 6060, 7215, 9580, 9770 Africa #1, Gabon (30) 11940, 15200, 15475 
RAE, Argentina 15345 SRI, Switzerland 9535 

AIR, India 11620 

1300 FEBC, Philippines 
BBC 

11850 
6195, 9410, 9510, 9740, 

BBC 9410, 11820, 12095, 
15070, 15400 

11705, 11775, 15070, RCI, Canada 15260, 17820 
15105 V. of Nigeria 11770, 15120 

R. Beijing, China 9550, 9730 
R. Australia 6080, 7205, 9580 1900 R. Afghanistan 9635 
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COMMUNICATIONS 

Time Country/Station Frequencies 

HCJB 11740, 15220, 15270. 
17790 

R. Algeria 9509, 9640, 15215, 17745 
ZBC, Zambia 9581 
AIR, India 7412, 11620 
AFRTS, USA 15330, 15430, 17765 
BBC 9410, 11820, 15070, 

15400 
R. Havana, Cuba 11795 
R. Kuwait 11675 

2000 R. Havana, Cuba (50) 11725, 15300 
WCSN, USA 9465 
R. Cairo, Egypt (30) 9655 
R. Netherlands (30) 9540, 9715, 11740 
R. Damascus, Syria 9550, 12085 
BRT, Belgium 5900, 5910 
AIR, India 9910 
V. of Israel 7465, 9435, 11610, 12080 
RCI, Canada 11945, 15325, 17820, 

17875 

2100 RBI, East Germany (45) 6125 
R. Finland Intl (30) 11945, 15400 
HCJB (30) 11740, 15270, 17790 
R. Jamahiria, Libya 7425, 11815 
R. RSA, So. Africa 9585, 11900 
R. Vatican 7250, 9645 
SRI, Switzerland 9635, 9885, 11955, 12035 
WRNO, USA 15420 
V. of Nigeria 15120 
R. Cairo, Egypt 15375 

2200 BBC 5975, 6175, 9410, 9590, 
9915, 11750, 15260 

R. Polonia (30) 7125 
V. of Turkey 9560 
WCSN, USA 7365 
V. of Israel (30) 5885, 7465, 9435 
VOFC, Taiwan 7355, 6155, 9955 
RCI, Canada 5960, 9755 
BRT, Belgium 5900, 5910 
VOA 6045, 11775, 15185, 

15290, 15445, 15580, 
17740 

WRNO, USA (30) 9852.5 

2300 R. New Zealand (45) 15150 
BBC 6120, 9590 
R. Sweden Intl 6045, 9695 
RCI, Canada 9755 
R. Japan 9645, 9675, 15235 
V. of Nicaragua (50) 6015 
RBI, East Germany 6070, 6125, 6165 
R. Sofia, Bulgaria 11720 
R. Vilnius, Lithuanian SSR 6200, 7165, 9765, 11790, 

13645, 15180 
R. Moscow 5915, 5940, 6070, 7115, 

7150, 7190, 7310, 7440 
R. Korea, So. Korea 15575 ME 
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IIIi/' HARDWARE HACKER I/liltMMO 
Thoughts on the Newman motor; continuous battery 

rejuvenation; linear stepper motors and drivers; 
robotic bearings; new literature 

By Don Lancaster 

Several readers have asked me where to 
go to obtain good prices for larger -than- 
hacker quantities of electronic parts. Say 
you need a few thousand light- emitting 
diodes right now and at the lowest cost. 
Where do you go? One quantity parts 
source that shouldn't be ignored is the 
classified section of Electronic News, a 
trade weekly. Here you will find all sorts 
of surplus, distress and odd -lot quanti- 
ties of mainstream components at literal- 
ly unbeatable prices. There are only two 
minor catches: there's usually a $50 line 
minimum or $100. order minimum, so 
these great sources are not for onesie- 
twosie users; and stock exists only on a 
"here today, gone tomorrow" basis. 

Turning to some other news, the Post- 
script page- description language has now 
in fact become an industry standard, as 
the last and most obvious holdout - 
Hewlett- Packard -finally caved in to us- 
er demands. H -P now joins Adobe, Al- 
lied- Linotron, Apple, IBM, QMS, Qume 
and hundreds more already in the club. 

Note that the Postscript language is in 
the public domain and anyone can use it 
for any purpose. There are all sorts of 
hacker opportunities here. Of all the 
computer languages I have ever seen any- 
where, Postscript is far and away the 
most fun and most addictive, both phys- 
iologically and psychologically. 

Write or call per the "Need Help ?" 
box if you need any more information on 
getting started with Postscript. 

What are your views 
on the Newman motor? 
The story so far goes something like this: 
A few years ago, a backwoods Missis- 
sippi inventor by the name of Joseph 
Newman created a new motor which, un- 
der some circumstances, appeared to cre- 
ate more energy than it consumed. Some 
other supposedly competent engineers 
looked at the motor and, surprisingly, 
agreed. A major battery company even 
offered some development funding. 

Newman attempted to patent his in- 
vention and was treated extremely shab- 
bily by the patent office bureaucrats. The 

ree 

device was tested by the National Bureau 
of Standards, and the results ended up at 
best controversial. Newman went to the 
media and became first a media event 
and then a part of a media circus. 

For three wildly different backgrounds 
on all this, check out the more or less 
middle -of- the -road story in the May 1987 

issue of Discovery magazine (page 48), 
the NBS report on the motor's testing, 
and Newman's own book on the subject. 

The motor itself is relatively conven- 
tional. It does have an unusually high 
amount of winding inductance and is al- 
so an unusually high voltage device. 

Under the most credible circumstances, 
the usual demo of the motor goes some- 
thing like this: Ordinary dry batteries are 
connected to a load and completely flat- 
tened. The motor is run, apparently in- 
creasing speed and performance as it 
goes along. 

The batteries are then reconnected to 
the original load and are then used to 
drive the original load for a much longer 
time than they did when fresh. 

As a microcomputer pioneer, I have 
had more than my fair share of arrows in 

Fig. 2. The Airpax 92100 is a smaller linear stepper than 
the Hurst SLS. 
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HARDWARE HACKER... 

my back, and I will always champion the 
maverick individual who is doing things 
on his own. I even wrote a classic book on 
this matter titled The Incredible Secret 
Money Machine. On the other hand, I do 
have a traditional engineering education 
and industry background and am pretty 
much a fan of the second law of thermo- 
dynamics. 

My personal views on perpetual mo- 
tion, UFOs, psychic phenomena, et al is 
simply this: Give me a simple, duplicable 
and verifiable way of showing the effect 
and I will believe. Until then, I will re- 
main a skeptic, albeit one who seeks out 
any controversy and loves to rattle any 
establishment cages -or at the very least, 
run a stick over the bars. 

What I cannot fathom is why any in- 
ventor or hacker would ever attempt to 
patent anything. If a Las Vegas casino 
owner had the gross effrontery to offer 
the same odds as the patent office does, 
he would be tarred and feathered and run 
out of town on a rail. 

Not one patent in 300 will ever gener- 
ate any positive cash flow. Not one pa- 
tent in 3,000 exists that can't be thrown 
out or severely minimized through a dili- 
gent enough search for prior art in ob- 
scure places. For most individual hackers 
and inventors most of the time, attempt- 
ing to patent something results only in 
outright theft of their precious time, 
money and sanity. [There are enough 
success stories emanating from patents to 
continue to encourage inventors to go 
this route. Odds don't seem worse than 
those offered by lotteries. Nevertheless, 
there's a lot of wisdom in what is said if 
the inventor doesn't have the money 
(persona! or corporate) to challenge a 
patent violator- Editor.] 

So what is really going on? 
Okay, here's my theory on what's hap- 
pening here. It may be all wet, but it does 
fit the facts more closely than anything 
else I have seen. It leaves the inventor acid 
laws of thermodynamics more or less in- 
tact. It also gives hardware hackers an 
opportunity to experiment with some- 

1 

0.19s919,_ 
-o 

UNIPOLAR 

In a unipolar stepper, there are single 
windings for each phase. This is a cheaper 
and a more powerful motor, but is very 
hard to drive electronically. 

BIPOLAR 

Here there are bifilar pairs of windings, 
only one of which is activated at any time 
from a single ended driver. This type of 
driver is simpler, more reliable, lower, 
in cost, and more efficient. 

Fig. 3. The two main types of stepper -motor windings. 

thing that just may turn out to be worth- 
while, and in a research area that has not 
been thoroughly plowed over. 

The motors tested always seem to in- 
volve lots of high voltage, r -f energy, 
transients and pulses, and lots of spark- 
ing. As we've seen, batteries are normally 
involved in the excess -energy demonstra- 
tions. What we really have here is a sim- 
ple battery rejuvenator. 

Total energy in a carbon -zinc flash- 
light cell is vastly in excess of the amount 
of light you can get running a flashlight. 
As long as even a tiny scrap of the zinc 
case remains, there is still energy to be 
gotten. People have known for quite a 
while that you can "recharge" flashlight 
cells a number of times. But note that this 
is not really a true recharging. Rather 
than increasing the chemical potential 
energy as is done with a lead -acid battery, 
you are really removing or minimizing 
processes (particularly polarization) that 
interfere with getting the already -there 

chemical energy out. So any recharging is 
really "rejuvenation." 

An example: Say you fish out the old 
chemistry book and build yourself a wet 
cell by placing two dissimilar metal elec- 
trodes in an electrolyte. Sure enough, 
you get an output current and may even 
light a lamp with it. But after a while, the 
lamp gets dim. 

You look closely at your cell and find 
that there are all sorts of bubbles on one 
electrode. These bubbles act as an insula- 
tor that reduces the cell's current density. 
So you whap the beaker a good one, all 
the bubbles float upward, and the cur- 
rent goes back up near its original value. 
Being a Rube Goldberg type, you build a 
solenoid "whapper" that clunks the 
beaker every now and then. By "feeding 
back" some of the cell's energy in a reju- 
venation process, the total useful energy 
you get out is much higher. 

Question: Might there be some contin- 
uous rejuvenation process that can be 
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Fig. 4. A typical small stepper -motor driver circuit. 

done by feeding back pulses, ac or r -f en- 
ergy into a dry battery? The answer to 
this is almost certainly yes. Can the pro- 
cess be made very efficient, worthwhile 
and workable with many popular types 
of cells? That remains to be seen. 

Note that the electroplating people do 
this sort of thing all the time. They first 
plate for a fairly long time and then pur- 
posely reverse the current to unplate for a 
short time. The reversals end up giving a 
far smoother finish with fewer sharp 
edges or imperfections. 

Ferinstance, what if you did discharge 
a battery for 5 seconds into a 100- milli- 
ampere load and then sent a 10- ampere 
pulse back into it for 5 milliseconds? You 
would then be returning one -tenth the en- 
ergy to the battery, but it might very dra- 

matically lengthen overall battery life. 
While you are experimenting on this, 

there's a related project that could easily 
become commercially successful. What 
if you had an efficient inverter that 
worked down to, say, 0.5 volt? You 
could now really flatten a flashlight bat- 
tery while at the same time maintaining a 

constant bulb brightness. Similarly, por- 
table radios and cassette players could be 
run much longer on "dead" batteries 
without distortion. 

For maximum efficiency, you could 
even run the inverter on a pulse basis that 
always tries to match the load impedance 
to the cell's present source resistance. In 
theory, this can increase the life of the 
cell by an additional 30 to 50 percent. 

A law called the "maximum power 

transfer theorem" explains why a car 
battery's impedance is carefully matched 
to the impedance of the starter. This is 

the only way maximum possible power 
can be delivered during cranking. The 
same idea could substantially increase 
flashlight cell life. 

A safety tip: Do not try to feed back 
excess pulse, ac or r -f energy into a lith- 
ium or nickel- cadmium cell! Even with 
plain old flashlight cells, you might con- 
sider using a "bomb shelter" consisting 
of a paint bucket filled with sand and 
having a plastic cup inside. 

Let me know what you come up with 
on this. It seems there are plenty of possi- 
bilities here. 

What is a linear stepper? 
Take an ordinary stepper motor, but 
make it hollow at its center. Then feed a 

threaded shaft through the center and 
drive it with a nutplate on the stepper's 
armature. As the stepper is stepped, the 
nutplate turns, which, in turn, advances 
or retards the threaded shaft. This would 
give you a way to push or pull things in 
tiny and accurate increments under com- 
puter control with lots of force over fair- 
ly long strokes. 

Uses? They're multitudinous, includ- 
ing: animation tables; printed- circuit 
drills; numeric controlled milling ma- 
chines; plotters; robotics; valve actua- 
tors; electronic engine controls; produc- 
tion equipment; research projects; point - 
of- purchase displays; and dozens of ap- 
plications that haven't been mentioned 
or possibly even imagined. 

Figure 1 shows the Hurst model SLS 
linear actuator. It is a 12 -watt unit that 
delivers 25 pounds of force in 2 -mil 
(0.002 -inch) increments over an 8 -inch 
length. Single evaluation units cost just 
under $50, though the price drops to less 
than $20 when these are purchased in 
quantity. The onesie price seems rather 
steep, until you take into account the 
"compared to what ?" factor. 

We are using this dude locally to model 
a new type of solar pump that is simpler 
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NAMES AND ADDRESSES 
Airpax Corp. 
Cheshire Industrial Park 
Cheshire, CT 06410 
(203) 272-0301 

Eastern Air Devices 
1 Progress Dr. 
Dover, NH 03820 
(603) 742-3330 

Electronic News 
7 East 12 St. 
New York, NY 10003 
(212) 630-0951 

Hurst Mfg. 
Box 326 
Princeton, IN 47670 
(812) 385-2564 

Motion Magazine 
2030 Hillman Circle 
Orange, CA 92667 
(714) 974-0200 

Motorola 
P.O. Box 20912 
Phoenix, AZ 85036 
(602) 244-6900 

Powerconversion 
2472 Eastman Ave. 
Bldg. 34 
Ventura, CA 93003 
(805) 658-0933 

Reticon 
245 Potrero Ave. 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
(408) 738-4266 

SGS -Ates 
1000 E. Bell Rd. 
Phoenix, AZ 85022 
(602) 867-6100 

Sprague 
115 NE Cutoff 
Worcester, MA 01606 
(617) 853-5000 

Texas Instruments 
P.O. Box 225012 
Dallas, TX 75265 
(214) 995-2011 

Thomson Industries 
Shore & Channel Dr. 
Port Washington, NY 11050 
(800) 645-9357 

Xilinx 
2069 Hamilton Ave. 
San Jose, CA 95125 
(408) 559 -7114 

and far more versatile than traditional 
pumping methods. Using computerized 
stepping, the stroke and speed can be in- 
dependently adjusted. This can eliminate 
any need for inverters or storage batter- 
ies, while at the same time simplify the 
pump mechanism to a single moving part. 

On custom order, lead screws up to 
several feet long can be obtained. Note 
that there is no theoretical limit to the 
stroke you could get out of one of these, 
so long as a lead screw of the required 
length is available. Maintaining precision 
and avoiding any binding would, of 
course, get worse with increasing length. 

You would have to keep the lead screw 
itself from rotating any on its own, usual- 
ly with an external restraint. Details on 
this depend on your intended use. 

Figure 2 shows a smaller Airpax Series 
92100 unit. This is much smaller than the 
SLS linear actuator and gives only a 
0.5 -inch maximum stroke in 2- or 4 -mil 

steps and with a force slightly greater 
than 1 pound. Price is around $20 each, 
but you might be able to find an Airpax 
Series 92100 unit for free (or nearly so) at 
your local junkyard, as some automo- 
biles use these devices for their computer- 
ized carburetor idle adjustments. Unfor- 
tunately, I don't know which specific 
models to send you after. Be advised, 
though, that there are also some plain old 
throttle solenoids that look about the 
same as these; so make sure you are get- 
ting a "real" stepper when you make 
your visit to the junkyard. 

You can step these up to 400 steps per 
second, which means they can travel the 
0.5 -inch stop -to -stop distance in some- 
thing like 0.6 second. But you lose force 
at higher stepping rates. 

On other models, you can get other 
pitches on the lead screws, which lets you 
trade off resolution per step against 
speed of travel. 

We are using this one locally to adjust 
the teeth on a cotton picking machine. 
The stepper acts as a sort of micrometer, 
advancing until it touches each tooth. 
The number of steps needed then tells the 
mechanic how much shim to add. 

Whether or not you care about cot- 
ton picking, what we have here is an easy 
and precise way to eliminate a tedious 
and time -consuming job. If the teeth are 
too close, you destroy the machine; if 
they're too far away, your yield and 
grade go down. 

Another source of linear actuators is 
Eastern Air Devices, but their military 
look and their refusal to include pric- 
ing in their mailings doesn't bode well 
for hackers. 

Tell ya what. Let's have us another 
contest. A free book to the best ten en- 
tries and a free tinaja quest for two (FOB 
Thatcher, AZ) for the best overall entry. 
Just dream up a new or interesting use for 
one or two linear steppers, or tell me a 
specific automobile make or model that 
uses a linear stepper. 

Fair enough? 

How does a 
stepper motor work? 
A stepper motor consists of a toothed 
magnetic rotor and a toothed iron stator. 
The number of teeth sets the step angle and 
number of steps per revolution. In the 
absence of any electrical input, the rotor 
will "lock" to the stator by seeking out 
paths of minimum magnetic reluctance. 

Two sets of windings are provided. 
The "A" winding is active one -third the 
distance between teeth, while the "B" 
winding is active two- thirds the distance 
between teeth. 

A four -step process is used to advance 
to the next tooth position. The A winding 
is first activated, attracting the toothed 
rotor one -third of the distance to the next 
tooth. Then the B winding is activated, 
attracting to the two- thirds point. Next, 
the A winding has its current reversed to 
repel toward the two- thirds point. In the 
final step, the current in the B winding is 
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reversed, repelling the rotor to its new 
and final position. 

Speed is determined by the number of 
steps applied per second. Direction is 

determined by the roles of the A and 
B windings. 

As Fig. 3 shows, there are two differ- 
ent ways that stepper motors can be 
wound. In a "unipolar" stepper, there is 

only a single A winding and only a single 

B winding. This is cheaper and has more 
power, but it requires you to electronical- 
ly reverse the high- current feed through 
each winding. Thus, what you gain is 

stepper economy, you lose in driver cost 
and complexity. 

In a "bipolar" or "bifilar" stepper, 
there are two separate A windings and 
two separate B windings. Each winding is 

in the opposite sense of the other; so a 

current in one winding will attract the ro- 
tor, while the same current in the other 
winding will repel the rotor. These bipo- 
lar windings are much easier to drive, but 
they cost more and offer less power than 
the unipolar stepper's winding scheme. 

You can usually tell which type of step- 
per you have by counting the number of 
leads that are on it. Assuming that all 
leads are brought out separately, a uni- 
polar stepper will have four wires, while a 

bipolar stepper will have six. For most 
hacker uses, bipolar windings are the 
overwhelmingly favorite choice. 

How do I drive 
a stepper motor? 
Most stepper manufacturers have avail- 
able driver circuits for their devices, 
though they tend to be older hybrid de- 
signs that are overpriced. Instead, there 
are several suppliers of single- and dou- 
ble -chip stepper -motor drivers. These in- 
clude Sprague, SGS -Ates and Motorola. 

Figure 4 shows a circuit for the 
Sprague UCN -42 -4B single -chip stepper 
driver. While I haven't yet been able to 
check out this chip (stay tuned), it looks 
like a typical modern circuit with 1.5 am- 
peres of drive capability and internal 
thermal and overload protection. 

To use the Fig. 4 circuit, you provide 
two inputs. The first is the direction input 
that decides whether the stepper will go 
forward or backward. The second is a train 
of square -wave pulses that set the speed 
to be traveled in the chosen direction. 

By the way, the best two places to find 
out all about steppers and stepper motors 
are Motion and Powerconversion in- 
dustry magazines. 

What's in the goodies 
barrel this month? 
There sure has been a lot of interest in the 
CCD and photodiode imaging products 
we looked at two months back. In fact, it 
is the number -one Helpline topic. Just in 
the nick of time, Reticon has come up 
with a brand new and free "Image Sens- 
ing Products" handbook, while Texas 
Instruments has a new literature package 
and applications note titled "CCD Out- 
put Signal Processing." 

Xilinx has a "Programmable Gate Ar- 
ray Design Handbook" out on the next 
step beyond EPROMs and EPALs -en- 
tire gate arrays that you can electrically 
program yourself. Prices are still quite 
high, but these arrays are bound to be- 
come great future hacker components. 

Any of you hackers who are into ro- 
botics will be interested in the $9.95 Ny- 
liner bearing evaluation kits from the 
Thomson Industries folks. 

I've got my usual goodies in stock, in- 
cluding the classic TTL Cookbook, 
CMOS Cookbook and The Incredible 
Secret Money Machine. Write or call for 
a complete list that includes some neat 
stuff. Let's hear from you. AE 

NEED HELP? 
Phone or write your Hardware 

Hacker questions directly to: 
Don Lancaster 
Synergetics 
Box 809 
Thatcher, AZ 85552 
(602) 428-4073 

Say You Saw It In Modern Electronics 

YOU NAME IT. 
WE'VE GOT IT! 
At Consolidated Electronics Inc. we carry over 10,000 
parts and products such as: fuses, semiconductors, 
batteries, capacitors, resistors, wire, cables, connectors 
antennas, chemicals, speakers, test equipment, solder- 
ing equipment, styli and cartridges, video heads, 
telephone accessories, and more. Consolidated 
Electronics is an authorized distributor for: 

Action® 
O Amperes® 
O Amphenol® 

Argos® 
Beckman TM 

O B&K Precision TM 
O Bogan® 
O Burgess® 

CIS® 
O Electro- Voice® 
O Fluke® 
O GE® 
O LPS® 
O Loctite® 

Kester® 

O o.C. White® 
O O.K. Tools® 

Panavise® 
Pedro® 

O Philips® 
Plumb® 
SAMS TM 

ID Simpson® 
Tech Spray TM 

O Thordarson® 
Ungar® 
Vaco® 
VIZ TM 

O Weber® 
O Wahl® 

Mercer TM O Weller® 
Nicholson® Xcelite® 

All part orders shipped In 24 hours. 
2 Year warranty on all parts. 

Call toll free today. 

1- 800 -543 -3568 
CONSOLIDATED 

L L E C T H U N I t: S 
705 Watervliet Ave., Dayton, Ohio 45420 -2599 

Tel. (513)252 -5662 Telex 2e8 -229 FAX 513- 252.4066 

CIRCLE 5 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

EARN YOUR 

B.S.E.E. 
DEGREE 

THROUGH HOME STUDY 
Our New and Highly Effective Advanced-Place- 
ment Program for experienced Electronic Tech- 
nicians grants credit for previous Schooling and 

Professional Experience, and can greatly re- 

duce the time required to complete Program and 

reach graduation. No residence schooling re- 

quired for qualified Electronic Technicians. 
Through this Special Program you can pull all of 
the loose ends of your electronics background 
together and earn your B.S.E.E. Degree. Up- 
grade your status and pay to the Engineering 
Level. Advance Rapidly! Many finish in 12 
months or less. Students and graduates in all 50 
States and throughout the World. Established 
Over 40 Years! Write for free Descriptive Lit- 

erature 

COOK'S INSTITUT 
OF ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING 

347 RAYMOND ROAD CIE P.O. BOX 20345 
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI 39209 
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Lotus Symphony: Power With a Price 

Examining the latest release of this popular software package that 
boasts five applications 

By Joe Desposito 

Symphony, an integrated software prod- 
uct from Lotus Development Corp., has 
been on the market a few years now. Re- 
cently, however, Lotus released version 
1.2 of this product, its second upgrade. 
We'll look at the entire program here and 
point out where it differs significantly 
from the older versions. 

Integrated software on a microcom- 
puter is an attempt to realize a dream, of 
course. The dream is to be able to have a 
bevy of applications available at the flick 
of a key, such as a spreadsheet, word pro- 
cessor and database. Separate applica- 
tions, in contrast, force you to end one 
and load another. 

Integrated software, therefore, allows 
you to switch from application to appli- 
cation, and move data from, for exam- 
ple, a spreadsheet to a word processor. In 
most cases, though, you can't have your 
spreadsheet doing calculations at the 
same time that you're composing a letter. 

Symphony 1.2 comes with six disks, 
three manuals, reference cards and key- 
board overlays in a hard cardboard case. 
The "list" price is $695, but this is usual- 
ly discounted to about $450. The pro- 
gram runs on the IBM PC family of com- 
puters and compatibles with DOS 2.1 or 
later and at least 384K of RAM. 

Symphony Overview 
Symphony includes five business appli- 
cations programs: spreadsheet, word 
processor, database, business graphics 
and communications. Since Lotus has 
built its reputation on a spreadsheet 
product, namely Lotus 1 -2 -3, it isn't sur- 
prising that all of Symphony's applica- 
tions are spreadsheet based. What this 
means is that all of the applications reside 
in different areas of a common work- 
sheet, making it easy for a user to inter- 
face with any one. Thus, if you were cre- 
ating a report that used spreadsheet re- 
sults and business graphics, each of these 
parts would lie in different areas of a 
common worksheet. 

This worksheet thread has some draw- 
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Symphony windows let you view several parts of a worksheet at the same time. Shown is 
a form letter (top), typical record and part of the database (bottom -right and -left). 

backs. For example, suppose you had 
constructed rows and columns of num- 
bers in one area of the worksheet and 
then switched to the word processor to 
write a letter. While you're writing the 
letter, let's say you realize that you left 
out a row of numbers. So you switch 
back to the spreadsheet and insert a row. 
Depending on where you placed your 
document in the worksheet, you might be 
surprised to find a blank line in the mid- 
dle of your letter. Of course, there are 
ways to prevent this from happening, but 
it brings home the point that everything 
you do is seen by Symphony as being part 
of one big worksheet. 

There are also good points related to 
this approach. For example, if you're 
typing a report and decide to change 
from typing normal paragraph- oriented 
text to typing numbers in columns, you 
can switch environments from DOC 

(word processing) to SHEET (spreadsheet) 
to facilitate columnar typing. 

In Symphony, the different applica- 
tion areas are called SHEET, Doc, GRAPH, 
FORM and comm. To select the appropri- 
ate work environment, you press two 
keys, ALT and F10. Symphony makes ex- 
tensive use of function keys and ALT key 
combinations. A function key template 
included with the program lets you select 
20 different operations. Additionally, 
there's a Keyboard Guide that details the 
functions of 32 more keys and key com- 
binations. 

To use Symphony, you type either Ac- 
cess or Symphony at the DOS prompt. If 
you type Access, the program presents a 
menu of choices on a horizontal bar at 
the top of the screen that is the Lotus 
trademark. The choices are Symphony, 
Tutorial, PrintGraph, Install, File 
Translate, and Exit. Choosing Sym- 
phony here or typing it from the DOS 
prompt brings you into Symphony's 
SHEET environment. The blank spread- 
sheet screen looks very much like a Lotus 
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1 -2 -3 screen. If you type "I," you'll even 
bring up a horizontal menu bar. But a 

quick inspection shows that the menu is 

not identical to the one you would find in 
1 -2 -3, although it is similar. 

In Symphony, there are two types of 
menus, the Services menu (function key 
F9), which are the general commands 
that are useful in every work environ- 
ment, and the Menu menu (F10), which 
has commands specific to the work envi- 
ronment you are in. The familiar "I" 
key brings in the specific SHEET Menu, 
but it does nothing but display a "/" in 

the word processor. 

The Spreadsheet 
When Symphony is loaded, it automatic- 
ally places you in the spreadsheet en- 
vironment. You must press ALT-F10 to se- 

lect a different environment. Though the 
menus aren't identical to the ones in Lo- 
tus 1 -2 -3, all the functions are basically 
the same. A seasoned 1 -2 -3 user switch- 
ing to Symphony might find it discon- 
certing, however, to not being able to 
leverage off his keystroke knowledge. 

The Symphony spreadsheet is as large 
as the one in Lotus 1 -2 -3 version 2.0 
(8,192 rows by 256 columns) and appears 
to be just as fast. Files created by Sym- 
phony 1.2 have a WK1 extension, as are 
those created by 1 -2 -3 version 2.0. 

Macros can be created only while in the 
SHEET environment. Although a major 
feature of Symphony, creating a macro 
isn't obvious since there is no selection on 
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Symphony's SHEET enviror;nent is very 
similar to that in Lotus 1 -2 -3. 

Symphony starts in the SHEET environ- 
ment; pressing function key F9 beings up 

the Services Menu. 

the menu called macro. Macros can be 
created in two ways: by having Sym- 
phony record your keystrokes or by typ- 
ing in the macro. To create a macro by 
the former method, you must go to a 
blank portion of the spreadsheet, press 
F9 for the Services menu, select Settings, 
Learn and Range. You then specify a sin- 
gle column range large enough to accom- 
modate the entire macro, and press Re- 

turn and Quit twice. This simply prepares 
you to enter the macro. 

The next step is to turn on the Learn 
mode by pressing ALT -F5. Once this is 

done, Symphony will record all key- 
strokes that you make. After you're fin- 
ished, you type ALT -F5 to leave the Learn 
mode. Now all that's left is to leave the 
macro. To do this, you need to bring up 
Menu with F10, select Range, Name and 
Create. Then you type the macro name 
and specify the first cell in the Learn 
range. Pressing Return ends the chore. 

One way to recall the macro is to type 
F7 (the USER key) and then type the macro 
name and press Return. If all this sounds 
confusing, it's probably because it is. But 
there are many people who have learned 
this procedure and benefited greatly 
from it. If you don't feel up to the task, 
you can always seek out ready -made ma- 
cros for Symphony. A macro is normally 
saved by Symphony in the worksheet in 
which it was generated. However, if you 
want to use a macro in different work- 
sheets, Lotus provides a Macro Library 

Manager that lets you do this. 
New spreadsheet features of version 

1.2 are Matrix and Regression, which are 
for statistical calculations. Additionally, 
a Range Input command (also in 1 -2 -3 

Ver. 2) gives added control over data in- 

put during macro execution. 
To sum up, the spreadsheet portion of 

Symphony is as powerful as that of Lotus 
1 -2 -3 Ver. 2 and as confusing to learn in 

some areas. Although the menus for the 
Symphony spreadsheet aren't identical 
to those of 1 -2 -3, the same functions are 
available. 

Symphony's Word Processor 
At the start, let me note that the Sym- 
phony word processor doesn't automat- 
ically reformat a paragraph that has been 
edited, sharing this shortcoming with 
very few programs today. Therefore, if 
you decide to change (add or delete) a few 

words, the paragraph must be reformat- 
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In the DOC or word - processing environ- 
ment, there are margin and tab symbols 

along the top line of the screen. 

ted by pressing F10, Justify and Return. 
This doesn't have to be done immediate- 
ly, but it is an annoyance. 

Otherwise, the word processor offers 
enough ease of use and special features to 
make it useful. It's easy to use since most 
word -processing functions are readily 
available at the touch of a key (F10). 

Once this key is pressed, you can select 
Copy, Move, Erase, Search, Replace, 
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Justify, Format, Page, Line Marker or 
Quit. And all functions are fairly easy to 
implement. 

One of the nicest features of the word 
processor is the way it lets you navigate 
around a document. Besides the normal 
navigational aids, Symphony has a 
speed- search feature that lets you go 
straight to the next occurrence of a char- 
acter by pressing the End key followed by 
the character. 

The Symphony word processor doesn't 
do any on- screen formatting except for 
margins, tabs and justification. If you 
double -space a document, you won't see 
it on the screen, nor will you see any un- 
derlining, bold or other print attributes. 
To do this, you must insert special codes 
to mark the beginning and end of text 
you want to print in these styles. These 
are done from the menu bar, but instead 
by pressing a control -key combination 
before and after the text as well as a letter 
to indicate the type of style you want (for 
instance, b for bold, u for underline). 

Another knock against the word pro- 
cessor is the time it spends doing routine 
tasks. For example, reformatting a 200 - 
line document took almost 25 seconds, 
and moving a paragraph from the bot- 
tom to the top of the same document 
took almost 5 seconds. 

In summary, the word processor is 
fairly easy to learn and use and contains a 
few nice features, but it has some draw- 

backs, too, as cited. Thus, it's great to 
have it as an application that works with 
a handful of other applications without 
the fuss of leaving the program altogeth- 
er, but it's not a first -drawer word pro- 
cessor as compared to some separate 
word processors. 

The Symphony database manager 
should more properly be called a file 
manager since it has no relational fea- 
tures. However, the features that it does 
have are comparable to some of the bet- 
ter file managers on the market. 

For example, there are five different 
field types: label, number, date, time and 
computed. You can format fields in dif- 
ferent ways, such as currency. You can 
have a default entry in a field, create cus- 
tom prompts, and even have Symphony 
automatically check data against prese- 
lected criteria as the data is being entered. 

Records can be sorted and searched. 
Selection criteria for searches can use 
formulas or functions, and several cri- 
teria can be combined using the logical 
operators AND, OR and NOT. Once 
you've entered data into Symphony, you 
can extract it with printed reports and 
mailing labels. 

I tried entering 25 name and address 
records that were on a disk in ASCII 
comma -delimited format into the Sym- 
phony database (FoRM) environment. 
This should have been a simple task, yet 
it degenerated into an exercise in patience 

This screen shows a database file as it ap- 
pears in the SHEET environment. Notice 
the field specs and form layout as well as 

the data. 

In the FORM environment, forms can be 
constructed for data entry. Fields can be 
in a vertical column or placed anywhere 

on the screen to mimic paper forms. 

as I weaved through the manuals trying 
to figure out the correct procedure to use. 

Normally, you would expect to set up a 
typical form for the data report, import 
it, and be finished. In Symphony, how- 
ever, you import data into the SHEET en- 
vironment first. Then you adjust the 
widths of the columns as necessary to fit 
your data. When this is done, the usual 
procedure for creating a database can be- 
gin. In the SHEET environment, you list 
the field names, types and fields (separat- 
ed by colons) in a vertical column. Then 
you switch to the FORM environment to 
create an input form. This is done by se- 
lecting Generate from the Menu and 
choosing a few more options. 

Once this is completed, the fun begins. 
(Although this may not be the only way 
to import a file, it was the only method I 

could find.) You bring up the SHEET 

menu, select Query and the Parse, spec- 
ify the Parse range, and press Return. If 
all your data matches your database field 
specifications, the job is done. If not, 
you just have to try again. The real prob- 
lem with this method is that it's described 
in the manual in the "Advanced Tasks" 
chapter under "Capturing Data During a 
Communications Session." 

Once I finally discovered how to get 
our data into the FORM environment, 
Symphony manipulated it impressively. 
It took less than a second to sort the data, 
and also less than a second to find a rec- 
ord based on two criteria. Both opera- 
tions were performed without difficulty 
from the FORM menu. 

Overall, the database portion of Sym- 
phony compares favorably to some of 
the better flat file managers currently on 
the market. 

Symphony's Graphics 
Like the database portion of Symphony, 
the Business Graphics part is closely tied 
to the SHEET environment. All numbers 
must be entered into a worksheet before a 
graph can be produced. Symphony 
graphics are not startling. If you're look- 
ing for jazzy three -dimensional plots, 
Symphony won't produce them. But it 
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When constructing a graph, you select 
options in a settings window. 
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Symphony and select PrintGraph from 
the Access Menu. The graph produced by 
an Epson FX printer could only be 
deemed fair. One shortcoming of the 
Graph portion of Symphony is that it 
isn't tightly integrated into the rest of the 
program. Since you have to leave Sym- 
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The bar graph corresponds to a Sym- 
phony worksheet. 

phony to print a graph, it's difficult to in- 
sert graphs into the body of a report. 

A nice feature (for your viewing plea- 
sure) is that you can "attach" a graph to 
data in a worksheet. As data in the work- 
sheet changes, the graph is automatically 
redrawn, which can be viewed in a sepa- 
rate window. 

Communicating 
With Symphony 
As a communications product, Sym- 
phony gets good ratings. It has most of 
the features the average user of on -line 
services might want. For example, this 
latest version offers three protocols: 
XMODEM for binary file transfers; B pro- 
tocol, which is used by CompuServe; and 
BLAST (Blocked ASynchronous Trans- 
mission). It also has automatic log -on for 
easy entry into information networks 
and parsing of captured data for trans- 
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1/AM RADIO 

IS FUN! 
It's even more fun for begin- 
ners now that they can oper- 
ate voice and link computers 
just as soon as they obtain 
their Novice class license. You 
can talk to hams all over the 
world when conditions per- 
mit, then switch to a repeater 
for local coverage, perhaps 
using a transceiver in your car 
or handheld unit. 

Your passport to ham radio adventure is 

TUNE -IN THE WORLD WITH HAM 
RADIO. The book tells what you need to 
know in order to pass your Novice exam. 
Two cassettes teach the code quickly 
and easily. 

Enclosed is my check or money orderfor 
$15.00 or charge my 
( ) VISA ( ) Mastercard ( ) Am. Express 

Signature 

Acct. No 

Good from Expires 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE 
225 MAIN ST. 

NEWINGTON, CT 06111 
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You link to other computers (in this case, 
MCI Mail) through Symphony's COMM 

environment. 

forming the data into a form useful for 
spreadsheet analysis. I used the comm 
environment to "pick up" my MCI mail. 
Before attempting to make a connection, 
however, it was necessary to select Set- 
tings from the comm Menu and enter 
such items as baud rate, parity, length 
and phone number. These settings can be 
saved in a file for any future transmis- 
sions with MCI. 

Everything on MCI went well until I 

attempted to send a letter. Apparently, 
using the File- transfer selection on the 
menu doesn't do the trick. Unfortunate- 
ly, that's the suggested way to send a file, 
according to the manual. Searching 
through the reference manual, however, 
I learned that I had to use the Transmit 
Range function for this purpose, which 
the tutorial omitted. 

Symphony Integration 
An integrated product like Symphony is 
usually purchased for the purpose of 
making one's job easier. One of the typi- 
cal jobs that Symphony can do very well 
is form letters. This task depends on the 
union of the database and word- proces- 
sor portions of the product. To print 
form letters in Symphony, you write the 
letter in the DOC environment, and in- 
clude field names from your database 
with ampersands. For example, you 
might include &Customer Name& in the 
heading of your letter instead of typing 

the actual name. When the letter is fin- 
ished, you must specify the worksheet 
range of the letter before you can begin 
printing the letter. 

Another example of integration in 
Symphony is its ability to include spread- 
sheet cells in a document. This is helpful 
when typing letters that include numbers 
calculated in the spreadsheet. If a num- 
ber in a worksheet changes, the number 
in the letter automatically does, too. 

Integration with other products is also 
an important issue. Through the Trans- 
late command of Access, it's possible to 
import and export files to and from 
dBase III Plus (a new feature of this ver- 
sion) as well as 1 -2 -3 versions IA and 2, 
Jazz, Symphony versions 1.0 and 1.1, 
and VisiCalc. You can also import and 
export DIF files. 

Symphony Documentation 
& Tutorial 
Symphony documentation is plentiful; 
there's a 410 -page How -To Manual and a 
595 -page Reference Manual. Although 
well -illustrated and nicely presented 
from a printing point of view, the manu- 
als fail in many respects. Foremost, they 
don't anticipate what users will likely do 
with Symphony. For example, is it so un- 
likely that users will transfer database 
files from another product (in ASCII for- 
mat), that this task isn't even mentioned 
in the manuals? The manuals also fail by 
presenting too much information on a 
topic at times, rather than getting directly 
to the point. There's nothing more 
frustrating than knowing what you want 
to do but not being able to nail down the 
correct sequence of events to do it for this 
particular product. 

The Symphony disk -based tutorial is 
comprehensive and well done. Although 
it takes a while to get through, it does 
provide good insight into the product. 

Conclusions 
As an extension of Lotus 1 -2 -3, Sym- 
phony is a product for people who have a 

strong need for a superior spreadsheet. 
Since 1 -2 -3 itself has business graphics 
and some database capability, you would 
need the word -processing and communi- 
cations capabilities of Symphony to tip 
you over to this product rather than to 
1 -2 -3. As Lotus, the company, encour- 
ages more and more developers to hook 
into 1 -2 -3 with add -in products (for ex- 
ample, a word processor), you have to 
wonder about the ultimate future of 
Symphony, though. 

At present, Lotus itself advertises add - 
in products for Symphony. An example 
is an outliner program. Programs such as 
this and a spelling checker, for instance, 
are absolutely necessary for Symphony 
to compete with stand -alone as well as 
other integrated products. Another con- 
sideration for both Lotus products is that 
they use a copy -protection scheme. Al- 
though Lotus has dispensed with key - 
disk protection, the product is still pro- 
tected on the hard disk, a problem with 
which you may or may not want to deal. 

Overall, Symphony packs plenty of 
power, integrating all the key applica- 
tions used in a business environment. 
The latest release extends this further by 
adding compatibility with Lotus' 1 -2 -3 

Release 2.01, as well as more statistical 
tools and other refinements previously 
noted. 

It certainly packs plenty of power and 
versatility, probably more than any user 
could employ. But it's there for the ask- 
ing, assuming that there's a Symphony 
guru around to come up with appropriate 
programs. 

If you already use 1 -2 -3 and are con- 
templating a step up to Symphony, you 
should really be sure that you have a 
strong need for word processing and 
communications for use with a spread- 
sheet. If you do, and intended users are 
already into 1 -2 -3, the transition would 
be a worthwhile one. If you're starting 
from scratch, though, Symphony can be 
a frustrating program to master and 
make it perform up to your expectations. 
Moreover, it has some weak spots that di- 
lute the effectiveness of such an extended 
integrated applications package. IYE 
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Beginners and Background: PFS:First Choice, Teamwork 

By Eric Grevstad 

It's been a while since IBM unveiled its 
Personal System /2 line, and readers are 
probably clamoring to know whether I'll 
drop my anti -IBM bias and endorse the 
new machines. (Well, not actually clam- 
oring, but my dad asked me what I 

thought about them.) I can sum up my 
feelings in two sentences: Personal Sys - 

em/2 models are the best micros from 
Big Blue since the original PC. Don't 
rush out and buy one. 

Why not? Well, some of the specs 
don't light my fire: the 8086 -based Model 
30 is an orphan, announced as part of 
PS /2 but based on older, incompatible 
technology, nothing you can't get from 
many high -speed XT or low -cost AT 
clones. Among the 80286 machines, the 
affordable Model 50 has few slots and a 

PCjr -level power supply; the Model 60 is 

expensive; and the forthcoming 80386 
Model 80 is wickedly expensive. 

Besides, right now the best thing about 
the PS /2 units is their snap- together, no- 
switch design. Real computers have had 
built -in parallel and serial ports for 
years, and there should be add -on cards 
for the new Video Graphics Array stan- 
dard before there's much software for it. 
Other manufacturers have already 
adopted the current "enhanced" key- 

board, though I still think it came from 
IBM Day Care where kids randomly ar- 
range Colorforms to design keyboard 
layouts. 

Most important, the Personal Sys - 

tem/2 machines are built around two 
things that aren't here yet and whose ab- 
sence gives compatibles makers time to 
maneuver: boards using the promising 
new Micro Channel Architecture expan- 
sion bus and Microsoft's long- awaited 
OS /2, the operating system that makes 
IBM's notoriously delayed token -ring 
network seem rushed to market. Both are 
essential; and, yes, both will become 
standards. But we've got a solid two 
years to play with our existing hardware 
and software. When someone asks me to 
recommend a good system for a beginner 
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Apr 

C5 

May 

RS 
R2 

R3 

R4 
R5 

R6 

BUSINESS BUDG 
WAGES 

Salaries 
Overtime 
Commissio 
Temp Labo 

35,980.08 
4,487.50 
5,385.08 
340.08 

35,988.00 
4,487.50 
5,385.80 
972.58 

46,622.58 46,897.58 50,256.25 R7 TOTAL WAGES 46,112.58 46,745.88 

RB 
R9 EXPENSES 
R1B Rent 570.88 570.88 578.80 570.00 570.00 

R11 Utilities 45.68 43.89 47.10 55.75 49.68 

R12 Telephone 89.38 86.82 92.32 109.27 97.37 

R13 Computer Equip 218.33 218.33 210.33 218.33 210.33 

R14 Office Supplies 52.58 52.58 52.58 52.58 52.58 

R15 Travel 1,588.08 1,500.88 1,500.88 1,580.80 1,580.00 

R16 Insurance 333.33 333.33 333.33 333.33 333.33 

R17 Entertainment 375.00 375.88 375.08 375.08 375.00 

R18 TOTAL EXPENSES 3,176.22 3,171.16 3,180.66 3,286.26 3,188.30 

Use t or 1 to choose a selection, and then press 4J ; Or press F1 for Help. 

PFS:First Choice merges five proven programs and adds spiffy pull -down menus. 

these days, I suggest a solid brand -name 
clone like the Epson Equity and the pro- 
gram reviewed below. 

First -Class Introduction 
I've had this job long enough to use terms 
like " subdirectory," "clipboard," and 
"Lotus -style menu" without blinking. 
But it's sometimes good to remember 
novices who don't know a sort field from 
a spreadsheet. Recently, an Apple user I 
know spent his first weekend with MS- 
DOS and came back raving about an in- 

tegrated productivity package. I was in- 
trigued enough to try it myself, and I 

agree. PFS:First Choice is the best begin- 
ners' software ever. 

It's no surprise that First Choice is easy 
and yet flexible enough for anyone who 
doesn't need fancy word -processing for- 
mats or relational database power. It's 
basically a merger of Software Publish- 
ing Corp.'s five classic PFS programs, 
joined with copious, consistent prompts, 
help screens, and pull -down menus of 
numbered commands (you can move the 
cursor and press Enter or just type a 

number). The centerpiece is the program 
that, years ago, was my own first date 

with DOS after leaving my TRS -80- 
PFS:Write, the word processor that still 

tickles me with its automatic reformat- 
ting and on- screen show of page breaks, 
headers, and footers. 

The communications module has two 
neat features. First, it replaces confusing 
log -on strings or macros by simply look- 
ing over your shoulder while you call a 

service and type your passwords; after 
that first time, just pick the service from 
the menu and sit back. Second, once 
you're on -line, you're actually in the 
word processor -you can receive text, 
edit it, save it, and send it back, or use the 
PgUp or Ctrl -Home (top of file) com- 
mands to review material that's scrolled 
off the screen. None of the "capture on/ 
off" folderol of other programs here. 
Customizing the menu of phone numbers 
and parameters is easy, as is answering a 
call or handling Xmodem as well as 

ASCII file transfers. 
The database and report modules need 

no introduction. Among flat -file data- 
bases, no one's yet topped PFS:File and 
PFS: Report, the duo that let you sketch a 
database form on the screen without 
fussing over field lengths or data types, 
then either fill in the blanks for retrieval 
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PC PAPERS ... 

matches or specify ordered and calculat- 
ed fields for sorted reports. 

The fifth wheel in First Choice is the 
spreadsheet, which is one of the world's 
easiest to learn but one of the least help- 
ful in preparing you for more powerful, 
conventional programs. It's full of con- 
veniences like automatic column width 
adjustment, the ability to use cell names 
instead of addresses in formulas, and a 
"quick entry" mode that, given "Janu- 
ary" in one cell, automatically types 
"February," "March," and so on for 
the next. 

Entering formulas, though, is an awk- 
ward process of calling and exiting a pop - 
up box that can obscure cells you want to 
see, and there's no way to quickly put one 
cell's formula into a range short of copy- 
ing one cell at a time. Also, all the mod- 
ules, except possibly the painless commu- 
nication program, take the same leisurely 
pace that made me outgrow PFS: W rite - 
there are a few shortcut keys, such as Alt - 
D to delete a word, but experienced users 
can grow impatient with menus, prompts, 
and confirmations. 

Still, PFS:First Choice is a remarkable 
package that makes child's play of inte- 
grated chores like mail merge or copying 
spreadsheet rows into a letter (handy 
"bookmarks" let you jump back to your 

place in a file after leaving it to fetch part 
of another for your clipboard). At its 
street price (about half its $199 list), it's 
almost worth buying just for the excel- 
lent, easy instruction manual. 

Pop -Up Lists 
Interface Technologies Corp. seems bent 
on running into big guns. The firm took 
on Lotus 1 -2 -3 with Farsight, a slow but 
nicely integrated spreadsheet and word 
processor that I reviewed here in June 
1986; it's now challenging SideKick and 
Metrd with a pop -up utility called Team- 
work. The latter's a decent accessory if 
you need to manage long lists of names 
and phone numbers, but is otherwise 
nothing special for $65. 

Teamwork has the same "load me 
last" foibles as many memory- resident 
programs, and it's clumsier than some in 
other respects: it takes a separate pro- 
gram instead of a keystroke sequence to 
clear Teamwork from memory, and you 
can't change its command key from Alt - 
T to something else (press Alt -T twice if 
your application program requires it). 
It's moderately bulky, taking 115K with 
room for 660 lines of data (other versions 
take 140K and 81K with larger and small- 
er data space). 

Like its rivals, Teamwork can show the 

Ins Edit Me m 188 Col 30 C:\TEAMWORK\PHONE.DIR 
Avis Car Rental 
CH Hotels and Tower 
Campaign Discount Clearance 
Coiffures by Maurelle 
Deluxe Caterers Il 

Fiscal Fitness Inc. 

Marriott Hotels 
Modern Electronics 
Phaenon Corporation 
Thomas, Richard, 8 Harold 

1 -888- 331 -1212 
1 -808- 268 -8136 
1- 282 -555 -1988 
555 -8932 
555 -8761 
1- 212 -555 -8938 
1 -888- 228 -9288 
1 -516- 681 -2922 
1 -603- 555 -1919 
1- 312 -555 -7680 

Mem: Manchester Airport 
in Canada 
380,080 Gary Hart buttons 
Jane's hair stylist 
Take -out d bachelor parties 
Tax dodge consultants 
Steal the soap 
Ask about "PC Papers" 
Publication consultants 
British Trade reps 

F Running Tape 

= 64 

+ 2.56 
29.1 

i 7.039 
9.11 
2.86 

+ 398.12 

Total 
8.0000 
64.0800 
66.5608 
37.4680 
5.3218 

-3.7882 
-10.8343 
379.2857 

- -- Scientific - -- 

6.4888888888E +01 
6.6568888888E +81 
3.7460888808E +01 
5.3217786617E +80 
-3.7882213383E +88 
-1.8834313827E +01 
3.7928568697E +02 

F2:New F3:Srch F4:Srt F5:0thWin F6:Di F7:InsLin FB:DelLin F9:Calc F18:Sav 

If you've got a little list, Teamwork keeps it and other accessories on call. 

ever -popular ASCII code table (plus the 
even less popular function -key scan code 
table), along with a simple calendar run- 
ning through 2099 (no appointments, no 
alarms, nothing before 1980, so you 
can't find the day of the week on which 
you were born). Its calculator shows a 
running tape with four -point and scien- 
tific notation, but no memory, business, 
or scientific functions. 

Teamwork's heart, though, is its 
ASCII text editor. Compared to other 
pop -up notepads, it has adequate editing 
power, no print formatting, and three 
notable features. One is the ability to sort 
a file on the first or a specified column, 
screwing up titles or headlines by serving 
to maintain a phone list or other database 
that'll fit on a 77- character line. A search 
function finds a name or entry, while a 
phone dialer places voice (not data) calls 
to a listed number. 

The program also keeps two lists in 
memory at once, cutting and pasting be- 
tween full- or half- screen views of, say, a 
phone directory and an appointment list. 
Finally, Teamwork lets you mark and 
capture text from an underlying applica- 
tion screen, in case you want to make an 
ASCII file of some spreadsheet rows or 
merge a dBase record into your phone 
list. All in all, this program is mediocre 
compared to more general desk acces- 
sories, but it does a good job as a 
mini -database or list manager. 

Forgotten Copy Department 
It appears that most of the hardware de- 
scription of the NEC MultiSpeed laptop 
computer I reviewed here in May was ac- 
cidentally left out. The following is the 
copy that was left out. It should immedi- 
ately precede "The Software" break - 
head in the column. 

Lift the NEC's screen, and your com- 
plaints about its extra couple of pounds 
disappear. Its keyboard is the best of any 
laptop to date, an XT -style layout com- 
plete with two columns of function keys, 
a real keypad for numeric entry and cur- 
sor control, lighted Caps Lock and Num 
Lock keys, and (sigh) the backslash be- 
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tween Shift and Z. The smallish Enter 
and Shift keys and relocated keypad take 
an hour's getting used to, but after that 
typing is a pleasure, with a snappy feel 

and no "shifted down arrow equals 
PgDn" nonsense. 

The super- twisted LCD screen shows a 
full 25 lines and 80 columns of crisp blue 
characters, but lacks a backlight like the 
Zenith Z- 181's- giving the MultiSpeed a 
respectable four to six hours on its Ni -Cd 
battery (recharged in eight hours on the 
supplied ac adapter), but making it a 
headache in dim rooms. 

In decent light, however, it's quite 
readable, with ample angle and contrast 
adjustment and the ability to run Color/ 
Graphics Adapter software in eight suc- 
cessively paler shades of blue. Built -in 

boldface and palette customization soft- 
ware lets you set most programs to your 
liking, though less easily than the Toshi- 
ba's color- switching utility, or disable 
the LCD (removing it altogether if you 
wish) in favor of a color monitor. 

Since I didn't have the desktop disk 
hookup (my Tandy doesn't have an IBM - 
style external floppy interface anyway), I 

sat through some old- fashioned null mo- 
dem downloads to get my software onto 
the MultiSpeed. Once there, however, 
everything I tried (including a memory 
partition that crashed IBM's Converti- 
ble) ran like sixty. The portable's name 
comes from its ability to switch its NEC 
V30 processor to the old 4.77 -MHz 
clockspeed, but its usual 9.54 -MHz per- 
formance is terrific. 

The MultiSpeed runs with near- perfect 
compatibility at about 2.8 times the 
speed of a standard PC (doing a Lotus 
1 -2 -3 recalculation in 9.6 instead of 26.5 
seconds, for example). To beat that, 

NAMES AND ADDRESSES 
Interface Technologies Corp. 
3336 Richmond, Suite 200 
Houston, TX 77098 
713 -523 -8422 
Software Publishing Corp. 
1901 Landings Dr. 
Mountain View, CA 94039 
415- 962 -8910 

you'll need an AT or clone with an 
8 -MHz 80286 chip (about four times PC 
speed). The 3.5 -inch disk drives don't 
match that pace. While quicker than 
5.25 -inch floppies, they're about one- 

fourth as fast as a mediocre hard disk - 
but they're spacious and reasonably 
quiet. Besides having separate access 

lights, drive A even sounds slightly dif- 
ferent from drive B. AE 

ELENCO PRODUCTS AT DISCOUNT PRICES! 

TWO 
100 MHz 

SWITCHABLE 
PROBES 

INCLUDED 

20MHz DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE 35MHz DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE 

$359 MO-1251 $498 MO-1252 
Top quality scopes at a very reasonable price. Contains all the desired features. Elenco's 2 year guarantee assures 

you of continuous service. Two 1 x, 10 x probes, diagrams and manual included. Write for specs. 

MULTIMETER with TRUE RMS 41/2 

DIGIT MULTIMETER 

Model 
+: M -7000 

\ $1 35 
.05% DC Accuracy 
.1% Resistance 
with Freq. Counter 
& Deluxe Case 

Auto Ranging 
' plus _J Manual Ranging 

3'6 Digit Meter 
28 Functions --- Fully protected 

M -1180 .7% Acy $36.95 

:g' M- 1182.25% Acy $39.95 
M -1181 .1% Acy $42.95 

19.'44 CAPACITANCE AND 
TRANSISTOR 
TESTER 

Model 
CM-1500 $65 
Reads Volts, Ohms, 

-, Current, Capacitors 
e. Transistors & 

Diodes with Case 

GF -8016 FUNCTION GENERATOR 
with Freq. Counter a. $239 r ! P ' T<,w<, Sine, Square, Triangle 

Pulse, Ramp, .2 to 2MHz 
Frequency .1 thru 10MHz 

GF -8015 without Freq. Meter $179 

10MHzO ILLOSCOPE 
war 

a' 
$199 

° Model 
S3000 ' 

10MHz DU o AC 
Triggered Sweep 
Calibrated Vert & Hor 
Reads Volts & Freq 

BREADBOARD 
Model 
9438 -- -- 

Shown 

9430 1,100 pins $15 

9434 2,170 pins $25 
8436 2,860 pins $35 

DIGITAL TRIPLE POWER SUPPLY 
Model 

XP -765 

+S. 4 - < $195 
e», Mc_ 0 -20V ®1A 

0-20V ®1A 
5V ®5A 

Fully Regulated, Short Circuit Protected with 2 

Limit Cont. 3 Separate Supplies 
XP -880 with Analog Meters $159.50 

DIGITAL 
LCR METER 

yl $148 

Model 
LC -1800 

Measures: 
Inductors, 
Capacitors, © Resistors 

50MHz LOGIC PROBE 
20 nsec with memory 
LP -700 -í . 

$23 
Logic Pulsar 
LP600 $23 

DIGITAL 3 AMP POWER SUPPLY 
Model 

r 
x 

. .. XP -750 

OE RE d 
$165 as 0 -- 

0-40V @ 1.5A 

0 -20V @ 3A 

Fully Regulated, Short Circuit Protected Current, 
Limit Control 
X13-650 with Analog Meters $129.50 

MULTIFUNCTION COUNTERS 

-1 

G $245 
,N.,,,,,,, 

::: 
iï,ïl 

r 100MHz $169 

Frequency, Period, Totalize, Self Check with High- 
Stabilized Crystal Oven Oscillator, 8 Digit LED Display 

C &S SALES INC., 8744 W. North Ter., Niles, IL 60648 \tt»y/ 15 DAY MONEY 

800. 292.7711 (312) 459.9040 ASK FOR CATALOG \ I BACK GUARANTEE 

2 Year Limited Guarantee! Add 5% for Postage ($10 max), IL Res., 7% Tax 
CIRCLE 45 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Varipulse Generator (from page 58) 

Fig. 4. Conductor details for DIP (A) 
and TO -92 versions of IC4 regulator. 

for low- resistance connections to 
IC4. In (A), which applies to the 
8 -pin DIP version of the regulator, 
pins 1 and 8 of IC4 should be sol- 
dered directly to the input and 
+ 5 -volt bus strips, and the ground 
bus connects to pin 6 via a wide bus 
strip that passes between the input 
and output bus strips. This ground 
bus then crosses the board and wraps 
back to near the far end of the 
+ 5 -volt bus to permit short connec- 
tions to be made for C8. Note, too, 
that C6 should also have short leads, 
while C7's leads can stretch between 
the power bus strips between ICI 
and IC2. 

Figure 4(B) illustrates the special 
bus arrangement for IC4 if you 
should decide to use the small TO -92 
78L05 regulator. Again, emphasis is 
on short leads and wide power and 
ground bus strips. 

Because the ICs in the Varipulse 
Generator generate about 3 MHz on 
range 1, ceramic bypass capacitors 
C6, C7 and C8 must be located di- 
rectly at the IC sockets. Capacitors 
C5 and C9 are aluminum electroly- 
tics that have poor frequency re- 
sponse at high frequencies. Ceramic 
capacitors have low impedance at 
high frequencies and are used here 
because HCMOS ICs require the same 
bypass precautions as TTL ICs do. 

Once you have the circuit -board 
assembly fully wired, you can pro- 

Fig. 5. Project's front panel. 

Fig. 6. Interior view of enclosure's front panel with controls, switches and jacks 
mounted in place. 

ceed to machining the small enclo- 
sure in which the bulk of the project 
is to be housed. Choose an enclosure 
that will comfortably accommodate 
the circuit -board assembly and has 
sufficient depth to allow you to 
mount the various controls, jacks 
and switches on the front panel (see 
Fig. 5 for a suggested layout; with 

ample clearance between them and 
the circuitry. 

Test fit the components in their re- 
spective locations and then remove 
them. Label the panel according to 
position and /or function. If you use 
dry- transfer lettering, spray two or 
three light coats of clear acrylic over 
the entire panel and wait for each 
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Fig. 7. Output cable construction details show miniature phone plug (upper) 
and "micro- grabber" connectors (lower). 

coat to dry before spraying on the 
next. This will protect the lettering 
from scratching and wearing off as 
you use the project. If you use a tape 
labeler, there's no need to protective- 
ly coat the front panel. 

Referring back to Fig. 3, wire the 
remainder of the circuit. Figure 6 

shows the control, jack and switch 
arrangement from inside the enclo- 
sure. Note that some components 
mount off the circuit -board assem- 
bly, directly to the lugs of the switch- 
es and controls. Note particularly the 
ground strap that interconnects the 
output jacks and timing capacitors. 

Finally, make up three sets of test 
leads. For these, you will need minia- 
ture phone plugs, two- conductor 
flexible lead (or miniature coaxial ca- 
ble) and "micro- grabber" connec- 
tors. Use 36 "cables for each test lead 
you prepare. Figure 7 shows details 
of test -lead construction. AE 

WhIllImeaPoN' ics 
Now you can reach out every month and learn about the latest innovations in 

consumer electronics and personal computers -what's new, how products and 

circuits work, and what leading authorities think of them. 

*Stereo *Video Home & Car Electronics 
*Test Instruments *Circuitry & Devices *Servicing 

*Personal Computers *Communications *Construction Projects 

In every issue, authors lucidly explain how exciting, new electronics ideas are 

applied ... issue forthright buying counsel ... present complete plans to build 
electronic devices to enhance products, even unique ones that are not yet being sold 
in the marketplace. 

Just fill out the coupon and mail with your check, money order, or credit card 

information (Visa or MasterCard) to enter your subscription. Do it today to ensure 

earliest delivery! 

MODERN ELECTRONICS 76 North Broadway, Hicksville, NY I I1i01 

Please send me Modern Electronics For f 2 Years I Year 

Name 

Street 

City 

State Zip 

3 Years (36 issues).. $48.00 

2 Years (24 issues) ..$33.00 
1 Year (12 issues) ...$17.97 

Charge My Order To Payment Enclosed S 

MasterCard 

1 VISA 

My account number is: 

1 1I1I1I111111I1 
Say You Saw It In Modern Electronics 

A Career Start in 
21st Century Electronics 

Since 1905, National Technical Schools 
has helped over 300,000 people just like 
you learn at their own pace and build 
successful careers. Enter the boom in 
electronics through home study courses 
in Microcomputer Technology & Ser- 
vicing, TV & Radio Servicing, Video 
Technology, Industrial Controls (Micro- 
processing), Robotics or Basic Electronics. 

To begin a new career or to sharpen 
your current skills, call 1- 800 -B- BETTER 
or write us today for complete details: 
NTS, Dept. ME -410, 456 West M.L. 
King Jr. Blvd., Los Angeles CA 90037. 

Accredited by National Home Study Council 
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* TAX FREE JOBS * 
NOW IN EUROPE - MIDEAST - ASIA 

S. AMERICA - AFRICA - OTHERS 

OVER 15.000 OPENINGS AVAILABLE 
TODAY. OUR CLIENTS ARE HIRING NOW!! 

We guarantee to match you with existing jobs 
FREE TRAVEL FREE HOUSING 

FREE FOOD FREE MEDICAL 

Our Clients are hiring NOW: 
PETRO- CHEMICAL ADMINISTRATION 

ENGINEERING MEDICAL /DENTAL EX- MILITARY 
CONSTRUCTION HVAC FINANCE 

DATA PROCESSING MATERIAL CONTROL 
TECHNICIANS MANY. MANY OTHERS ... 

OPEN SUNDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 
Call now or send resume to: 

p.verseas 
`I' Unlimited Agency-, Inc. 

(2131739.8080 
3460 Wilshire Blvd.. Suite 908MD Los Angeles, CA 90010 

OR CONTACT (208) 344 -0442 
290 Bobwhite Cf Suite 240MD. Boise. ID 83706 

FOR the following states only Idaho. Montana. N. Dakota. Oregon. 
S. Dakota. Washington, Wyoming , Minnesota, Canada. 

OR CONTACT (813) 985 -7300 
7402 N. 56th St Suite 800MD. Tampa. FL 33617 

FOR the following states only Alabama. Arkansas. Florida. 
Georgia. Kentucky. Louisiana, Maryland. Mississippi. 
S Carolina. Tennessee. Virginia. Washington D.0 . W Virginia 

OR CONTACT (201) 624 -3700 
Gateway One at Penn Station).Suite501MD. Newark. NJ 

07102 
FOR the following states only Connecticut. Delaware. Maine. 
Massachusetts. New Hampshire. New Jersey. New York. Pennsyl- 
vania. Rhode Island. Vermont 

ADVANCE FEE LICENSED AND BONDED 
WORLD'S OLDEST AND LARGEST 
OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT AGENCY 

EMPLOYMENT NOT GUARANTEED 

CIRCLE 79 ON FREE INFORMATION C 

AMAZING 
SCIENTIFIC & ELECTRONIC 

PRODUCTS 
PLANS -Build Yourself -Ail Parts Available In Stock 

LC7- BURNING CUTTING CO, LASER S 20.00 
RUB4- PORTABLE LASER RAY PISTOL 20.00 
TCC1 -3 SEPARATE TESLA COIL 

PLANS TO 1.5 MEV 20.00 
10G1-10N RAY GUN 10.00 
GRA1- GRAVITY GENERATOR 10.00 

EML1- ELECTRO MAGNET COIL GUN /LAUNCHER.... 5.00 

KITS 
MFT1K -FM VOICE TRANSMITTER 3 MI RANGE 49.50 
VWPMSK- TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER 3 MI RANGE 39.50 
BTC3K- 250,00 VOLT 1014" SPARK TESLA COIL 199.50 
LHC2K- SIMULATED MULTICOLOR LASER 39.50 
BLS1K- 100,000 WATT BLASTER DEFENSE DEVICE 69.50 
ITM1K- 100,000 VOLT 20' AFFECTIVE 

RANGE INTIMIDATOR 69.50 
PSP4K -TIME VARIANT SHOCK WAVE PISTOL 59.50 
PTG1K- SPECTACULAR PLASMA 

TORNADO GENERATOR 139.50 
MVPIK SEE IN DARK KIT 169.50 

ASSEMBLED 
PG70H- MULTICOLORED VARIABLE 

MODE PLASMA GLOBE "7" 425.00 
BTC10- 50,000 VOLT- WORLD'S SMALLEST 
TESLA COIL 44.50 
LG040 -1MW HeNe VISIBLE RED LASER GUN 299.50 
TAT20 AUTO TELEPHONE RECORDING DEVICE 24.50 
GPV1O -SEE IN TOTAL DARKNESS IR VIEWER 299.50 
LIST10- SNOOPER PHONE INFINITY TRANSMITTER 169.50 
IPG70- INVISIBLE PAIN FIELD GENERATOR - 
MULTI MODE 69.50 

CATALOG CONTAINING DESCRIPTIONS OF ABOVE PLUS 
HUNDREDS MORE AVAILABLE FOR $1.000R INCLUDED FREE 

WITH ALL ABOVE ORDERS. 

PLEASE INCLUDE $3.00 PH ON ALL KITS AND PRODUCTS 
PLANS ARE POSTAGE PAID. SEND CHECK, MO. VISA, MC IN 

US FUNDS. 

INFORMATION UNLIMITED 
P.O. BOX 716,DEPT.ME, AMHERST, NH 03031 

CIRCLE 48 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Twilight Sentry (from page 45) 

I 
Si 

LIGHTS 

PARKING LIGHTS 

CIRCUIT -BOARD 
ASSEMBLY 

PC1 

S2 
IGNITION 

+12V 
T VEHICLE BATTERY 

LEDI 

VEHICLE'S 
CHASSIS 
GROUND 

Fig. S. Wiring diagram shows details for typical installation of Twilight Sentry 
in a vehicle. Photocell and /or LED can be mounted remote from main circuit. 

When you do obtain the proper 
readings, power down the project 
and plug the ICs into their respective 
sockets, taking care to observe pro- 
per orientations. Handle ICI as you 
would any other CMOS -type static - 
sensitive device. As you plug each IC 
into its socket, make sure that none 
of its pins overhang the socket or 
fold under between IC and socket as 
you push it home. 

Now check actual circuit opera- 
tion, once again using the power sup- 
ply or vehicle battery as a power 
source. Do this in a location where 
the ambient lighting is subdued. First 
set SENSITIVITY CONTROL R2 fully 
counterclockwise. Then with some 
light striking the photocell, connect 
the power supply's or battery's 
ground or negative lead to the GND 
contact and the positive lead to the 
+ 12V IGNITION ON contact of the 
screw -type terminal strip on the proj- 
ect. The LED should be off. 

Simulate a dusk condition by 
shielding most of the light from the 
photocell. In bright light, you will 
have to exclude almost 100 percent 
of the light. Adjust R2 clockwise un- 
til the LED begins to flash. Then use 
a short wire or a paper clip to jumper 
from the anode of DI to the anode of 
D2. The LED should now turn off. 

If you fail to obtain the proper re- 
sults during your tests, you must 
troubleshoot the circuit and rectify 
the problem. You can check the latch 
circuit by measuring the potential at 
pin 13 of ICI, which should be about 
12 volts when you first apply power 
to the circuit with R2 set fully coun- 
terclockwise. Setting R2 to its fully 
clockwise position and with no light 
falling on the photocell, the potential 
at pin 3 of ICI should drop to zero 
and remain there. 

Measure the voltage across the 
photocell to be sure that it is near ze- 
ro under bright -light conditions. It 
should rise to no more than about 8 

volts as the photocell is darkened. 
You can check operation of the 

1C2 oscillator by measuring the volt- 
age at pin 4. When power is first ap- 
plied to the anode of D2 and with 
light striking the photocell, you 
should measure 0 volt. With R2 set 
fully clockwise and the photocell in 
darkness, the measurement should 
rise to about + 12 volts and the LED 
should flash. 

If the logic levels at pin 4 of 1C2 
are correct but the LED fails to flash, 
carefully check your wiring, the 
component values of the 1C2 oscilla- 
tor circuit and the polarity of the 
LED. If necessary, try a new LED. 
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Installation 
Figure 5 shows a simplified installa- 
tion diagram to use to wire the Twi- 
light Sentry into your vehicle's elec- 
trical system. Since the photocell is 
extremely sensitive, you may want to 
mount it in a location that is some- 
what sheltered from direct light. 
Whatever location you choose, how- 
ever, make sure that the photocell is 

protected from the elements and that 
there is no possibility that the con- 
nections can be accidentally shorted 
to any metal part of your vehicle. 

Voltage to drive the anode of D2, 
via the + 12V IGNITION ON contact of 
the terminal strip, must be obtained 
from a point in your vehicle's electri- 
cal system that is at + 12 volts with 
the ignition on and at 0 volt with the 
ignition off. Use a voltmeter to lo- 
cate such a point. Since the circuit 
draws very little current, you can use 
the power lead of any ignition -on ac- 
cessory, including your car radio or a 
windshield -wiper motor. 

The anode of Dl must be driven, 
via the + 12V PARKING LAMPS termi- 
nal -strip contact, from one of the 
running lights of your vehicle. You 
can tap off the parking or tail lights. 
Do not use the headlight circuit, 
since the high -low beam switch may 
cause the LED to flash when it 
should not. Use the dc voltmeter to 
make certain that you have selected 
the correct wire in your vehicle to 
which to make this connection. You 
should obtain a reading of + 12 volts 
when the lights are on and 0 volt 
when the lights are switched off. 

Be sure to connect circuit -board 
common to the chassis of your vehi- 
cle, via the GND contact of the termi- 
nal strip, to assure a good ground. 

After installing the Twilight Sen- 
try in your vehicle, make a final ad- 
justment of the SENSITIVITY control. 
This must be done under actual twi- 
light conditions, at the level of light 
you want the warning LED to flash. 
Set R2 fully counterclockwise (least - 
sensitive position). Start your vehi- 
cle's engine and make sure all lights 

are off. Now very slowly adjust R2 
clockwise until the LED begins to 
flash. This will be the ambient light 
level at which the project will provide 
a visible warning. After making this 
adjustment, turn on your vehicle's 
headlights and note that the LED 
should now extinguish. 

After installing the Twilight Sen- 
try in your vehicle, inform all other 
drivers who use your car of its func- 
tion. You will now have peace of 
mind knowing that you and other 
drivers who use your vehicle will 
never inadvertently drive without 
lights at dusk. AE 

Take one look at the new MCM catalog and you'll discover .. . 

An unbeatable line -up of parts and products 

Many new items that are hard to find 

Great values that save you money 

You'll also discover convenient ordering with our TOLL -FREE 
lines, fast and friendly service, plus quick shipment on 
the items you need. 

All of this is in the new MCM catalog -and 
we invite you to "Take One ". For your copy - with no obligation to buy - call TODAY! 

TOLL -FREE 
1- 800 -543 -4330 
In Ohio, 1-800-762-4315 
In Alaska and Hawaii, 1-800-858-1849 

MCM ELECTRONICS 
858 E. CONGRESS PARK DR. 
CENTERVILLE, OH 45459 

A PREMIER Company cr i i 

CIRCLE 46 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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VIDEO 
CABLE TV Secrets - the outlaw publication 
the Cable Companies tried to Ban. HBO, 
Movie Channel, Showtime, Descramblers, 
Converters, etc. Suppliers list included. $8.95. 
Cable Facts, Box 711 -ME, Pataskala, OH 
43062. 

SELECT patents plus complete explanations 
of authorization, polarity status, audio, sync 
modifications. $14.00. Signal, Box 2512 -M, 
Culver City, CA 90231. 

SCIENTIFIC Atlanta cable users series 8500, 
8550 get all channels. Instructions for simple 
modification costs under $10.00 to make. 
Send $10.00, no checks to: R.F. Specialties, 
P.O. Box 443, Forked River, NJ 08731. 

Pay TV and Satellite Descrambling. Now 120 
pages. Theory, schematics, bypasses. 13 cable 
and 7 satellite systems including After Dark 
Video. $14.95. Twenty page Supplement Only 
$8.95. Experiments With Videocipher. Latest 
circuits, cloning, musketeering info $12.95. 
MDS /MMDS Handbook. For Microwave 
Hackers $9.95. Cable TV. System design, 
security, two -way $12.95. Build Satellite 
Systems Under $600. $12.95 Any 3/$26 Sum- 
mer catalog $1. Shojiki Electronics Corp., 
1327P Niagara St., Niagara Falls, N.Y., 
14303. COD's 716 -284 -2163. 

CABLE TV CONVERTERS. Scientific At- 
lanta, Jerrold, Oak, Zenith, Hamlin. Many 
others. "New" VIDEO HOPPER "The Copy 
Killer ". Visa, M/C & Amex Accepted. Toll 
Free 1 -800- 826 -7623. B &B Inc., 10517 Upton 
Circle, Bloomington, MN 55431. 

PROJECTION TV ... Convert your TV to 
project 7 Foot picture ... Results comparable 
to $2,500 projectors ... Total cost less than 
$30.00... PLANS AND 8" LENS $21.95 .. . 

Illustrated information FREE. Macrocoma- 
ML, Washington Crossing, Pennsylvania 
18977. Credit card orders 24 HRS. (215) 
736 -3979. 

CABLE DECODERS AND CONVERTERS. 
Get your free catalog today! Viewstar 2501 
$129.00, Starcom -3 $139.95, N -12 Decoder re- 
placement $100.00, Tri -BI Decoder $100.00, 
Star Base $99.00, HAMLIN- JERROLD- 
OAK- SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA. OUR CAT- 
ALOG WILL HELP YOU DETERMINE 
THE EQUIPMENT YOU NEED. OR CALL 
(402) 331 -4957 GUARANTEED 90 DAYS. 
(M.D.) MOVIE DOCTOR ELECTRONICS, 
5078 SO. 108TH #115, OMAHA, NE 68106. 

STRANGE Stuff. Plans, kits, items. Build 
Satellite Dish $69. Descramblers, bugs, adult 
toys. Informational photo package $3. Re- 
fundable. Dirijo Corporation, Box 212 -M, 
Lowell, NC 28098. 

HIGH TECH SURPLUS 
HACKER ALERT! 

S -100 backplanes, 8 & 12 -slot $50 
Vector Graphic Z -80 CPO. complete $50 

S -100 64K dynamic RAM cards $100 
Vector Graphic SBC $100 
S -100 Micropolis cards CALL 

Vector Graphic static RAM cards $35 

Dynabyte S-1CO 64K dynamic RAM.... $100 

Dynabyte Z -80 CPU card $125 
Dynabyte floppy disk controller $100 
Dynabyte hard disk controller $125 
Dynabyte enclosure w /card cage and power 

supply $200 

Cromemco 4FDC card $100 

Cromemco Z -80 CPU card $100 

Cromemco 16K RAM cards $75 

Cromemco System Two, complete, w/ 
5'h" drives $400 
Cromemco System Three, complete, w/ 
3102 terminal, software, modem, all 

DOCs and manuals $800 

'Complete line of IBM- compatible boards' 
XEBEC IBM hard disk controllers cards. 
as is $35 
Motorola VME 68000 CPU card $300 

Power Supplies -WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE! 

High-powered switching power supplies, very 

small, multi -voltage: +5, -5, +12, -12. 
More than 750 watts total. Great for S -100 

cabinets, home -brew systems $50 

WE BUY, SELL, AND TRADE* 

Inventory of over 5,000 complete parts and 

systems ... just too many to list. CALL or 

WRITE for your specific needs. 

Motorola Versabas Available. 
Please call for quantity & pricing. 

Complete Dynabyte S -100 system, multi -user, 
supports 5 users; 256K; 12 meg. hd. disk 
drive; 1 5'/4" floppy; dual 8" disk drives; 

Dynabyte terminal. All original, w /licensed 
copy & manuals of MP /M $1000 

Intel Multibus development systems, from 

$300 to $800, w /software 

Multibus complete enclosures, w /back -plane 

and power supply: 4 -slot $400 
8 -slot $600 

Complete Multibus UNIX systems, ready -to- 

run, w /UNIX & all software. CALL for low 

price. 

Huge selection of "as is" S -100 boards at $25 
each. Fantastic deal - great boards! 

5-MHz Z -80 SBC computer w /2K static RAM, 
2K ROM. With schematics $25 

New and Used Computer Boards, Parts, and 

Systems. ALL TYPES AVAILABLE, including: 
VME Versabus S -100 Multibus Atari AMIGA 
IBM -compatibles and MUCH MORE! 

HACKER ALERT! 

COMPLETE REPAIRS AVAILABLE - 

for odd or hard -to -fix equipment 

CALL or write for tree catalog! 

Intel Multibus 64K dynamic RAM cd.... $150 
Intel Multibus ROM cards $150 
Intel Multibus I/O cards $125 
Intel Multibus floppy disk controller, 
part #208 $200 
Intel hard disk controller, #215 $300 
Intel SBC 8030 CPU $150 
Intel SBC 8020 CPU $130 

Intel SBC 8024 CPU $130 
Intel SBC 8010A CPU w /ROMs $120 
Intel SBC 8010B CPU $130 
Intel SBC 8612A CPU w /CP /M 86 boot 
ROMs $300 

National Semiconductor Z -80 CPU, w/ 
RAM, ROM, and I/O $200 

Have A Computer No One Can Fix 

Let Us Help Many Hard To Find ROMS and PALS 

Complete Service On Most Out Of Date 

Equipment 

(203) 723-5316 
Or 

(203) 723-5694 

TERMS: MC and VISA, COD's. CT residents add 71/2% tax. 
HIGH TECH SURPLUS 490 Wooster St. Naugatuck, CT 06770 

(203) 723 -5694 CIRCLE 27 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

ELECTRONICS 
DIGITAL ELECTRONICS INTRODUC- 
TORY COURSE! Covers Theory and Design. 
Includes Trainer Kit! $19.99 HIET Electron- 
ics, 2626 Babcock #1707, San Antonio, 
Texas 78229. 

TEST EQUIPMENT WANTED! Don't wait 
-we'll pay cash for LATE MODEL HP, Tek, 
etc. Call Glenn, N7EPK, at Skagitronics Co., 
1- 800 -356 -TRON. 

CAR stereo, C.B.'s, Radar Detectors, 
Alarms, Accessories. Dirt cheap! Free cata- 
log. ELECTROMANIA, 51B Sunrise High- 
way, Lynbrook, NY 11563. 

ELECTRONIC KITS and accessories: over 70 
different kits; ICs; transformers; everything 
to make your own PCB. For a FREE catalog, 
write to: HOBBY ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box. 
1339, Claremont, NH 03743 -1339 or call (303) 
477 -1522. 

$$$$$ SUPER SAVINGS $$$$$ 
on electronic parts, components, supplies and 
computer accessories. Free 40 -page catalog 
for SASE. Get on our mailing list. BCD 
ELECTRO, P.O. Box 830119, Richardson, 
TX 75083 or call (214) 343 -1770. 

COMPUTERS 
SURPLUS COMPUTERS for sale: Multibus, 
Versabus, S -100, VME, AMIGA, Atari ST- 
boards, power supplies, terminals, disk 
drives, complete systems. Free catalog. We 
trade IBM -compatibles for unwanted sys- 
tems, and buy unwanted equipment. No pur- 
chase too small. HIGH -TECH SURPLUS, 
(203) 723 -5694, 490 Wooster Street, Nauga- 
tuck, CT 06770. 

"FREE Price List: We sell video game cart- 
ridges for: Atari, 2600, 5200, Coleco, Intellivi- 
sion, Nintendo. Software Atari XL /XE, 
Adam. Villa Villa, Box 17085, Milwaukee, WI 
53217. Modems call (414) 265 -5149 24 hrs, 
300/1200 baud. Distributors feel free to con- 
tact us, if you have games to sell." 

DISK Utility Program for all PC's using DOS 
featuring: copy functions, display specifica- 
tions, disk surface analysis, sector display and 
modification, data repair, disk performance 
measurements, and much more. $40ppd. CGT 
Associates, Box 695, Concord, MA 01742. 
(617) 371 -3130. 

POWER supplies -warehouse clearance. 
WARNING: these are high- powered switch- 
ing power supplies. Very small, self -con- 
tained, multi -voltage: + 5, - 5, + 12, -12. 
Better than 750 watts total. Great for S -100 
cabinets, home -brew systems; $50 each. 
HIGH -TECH SURPLUS, (203) 723 -5694, 
490 Wooster Street, Naugatuck, CT 06770. 
Free catalog. 

TI -99/4A Software /Hardware bargains. 
Hard to find items. Huge selection. Fast Ser- 
vice. Free Catalog. TYNAMIC, Box 690, 
Hicksville, NY 11801. 

IBM -PC SOFTWARE 

CompDes Computer -Aided Circuit Design, se- 
lections from basic electricity to circuit designs. 
Very educational. $49.95. (614) 491 -0832 Esoft 
Software, 444 Colton Road, Columbus, Ohio 
43207. 
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PICKS UP A WHISPER 50 FEET AWAY! 
The model WAT -50 miniature FM tranmitter uses a 
4 -stage circuit NOT to be confused with a simple wire- 
less microphone. Simply snap the unit on top of a 9V 
battery and you can hear every sound In an entire house 
up to 1 mile away! Use with any FM radio. Tunes to any 
frequency from 70mhz - 130mhz. Easy to assemble kit 
Includes all parts and Instructions. Only 29.98 tax incl. 

The WIRELESS TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER model 
WTT -20 is only about the size of a dime, yet transmits 
both sides of a telephone conversation to any FM radio 
with crystal clarity. Completely automatic. Uses power 
from the telephone line itself - never needs a battery! 
Up to 1/4 mile range. Tunes from 70mhz - 130mhz. Easy 
to assemble kit Includes all parts and instructions. On- 
ly $29.98 tax incl. 
Call or send MO, VISA, MC for Immediate delivery. 
Single kit orders include $1.50 S &H. FREE SHIPPING 
on orders of 2 or more. All orders shipped by U.S. Mall. 
COD add $4.00. Personal checks allow 21 days. 

DECO INDUSTRIES 
BOX 607, BEDFORD HILLS, NY 10507 

914-232-3878 

CIRCLE 26 ON FREE INFORMATIO 

down SPEAKER CATALOGI. 6 
1001 bargains in electronics. Save 

Ill up to 50% call toll free 1- 800 -346- U 
2433 for ordering only. Order by 
VISA/MC /AMX. No COD's. Missouri, II 
Alaska, Hawaii call 1-816-842-5092, 
or write McGee Radio, 1901 McGee 
St., K.C., MO 64108. Postage for 
catalog $1.00. Ms eimu s 

ADVERTISERS' INDEX 
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2 ARRL 81 

42 Antenna Specialists Co 65 

28 AVCOM 40 

45 C&S Sales 85 

44 Chemtronics 63 

50 Cleveland Institute of Eke 25 

10 Computer Friends 4 

5 Consolidated Electronics 75 

6 Cook's Institute 75 

DAK Industries Coy. II, 1 

26 Deco Industries 92 

49 Digi -Key Corp 91 

40 Digital Research 5 

3 Electronic Equip. Bank 28 

Grantham College of Engrg 7 

11, - Heath Co 3, 27 

27 High -Tech Surplus 90 

48 Information Unlimited 88 

105 J & W 41 

8 Jensen Tools 64 

46 MCM Electronics 89 

McGee Radio 92 

7 Mouser 63 

NRI Schools 15 

4 National Technical Schools 87 

79 Overseas Unlimited 88 

Pacific Cable Co., Inc 11 

29 Protecto 33 

13 Radio Shack 21 

SAI Systems Laboratories 5 

9 Synergetics 64 

1 U.S. Dept. of Stale Coy. HI 
118 Uniden Coy. IV 

Universal Shortwave 68 

12 Wahl Clipper 51 

IBM -PC SOFTWARE 

CompMath Computer -Aided Mathematics, se- 
lections of general, complex, matrix, engineer- 
ing, statistic mathematics. Very educational. 
$59.95. (614) 491 -0832 Esoft Software, 444 Col- 
ton Road, Columbus, Ohio 43207. 

COMMUNICATIONS 
PROPAGANDA TAPES! Authentic, rare re- 
cordings of WW -II German and Japanese 
shortwave broadcasts by "Tokyo Rose ", 
"Axis Sally ", others. Cassette $9.95. D -W 
Research, 4548 Auburn Blvd., #231 -F, Sacra- 
mento, CA 95841. 

DETECTIVES, Experimenters. Exciting New 
Plans. Hard to find MICRO and RESTRICT- 
ED Devices. Large Catalog $5.00 Refundable 
on 1st Order. WILSON, P.O. BOX 5264, Au- 
gusta, Georgia 30906. 

LINEAR PARTS -Transistors: MRF454 $15, 
MRF455 $12, MRF477 $11, MRF492 $16.75, 
MRF421 $22.50, SRF2072 $13, SRF3662 $25, 
3800 $18.75, 2SC2290 $19.75, 2SC2879 $25. 
Tubes: 6KD6 $10.50, 6LQ6 $9.75, 6LF6 
$9.75, 8950 $16.75. Best Prices on Palomar 
Road Noise Mics, Ranger AR3300. New 16 
page Catalog listing radio /amplifier tricks - 
Channel Modification, PLL- Sliders, Peaking 
for Range, Hard -to -Find Linear Parts -Mail 
$1.00 to: RFPC, Box 700, San Marcos, CA 
92069. For Same Day Parts Shipment, Call 
(619) 744-0728. 

VOICE DISGUISERS! FM Bugs! SWL Ac- 
tive Antenna! Receivers! More! Catalog $1.00 
(Refundable): XANDI ELECTRONICS, Box 
25647, "K ", Tempe, AZ 85282. 

PÓLICE, Fire Scanning Radios. Bearcat Re- 
gency Fanon. Harvey Park Radio, Box 
19224ME, Denver, CO 80219. 

Al DIO 
Amplifier plans -Quieter, freer from distor- 
tion, easier to construct, ideal for home build- 
ers. For Audio amps, all wattages, $15. Amplifi- 
ers Unlimited, Rt 2, Box 139, Highmore, SD 
57345. 

INVENTORS 

INVENTORS! Have idea for product or in- 
vention, don't know what to do? Call AIM we 
present ideas to manufacturers - Toll Free 
1 -800- 225 -5800. 

INVENTORS 

INVENTORS! Can you profit from your 
idea? Call AMERICAN INVENTORS COR- 
PORATION for free information. Over a de- 
cade of service, 1-800-338-5656. In Massachu- 
setts or Canada call (413) 568 -3753. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
BASIC COMPUTERS, 10 lesson correspon- 
dence course, $39.50. Certificate. Details free. 
AMERICAN TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, 
Box 201, Cedar Mountain, NC 28718. 

FREE Sample! Discover Apex® Screwdring 
Bits, Accessories. Sensational fit, Remarkable 
toughness, Amazing durability. Write today! 
M. Shockey's, 5841 Longford, Dayton, Ohio 
45424. 

ASIAN LADIES want correspondence for 
friendship, marriage, SUNSHINE INTER- 
NATIONAL, Dept. TW, Box 260, North 
Hollywood, CA 91603. 

Order Form 
Please print in block letters. 
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We don't just 
offer Security. 

We challenge you 
to provide it. 

Worldwide! 

The Bureau of 
Diplomatic Security 

urgently needs top -flight 
electronics engineering talent 
to provide state -of -the -art 
security services for the State 
Department facilities in Washing- 
ton, D.C. as well as American embassies 
and consulates throughout the world. 

The immediate challenges are in electronic 
surveillance counter -measures, security 
systems, computer security and communi- 
cations security. 

Starting salaries range 
from $20,746 to $42,059 

with h excellent benefits. 

But the best benefit we offer 
is a challenging career. Not just 

a secure job that grows old fast. 

For Information and Applications, 
Call Collect: (703) 235 -2291 Or Write To: 
Bureau of Diplomatic Security 
DS /PLD /PRP, Room 276, SA-11 
U.S. Department of State 
Washington, AC. 20520 

U.S. Citizenship Required 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 

CIRCLE I ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 



70 XLT Pocket Size 20 Channel Programmable Scanner 

KEYLOCK LICHT BC 7OXLT 
CIL 

10 tlntl0 30 CXNL 
SCAN MAN 

COLO 
O E 

unidere poal. r 
The 70XLT sets a new standard for portable Scanners in perform- 
ance, dependability and size. This hard working unit has 20 pro- 
grammable channels and 10 bands of coverage. It has the most 
desirable feanrres including Priority, Lockout and Delay. It also inch -les 

automatic and manual Search to find new active frequencies. Built - 
in rechargeable batteries give hours of trouble -free use and quickly 
charge overnight. A Charger/Adaptor allows the unit to run on 120 

VAC and the LCD display includes selectable ill( imination for night 
time scanning. The superior engineering will treat your ears 
to real life excitement and drama as you've never heard it before. 

The ChKe tfl$fivim.d UDÎEIPD® CxthirJack Niddatn. 
Winner of 20 Map. 4' Cñantpim.itirts. A Neu. ( ìencr.ttim of CA niuntmic:ltk m. 
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